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INTRODUCTION ^>l^}^
The Canton quadrangle (see key map, figure i), lies~somewhat

to the northwest of the center of St Lawrence county, New York.

Bounded by parallels 44° 30' and 44° 45^ and meridians 75° and

75° 15', it embraces an area of approximately 212 square miles.

In a geological sense the district lies on the northwest outskirts

of the Adirondack moimtains, while physiographically it flanks

the line of foothills which mark the approach to the rugged interior.

So far as bedrock is concerned, the larger part of the quadrangle,

that is, the southern two-thirds, as truly belongs to the Adiron-

dacks as any of the more highly elevated districts adjoining it.

During the past century or more, the crystaUine rocks of the

mountains have attracted the careful attention of many observers.

For a full bibliography and summary of Adirondack literature up

to and including 1908, the reader is referred to the bulletin by Van
Hise and Leith (1909, pages 597-621)-^, and the publications of

the State Geological Survey, to which the writer is indebted for the

following brief notes covering the activities of this period.

Some twenty-six investigators, working often in widely separated

places, have contributed in varying amount to our knowledge of the

vast assemblage of metamorphic rocks which make up this moun-
tain system. Among the workers of the earlier period were Jessup,

Eaton, Emmons, Conrad, Vanuxem and Mather. Emmons pub-

lished (1842) the first comprehensive summary of contemporary

^See list of references at end of bulletin.



Fig. I. Key map, showing the location of the Canton quadrangle, St Lawrence county. New York
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knowledge concerning the lithology of the Adirondacks. It is not a

little interesting to note in the work cited interpretations which are

considerably at variance with those held by present-day geologists,

particularly in regard to the sedimentary origin of syenite (Em-
mons, 1842, page 80), and the igneous origin of the crystalline

limestones (Emmons, 1842, pages 38-59). These views are sug-

gestive of the uncertainty which beset the pioneers who dealt with

problems of genesis and relationships among the rocks of this appar-

ently chaotic Precambrian complex. But however much modern
ideas concerning the nature and origin of the numberless rock

types of this complicated area may differ from those entertained by

the predecessors and contemporaries of Emmons, the fact remains

that his work, though but the beginning, was a substantial found-

ation upon which much subsequent progress has been based.

Twenty-three years elapsed before the publication of further ob-

servations on Adirondack geology, and during the quarter century

which followed, a period of scant activity in this region, only six

papers were added to the literature. These, with two exceptions,

were purely descriptive, and in so far as they dealt with the obser-

vational side of the subject, local in their scope. Thus Macfarlane

in the northwest, Leeds and Britton in the interior, and Julien in

the east, made material additions to the knowledge of their respec-

tive areas. Hunt and Hall, however, though more ambitious to

theorize from their observations, did so at a time when the facts in

hand afforded but an insecure basis for such generalizations, and

their interpretations were in some instances later superseded.

The year 1891 ushered in a period of continuous and productive

progress in this field under the auspices of the State Survey, begin-

ning with the joint work of Professors Kemp, Smyth and Gushing,

followed by the continued labors of Gushing, which more recently

have been supplemented by those of Prof. W. J. Miller. These

observers, by the application of modern methods of investigation,

have solved the major problems of Adirondack geology. Van Hise,

who had already made a brief visit to the region in 1890 in company

with Pumpelly, Walcott and G. H. Williams, was the author of

the first broad theory regarding the structure of the Adirondacks as

a whole. His view (Van Hise, 1892, pages 399, 435) that the

heart of the mountains was an eruptive core of gabbro surrounded

by a fringe of various gneisses dipping quaquaversally, controlled

then, as to a slight extent it colors now, the commonly accepted

opinion in the matter. The later observations, however, have shown

a general tendency to drop away from the idea of a periclinal
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attitude of the gneisses with respect to the central eruptive, as

facts discordant with this conception have repeatedly been brought

to light. If there is any single structure which may be said to per-

vade the whole Adirondack area, it is rectilinear, not circular in

character. The trend toward this more modern generalization is

seen as early as 1895; Smyth then pointed out (1895, page 264)

that the parallel belts of associated gneisses and limestones on the

northwest flank of the Adirondacks extended long distances parallel

to their strike, that is, northeast-southwest; and in the same year

Kemp (1895, pages 242-43) emphasized the fact that this linear

structure occurs also in the interior of the mountains. These dis-

coveries thus afford a modification of the quaquaversal hypothesis

of Van Hise, though admitting in general the nuclear character of

the central eruptives.

To confine our attention only to the northwest border, however,

it is noticeable that the chief problems which confronted those who
worked in the Adirondacks after the days of Van Hise's traverse,

were concerned less with the larger structural features of the moun-
tains than with the more intimate relationships exhibited by the vari-

ous rock types with each other. Questions of origin and history

came into special prominence. Gneisses, meaning broadly sili-

ceous rocks, have always been more or less sharply differentiated in

the literature from limestones which are nearly everywhere asso-

ciated with them. Concerning such calcareous formations, there

has been of late years scarcely any divergence of opinion. The
igneous origin of the Adirondack limestones, at an earlier date seri-

ously entertained by prominent geologists, has long since been dis-

proved and is of historic interest only. Nevertheless, in justice to

Emmons and those who shared his views, it must be admitted that

the evidence presented by the limestones, considered in itself, is ob-

scured by no small amount of ambiguity ; but the sedimentary origin

of the limestones is now thought to be sufificiently established.

With the gneisses, on the other hand, the case is somewhat dif-

ferent. From the earliest days diverse rocks whose field relations

were obscure or whose origin uncertain, have been relegated to this

catch-all class, and the task of later investigators has been primarily

to decipher this complex, and to determine which were igneous and

which sedimentary, which intrusive and which country rock. To
this end, at a time when the gneisses were all thought to be sedimen-

tary. Prof. C. H. Smyth, jr (1898, pages 490-92) considered the

nature and genetic significance of the streaks and irregular patches

of amphibolite so commonly associated with and surrounded by the
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lighter colored gneisses ; by a process of elimination the conclusion

is reached that these represent true xenoliths in an intrusive acid

magma, disrupted, however, and thoroughly metamorphosed by the

invading granite in which they are inclosed. Similarly, certain of

the amphibolite rocks of wide distribution in this region were

correlated with intrusions of gabbro and shown to be their meta-

morphic equivalents. Thus the origin of one of the most funda-

mentally important rock types was definitely ascertained. Others,

moreover, were shown to be sedimentary, but the true elastics were

found to possess a far smaller areal extent than had previously

been assigned to them.

In spite of such advances, the interpretation and mapping of

many of the gneisses in adjoining areas presented apparently insur-

mountable difficulties. Thus, in the northern Adirondack region

Gushing (1905, pages 294-95), after unraveling the relations over

most of the area examined, expresses himself upon the apparently

hopeless confusion existing over certain, often extended, areas.

Again two years later in the bulletin on the Long Lake quadrangle,

(1907, pages 463-70), vre find the same author, in spite of abimdant

relations definitely ascertained, pointing out the uncertainty which

exists with respect to the relations of several of the widespread

gneisses of the district.

Such instances, though briefi.y cited, may be taken as typifying the

circumstances surrounding the mapping and interpretation of the

geolog}- of the northwestern Adirondacks. ^lany of the hardest

problems have yielded to the patient and painstaking researches of

Professors Smyth and Gushing during the last twenty years. At

the same time, the field is so broad and investigators so few that it

is hardly a matter of surprise that numerous problems of genesis

and distribution are still far from being solved.

Realizing to a certain extent the difficulties involved in the study

of such a region, and appreciating the inherent complexities of the

Precambrian basement, it was with some hesitation that the present

writer undertook a rather detailed examination of a small part of

this outlying section of the Adirondacks. It was thought probable

that a careful study of a restricted district, going over it outcrop by

outcrop if necessary, might yield results which would aid in under-

standing certain phases of the history of the northwestern flank of

these mountains. The availability of a topographic base map, the

openness and low relief of the countr}-. the abundance of outcrops.

especiallv in the southern part, coupled with the fact that the area
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seemed likely to disclose relationships typical of a much larger sur-

rounding region, were in brief some of the factors controlling the

selection of the Canton cjuadrangle as a field for the determination,

so far as circumstances would permit, of the space and time rela-

tions of the various igneous and metamorphic rocks there exposed.

Glacial deposits are present over part of the quadrangle in suffi-

cient quantity to make the detailed study and precise mapping of the

Precambrian frequently impossible. The central belt, crossing the

area from west to east, is particularly unfavorable in this re-

spect; in its western part, to be sure, the boundaries of the larger

formations can be determined with a fair degree of approximation

;

but in the center and on the opposite side of the zone, even this is

impossible. In the southernmost belt, however, the conditions are

quite different. Except for two or three high-level glacial lake de-

posits, the county is practically free from debris, and outcrops are

abundant. Bearing in mind, therefore, the varying restrictions

imposed by glacial activity upon the accurate mapping of the bed-

rock of the quadrangle, the distribution, nature and structural rela-

tionships of the rock units composing the Precambrian terrane wir

now be described.
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GENERAL COXSIDERATIOXS

The Precanibrian rocks as a group display a striking simplicity

and narrowness in their mineralogical variations which render

the individual formations easily recognizable in the field. This

is unfortunately not always the case with rocks of such extreme

antiquity, even in neighboring areas of like age; but withm the

district at present under consideration, such lack of ambiguity

concerning the different lithologic units is of distinct aid in unravel-

ing the mutual structural relations of the various rock types en-

countered.

The oldest rocks of the region are undoubtedly those metamorphic

sediments which are referable to the Grenville series ; this correlation

is based on their similarity to those of the original Grenville area,

as regards their physical constitution and their structural and tec-

tonic relationships. Professor Gushing, while working along the

north border of the Adirondacks, thought it not impossible (1905,

page 274) that certain obscure gneisses whose relations to the

established Grenville sediments could not at the time be satisfactorily

made out, might represent the floor upon which these elastics were

deposited. This hypothesis should of course be entertained where

definite evidence of the contemporary or subsequent age of such

gneisses is not obtainable ; the discovery of the sub-Grenville base-

ment somewhere in the Adirondacks is not in itself an impossibility

from a purely theoretical point of view. But within the limits of

the Canton sheet, those formations which are not an integral part

of the Grenville series, for example granite gneiss and gabbro-am-

phibolite, are seen to exhibit distinctly intrusive relations with, and

to be therefore younger than, the Grenville, the basic intrusive

being the earlier of the two. If. therefore, the bedrock formations

of the Grenville sea bottom are present within the geographic limits

of the present study, they have been so altered through recrystalli-

zation in depth as to present the aspect of intru:=ions into the

superjacent sediments. Xo data bearing on the solution of this

difficult problem could be secured.

The granite gneiss is of the type occurring extensively in adjoin-

ing Precambrian areas, which has been referred to by authors as

Laurentian (Gushing et al., 1910, page 10). Owing, however, to

the present tendency among American geologists to restrict the

term Laurentian to intrusives of post-Kewatin but of known pre-

Huronian age, and in view^ of the impossibility of obtaining in this

quadrangle any data bearing directly upon the problem of the corre-
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lation of the Grenville of the eastern protaxis with the Kewatin of

the Lake Superior region, the practice has been followed in the

pages of this report of referring to the Precambrian intrusives of the

Canton quadrangle simply as post-Grenville. In this manner the

question is left open for the present, and any implications attendant

upon the use of the term Laurentian, as understood in the strict

sense, are avoided.

The sediments are of the type usually found in the Grenville of

the eastern part of the continent, namely, the metamorphic equiva-

lents of sandstones, shales and limestones, with various subordinate

modifications and transitional varieties. Biotite schists, garnet

gneisses and crystalline limestones, often containing a notable

amount of silicates, make up the largest portion, probably 90

per cent, of the sedimentary material of the quadrangle. These

formations find their greatest development respectively in the west

central, southeast and south central portions of the area. The gar-

net gneiss, a large mass of which has been injected by successive

intrusions of gabbro-diorite and granite gneiss, is of much greater

relative importance in this quadrangle than in neighboring Adiron-

dack territory, so far as is now known. This is partly accounted

for by the thickness of the formation, and in part by the fact that

crustal movements have doubled the tilted formation back upon

itself at both ends, and thereby increased its apparent areal impor-

tance. Besides these three chief rock types, the quadrangle affords

a number of others of lesser importance, such as quartzite, quartz

schist, quartz-mesh limestone, pyritous gneiss, amphibolites, cal-

careous schists, garnetiferous biotite schists and others, which to-

gether occupy but a relatively small area.

If the total thickness of the sediments could be measured with

any degree of approximation, it would probably be found to be some-

where near 2 or 3 miles. Difficulties are imposed, however, by

post-Grenville crustal disturbances, which render it almost impos-

sible to find a stratigraphic section of notable length or continuity,

or one which is not rendered valueless by the probability of an inde-

terminable amoimt of repetition by tight folding. The following

composite section will nevertheless serve to show that the thickness

can not be very great in comparison with figures obtained in other

Grenville areas, as for example in Ontario.

Section A. The middle limb of the broad sigmoidal belt of gar-

net gneiss and limestone in the southeast corner of the quadran.de

shows a thickness of 3600 feet, of which a sixth at least should be

deducted to allow for the abundant granitic and amphibolitic igne-
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ous material which is injected into the uppermost part of the sec-

tion, leaving as a maximum value for the clastic deposits in this

area somewhat over 3000 feet.

Section B. In continuing the measurement, the composite section

begins again at the upper boundary of the amphibolite belt where it

crosses the Canton-Russell road, and follows a zigzag and inter-

rupted course northwestward to the edge of the map. The first 75 to

icx) feet are covered: the exposed section begins vrith the lowest

stratum in the shallow syncline which crops out in a low bluff about

75 yards west of the road. The measurement is made in the direc-

tion of the pitch of the fold, that is, a little north .of west, as in

this manner a maximum value is obtained but at the same time the

danger of including a measurement of duplicated strata is avoided.

The strata here, as noted above, have a spoonlike structure, and it

is unlikely that there is repetition of any of the beds. The section

terminates at the summit of a small synclinal knoll of quartz schist

about a half mile east of a right-angled turn in the Grass river,

near a wagon road, which is dotted on the map. The thickness

exposed, allowing a maximum average dip of 5 degrees, is about 600

feet.

Section C. From this point northwestward to the broad band of

granite gneiss which passes through Canton village, the structure in

the limestone valley of the Grass river is indeterminable, and it is

accordingly impossible to assign a definite value to the thickness of

the formation. Assuming the dip to be uniform, however, and of

the average value of dips in this part of the quadrangle, that is, 30

degrees, and assuming an anticlinal summit to be present close to

the northwest base of the synclinal knoll mentioned, in order arbi-

trarily to bring the limestone stratum down under the granite gneiss

again, a maximum thickness of 2500 feet is obtained for the valley

limestone in this section.

Section D. The next place where a nearly measurable succession

of strata is shown is in the vicinity north of Eddy. Here an extremely

intermittent section can be followed from its base, which overlies

the border of the prominent oval boss of granite west of Canton vil-

lage, to its summit which passes under a sill-like body of gneiss west

of Eddv. It is unlikely that this group of beds has been repeated in

either of the sections already described. It is barely possible that

these rocks are connected with the Grass valley limestone by an iso-

clinal flexure which passes over the intervening granite gneiss. As,

however, this structural relationship is in the highest degree un-

certain, and the limestones, besides being more impure, are associated
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with a greater quantity of biotitic gneisses than are those in the

Grass valley, it seems probable that the formations are distinct. If

this is true the value obtained here, assuming an average southwest

dip of 10 degrees, is laoo feet. This is also a maximum, and is a

result, as in section B, of measuring the thickness in a direction

parallel to the pitch. The sum of the figures given for the partial

sections A— D brings the total up to 7300 feet.

In a strict calculation, such as is not possible in the present in-

stance, account should also be taken of the two limestone forma-

tions in the west-central and south-central portions of the quad-

rangle, occurring at what would seem to be respectively the summit

and the base of the composite section described above. In the for-

mer case a broad outcropless swampy valley renders dubious even

the presence of the Precambrian formations as surface rock. In

the latter, while to be sure the limestone is below the Pyrites-

Pierrepont gabbro-amphibolite belt and presumably below the

garnet gneiss injection zone, the exact tectonic relations between

the two are so obscure that the assignment of this limestone to the

same stratigraphic series with the sigmoid garnet gneiss is hardly

justifiable.

Such an estimate therefore as that proposed above, being' based

upon a number of isolated sections, which if they were ever continu-

ous have been widely separated by igneous and tectonic activity, can

be regarded only as extremely hypothetical, and but a rough approx-

imation at the best. Finally, while the value given is the maxim^^^m

that can be allowed for the Canton quadrangle, the point which it

is desired to emphasize is that it is trifling in comparison with

the 18 miles recently announced by Adams and Barlow as

the thickness of the Grenville-Hastings series of the Haliburton-

Bancroft area in Ontario (1910, pages 33-34). In spite of the al-

most incredible quantity of clastic material developed in that region,

and even allowing for any possibly unrecognized duplication of the

formation in whole or in part, it seems quite certain that the strata

in that portion of Ontario have a far greater bulk than it has been

possible to assign to the Grenville on the northwest flank of the Adi-

rondacks. Throughout the periphery of this part of the mountains

and in the adjoining lowlands, the probability of a general obscur-

ing of the true thicknesses by crustal movements is very strong, and

caution is needed in every attempt to estimate the total amount of

Grenville material present.

Areally, as will be seen on examination of the dr;ftless aren of

the accompanying geological map (in pocket of back cover), the
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Grenville sediments have a somewhat greater prominence than any

or all of the other Precambrian rocks. This is probably true also

as regards the drift-covered part of the quadrangle, from Canton

eastward, that is, throughout the area colored as inferred Precam-

brian, where the scarcity of outcrops prevents anything more than a

rough estimate of the relative abundance of the formations. The

exposed igneous material is practically confined here to a few

isolated areas of granite gneiss near its southern margin and to three

smaller occurrences of similar material in the east-central ninth«

The remainder of this Precambrian area, with the exception of a

few scattered occurrences of amphibolite of uncertain origin, and

a group of gabbro outcrops near the east border of the sheet, is

probably occupied preponderantly by sedimentary material. Assum-

ing this to be true, the proportion of elastics in the drift-covered

area may be larger than in the southern part w^here the greater

abundance of ledges permits a more precise comparison to be made.
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GRENVILLE SERIES
GRENVILLE LIMESTONE

Grenville limestone in its various phases is found in narrow belts

and patches with a general northeast-southwest trend, and in irregu-

lar masses, filling the areas between the various contorted igneous

gneisses and more competent members of the Grenville sediments.

The longest of these strips, with a maximum breadth of about 2

miles, extends diagonally from the southwest corner of the quad-

rangle to the vicinity east of Slab City, where it passes under the

Paleozoic overlap. Its local distribution corresponds essentially

with that surmised by Professor Smyth as early as 1895 (Smyth,

1898, pages 481-82 ; cf. also beyond, page 18). Its course is m^arked

by the valley of Harrison creek, that of the Grass river, and the

low^er course of Little river and Tracey brook ; thence northward it

is obscured by drift, and the probability of its extension to the point

indicated is based solely upon an outcrop on the left bank of a brook

about 2^ miles northeast of the Canton-Potsdam town line. If, as

is doubtless the case, this limestone belt is continuous with that

traced by Professor Smyth from Antwerp through Gouverneurto a

point *' about two miles south of Canton village," it is the northeast

extremity of the largest mass of limestone yet observed in the north-

west Adirondacks.

Its narrowest portion, two-tenths of a mile broad, is found in the

valley of Harrison creek where it crosses the road running north-

west to Eddy. Southwestward from this point the formation

broadens to a little over one-half of a mile at the margin of the

quadrangle; northeastward a similar breadth is attained about six-

tenths of a mile beyond the railroad bridge, where, however, allow-

ance should be made for the thick mass of vitreous quartzite incor-

porated in the middle of the belt. Another lesser constriction oc-

curs a short distance beyond, at a point locally known as Woodcock's

rapids, w^here the narrow belt of gabbro-amphibolite, which there

approaches the river, begins to swing eastward through an arc of 90

degrees. From this point northeastward the limestone rapidly

broadens and attains its greatest breadth of 234 miles in the vicinity

of the Canton-Russell road, where it shows a tendency to bifurcate

round a mass of intercalated gneisses and schists. Both branches,

if such they may be considered, disappear farther on under the

heavy cover of drift, which for the rest of the distance northeast-

ward effectively conceals their separate boundaries and their rela-

tions with the associated Precambrian formations.
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As for the northerly branch, it is more than probable, as above

intimated, that it continues to flank the southeast side of the broad

belt of the Canton granite gneiss till both are overlapped by the

Paleozoic series near Slab City. The east branch also, in all likeli-

hood, continues on under cover to the Crary Mills ledges, as sug-

gested by Professor Smyth (1898, page 482), and perhaps beyond,

though direct evidence for or against this view is lacking on

account of the intervening thick cover of Quaternary material.

The only other limestone occurrence of pronounced linear extent

and. conforming to the average (northeast) trend of the formations,

is that which presumably occupies the depression in the west central

ninth of the quadrangle, that is. Upper Lake valley and its swampy
northeastward continuation in the adjacent angle of Grass river.

Though even the identity of the crystalline bedrock of this valley

is doubtful owing to the total lack of outcrops within the Canton

quadrangle, the meager evidence at hand favors the belief that this

topographic feature occupies the site of a belt of Grenville limcsLv:)ne

or other easily eroded calcareous formation. This is suggested by

the outcropping of limestone ledges a short distance west of the

edge of the quadrangle on the southeast edge of the valley, bor-

dered on the northwest by remnants of the Potsdam sandstone, and

on the southeast edge by the knoll of granite which reaches over a

short distance into the Canton quadrangle at latitude 44" 35^ What-

ever view be taken as to the age of this physiographic feature, and

as to the presence or absence of Paleozoic deposits beneath the

Quaternary, the evidence available is distinctly in favor of regarding

the excavation as having been effected, at least in large measure,

in Grenville limestone. This interpretation is supported by the only

testimony given on the Canton sheet, namely, that the main tributary

to Upper lake on the southeast side, Church brook, has cut

its valley in a narrow strip of limestone which borders the south

and west sides of the large club-shaped boss of granite gneiss west

of Canton. There is hardly reason to suppose that this strip oi

limestone, which can be traced to within several hundred yards of

the edge of the Upper lake depression, abruptly terminates as soon

as the brook enters the broad flat valley. On the other hand, it

seems more than likely that the Church Brook limestone connects

with that known to occur just over the border on the Ogdensburg

sheet, through the pinching out of the intervening rusty gneisses by

stratigraphic or tectonic cause, and that their combined masses fill

the entire swampy depression adjacent to the granite boss.
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The second type of area occupied by Grenville limestones, con-

trasted with the Hnear above described, is the irregular or intersti-

tial, if it may be so called. This is developed particularly in the

neighborhood of the large bodies of intrusive gneisses in the south-

central portion of the sheet, and in other parts where mechanical

deformation has been intense. In the vicinity of Pyrites, especially

south and east of that village, this large-scale interstitial character

of the limestone is well developed. Thus it is to be noted that the

granite gneiss and the gabbro-amphibolite are never brought into

actual juxtaposition by the intense deformation which affected the

region, but are always separated from each other by a continuous

limestone belt of varying width. This is sometimes noticeably con-

stricted where it is pinched in between closely adjoining resistant

masses of gabbro and granite, but it is never severed. An illustra-

tion of this is seen at the northern and western extremities of the

subcircular boss of granite east of Pyrites. At the latter point the

limestone, here but an extremely narrow strip, while it gives place

laterally to other members of the Grenville series, rusty gneisses

and schists, is nowhere mechanically interrupted through crustal

deformation.

This feature, which is brought out by a consideration of the purely

areal relations of the crystalline limestones, is an excellent illustra-

tion of the relatively high degree of plasticity attainable by sucli

carbonate rocks during regional metamorphism under heavy cover.

The limestone has acted as a kind of buffer for the igneous gneisses,

and has been squeezed into the varying spaces between them and

accommodated itself with evident facility to an unusually irregular

distribution.

The other limestone occurrences are small scattered patches, usu-

ally cut off abruptly in one or more directions as a result of intense

folding and subsequent tilting of the strata. North of Eddy tv:o

such patches are observed. While the boundaries drawn in these

two instances are merely intended to outline the areas characterized

by predominantly calcareous strata, and not the outcropping of defi-

nitely ascertainable structures, it so happens that the form of these

areas is suggestive of what is believed to be the primary tectonic

feature controlling the distribution of formations in this vicinity.

The lines suggest gentle anticlines and synclines, bevelled at a low

angle by the surface of erosion. It is not known that such low-

pitching open folds are actually present, but observation confirms

2
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the presence of an occasional low dip in separate instances, such as

would be expected on the limb of a flexure of gentle character, 1)e-

sides a minor amount of more intense crumpling controlled by axes

pitching slightly (not over lo degrees usually) toward the south-

west. Though definite synclines can not be satisfactorily demon-
strated in the field, their presence is strongly suggested by the zig-

zag character of the terminal boundaries of the areas in an attempt

to correlate the individual outcrops. The two patches are appar-

ently strata of indeterminable thickness, probably not over 50 feet,

associated with and grading into micaceous and garnetiferous

schists, above and below. Their mutual stratigraphic relations are

unknown, but the southeast area, characterized by a predominance

of light-colored silicates, not abundant in its neighbor, would seem

to be a distinct horizon from the other.

The one remaining limestone area to be mentioned as illustrating

the abruptness with which a stratum may be terminated by mechan-

ical deformation, is that forming the core of one flexure of a pitch-

ing sigmoidal isocline in the southeastern corner of the sheet. The

rock at this point, except for that occurring in the middle of the belt

and described elsevvhere in this bulletin (see pages 22, 23, 49), is of

the usual coarse-textured crystalline type. It forms the floor of a

small ampitheater opening southwestward, the walls of which are

a continuous folded belt of thick garnetiferous gneiss. This i^elt,

by turning in a semicircular course and doubling back upon itself,

suddenly obstructs and cuts out the limestone at its northeastern end

in the direction of the normal trend of formation.

In a number of cases the rock which has been referred to broadlv

as limestone is very impure. The character of the formation varies

greatly ; while always wholly crystalline it shows transitions to types

consisting largely of the silicates, feldspar, mica and pyroxene.

Impurities are sometimes found disseminated through the general

rock mass, but most frequently they are segregated in thin bands

and streaks.

Among the localities illustrating this variation in composition, and

accessible to easy obsen^ation, may be mentioned the old abandoned

Stevens quarry, and the Crary Mills quarry. The former is situ-

ated one and four-tenths miles northeast of the Pyrites railroad

bridge, near the bottom of the south slope of the 440 foot knoll on

the left bank of the Grass river. The rock is a medium-grained

marble, white or grayish white in color, slightly banded, and singu-



Plate I

Upper figure. Photomicrograph; enlargement 30 diameters, nicols crossed.
Typical Grenville limestone, purer phase. Calcite grains show abundant
twinning lamellae or pressure bands ; subordinate megascopic coccolite and
graphite, and microscopic scapolite.

Stevens's quarry, 3.5 miles south of Canton village bench mark.
Lower figure. Photomicrograph ; enlargement 30 diameters, nicols crossed.

Typical Grenville limestone, silicate phase. Calcite subordinate
;
phlogopite

and feldspar predominant.
Crary Mills, south corner of Potsdam township.
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larly free from feldspathic and ferromagnesian impurities. The

microscope shows it to be composed almost wholly of calcite (plate

I, upper figure), in rather uniform interlocking grains, with a small

quantity of minute scapolite crystals. Accessory graphite flakes are

segregated mostly within the scapolite, but are also found dissemi-

nated throughout the calcite. Coccolite is rarely present in mega-

scopic crystals.

The Crary Mills occurrence is on the left bank of Grannis brook,

at the southern corner of Potsdam township. The dark silicates

occur abundantly in streaks and irregular blotches, and are generally

accompanied by a considerable quantity of feldspar. A thin section

(plate I, lower figure), taken from a typical silicate knot at this

locality, shows phlogopite and orthoclase predominating, with a

smaller quantity of calcite, microcline, muscovite and actinolite, the

accessories being a few graphite flakes, and a crystal or two of

titanite. The mode of occurrence of these dark-colored bands,

showing every gradation to the light-colored, more calcareous por-

tions, is such as to suggest that they are recrystallized impure

laminae which have been greatly broken and torn apart by move-

ments within the semiplastic limestone. There is nothing in the

occurrence which suggests that these minerals are due to the intro-

duction of iron and alumina by dififusion from adjacent granitic or

gabbroic magma. They seem on the other hand to be recrystallized

sedimentary matter, as much so as the limestone in which they are

found.

Another convincing illustration of the interlamination of impure

or siliceous layers in the limestone is found in the northwest portion

of the southwest ninth of the sheet, along the western and southern

borders of the Church Brook limestone. A typical outcrop of this

vicinity is shown in plate 2, upper figure. The contorted fragments

are a siliceous biotite gneiss which, having weathered in relief and

assumed a dark color, stands out in striking contrast to the lighter

colored and more easily eroded limestone. This alternation of

gneissic and calcareous layers characterizes what is evidently a

transitional member between the purer limestone below and the

rusty gneisses above.

Tremolite has a sporadic but widespread distribution ; in nearly

every limestone area ledges are found with numerous radiating clus-

ters of transparent or translucent blades of this mineral. A's a rule

it is considerably weathered and seldom offers more than a transient

temptation to the mineral collector. In Van Rensselaer Creek
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valley, in the acute angle of the sharp turn which this stream makes
in the middle of the limestone-quartz-schist area, are some ledges

which show a somewhat unusual abundance of the mineral. Per-

haps the best development of tremolite, however, is to be found in

the northwestward-facing ledge on the west slope of the 460-foot

fiat-topped hill about one-half of a mile northeast of Pyrites railroad

track. It is likely that at either of these localities a little blasting

would loosen up material of good quality.

A friable granular schist, composed almost wholly of a pale green

actinolite, is found associated with Grenville rusty gneisses in the

southern half of the small patch of Grenville undivided gneisses

in the extreme southeastern corner of the sheet. These sedi-

ments are closed in on three sides by granite gneiss, and on the

north are bordered by a narrow belt of crv'stalline limestone. The

two strata of actinolite schist, each probably not over 6 to 10 feet

thick, imdoubtedly represent layers of moditied limestone, acidified

perhaps by the invading magma which at this point is clearly in the

act of detaching a lenticular mass of Grenville material. So far as

the writer is aware, these two occurrences of actinolite rock are

unique on the Canton quadrangle.

Another interesting but not very abundant variety of the limestone

formation is the serpentinous type or ophicalcite, which is best shown

in a led^e on the left bank of \'an Rensselaer creek, about one-fourth

of a mile north of the margin of the sheet. The serpentine is found

in isolated rounded lumps or bunches. As is shown by microscopic

evidence, the mineral is clearly of secondarv' origin; it is found in

circular, oval and irregular anastomosing spots of various sizes.

These show the serpentine to have originated at scattered points,

and to have enlarged itself at the expense of the calcite, which in the

latest stage of alteration is seen to be reduced to minute interstitial

patches. Such secondar}- clumps of serpentine may reach the size

of one's fist, and where they have resisted atmospheric disintegra-

tion may still retain glacial scratches or polish. Plate 2, lower

figure, shows the development of the serpentine and the residual

character of the peninsulalike fragments of calcite.

The limestones are also obser^-ed in several places to grade

through increasing content of quartz into a type which may be des-

ignated as " quartz-mesh limestone." This is perhaps the most un-

usual phase of the limestone, though it appears on sufficient evidence
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upper figure. Contorted and pitching fragments of laminae of rusty
gneiss in crystalline limestone. The axes of these fragments are in general
parallel to those of the larger folds in the vicinity.
Three and seven-tenths miles west-southwest of Canton village bench

mark.
Lower figure. Photomicrograph ; enlargement 30 diameters, nicols crossed.

Serpentinous knot in crystalline limestone; the serpentine is shown in the
process of developing from isolated centers and growing at the expense of
the calcite. The latter is often wholly replaced for considerable areas.
Left bank Van Rensselaer creek, 3.4 miles south-southwest of Pierrepont.
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to be merely transitional to the thin-bedded quartzites. The quartz-

mesh limestone is a rock made up, in its typical development, of

quartz and calcite in nearly equal proportions. The two minerals

are distributed in such manner that the quartz forms a complex

system of irregularly forking and anastomosing lines, and the calcite

occupies the intervening detached areas. Plate 3, upper figure,

shows the characteristic texture and structure of this remarkable

rock.

The quartzite streaks, often preserving glacial pohsh and striae,

have here weathered in relief, and on first glance present the appear-

ance of a compound quartz vein, or a group of interlocking quartz

veinlets cutting the limestone. The mesh of this structure, however,

is rather more uniform than would be expected if the quartz were

of hydatogenic origin, for the spacing of the meshes remains un-

changed throughout a considerable thickness of strata, and in the

direction of the strike is even more uniform. The variations which

throw most light on the origin of the quartz-mesh rock are those

which take place stratigraphically, that is, in the different horizons

of the formation. The quartz becomes increasingly abundant, the

meshes flatter and more elongated, while at the same time the lime-

stone filling gradually disappears, till a thin-bedded, often highly

crumpled, quartz-schist is developed (see plate 3, lower figure).

The transition between the two is complete, and the quartz-mesh

rock is most reasonably viewed in the light of an unusual sedimen-

tary type rather than as a system of unusually regular quartz vein-

lets. On the other hand, the method by which the quartz became

segregated in the limestone to form such a uniform and unique

structure is difficult to conceive ; but the probability of its being re-

crystalHzed clastic material originally present in the limestone seems

quite certain.

Another locality where this mesh structure is well developed is on

the right side of Harrison creek, about four-tenths of a mile north-

east of the road. The quartz schist transition phase is absent, and

the nature of the formation at this point would be indeed difficult

to account for, were the occurrence above described not available

for comparison.
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GARXET GXEI5S

For purposes of description it is convenient to separate the garnet

gneiss into three areal divisions : first, that which forms the greater

part of the large S-shaped fold found in the southeast comer of the

quadrangle, and which is by far the largest mass of the formation on
the Canton sheet; second, the long, narrow bands of gametiferous

rock which are characteristically associated with the periphery of

areas of granite gneiss; third, all other occurrences, found inde-

pendently of the first two tv'pes and interbedded with typical Gren-
ville sediments, such as limestone, rusty gneiss, quartz schist and

others. These three divisions offer in the inverse order of that

given, relationships more and more obscure, and problems in genesis

of greater and greater difficulty.

The garnet gneisses of the third class are found in thin beds,

accompanied by other rocks concerning whose sedimentar}^ origin

there can be little doubt ; thin layers of crystalline limestone, rusty-

weathering gneiss, quartz schist and siliceous paragneisses of vari-

able composition make up their normal association. Their chief, and

indeed their only development is in the area lying between Little

River hamlet and Xorth Russell, and included between the western

edge of the sigmoid belt and the granite boss east of Pyrites. Within

this area the strata of garnet gneiss form detached and fragmentary

masses concerning whose mutual stratigraphic relationships it is im-

possible to make definite assertions. It is evident that if ever they

were continuous, their close association with a rather large area of

limestone during periods of disturbance has made their disruption

all the more easy and complete.

The most important area of this kind is that lying northwest of

and close to Xorth Russell, where the outcrops are found fringing

the border of a fan-shaped deposit of glacial boulder till. The

ledges strike as a rule toward the northwest, directly contrar}- to the

regional trend of formations, which is northeast. Where any sig-

nificant structure is observed, as in the two outcrops immediately

west of the fork in the road rtmning north out of Xorth Russell, it

is a northwestward pitch affecting the axes of minor crumplings.

This feature indeed is normal for the southeast half of the Pre-

cambrian area mapped, though the broader relations of this mass

of garnet gneiss to the Grenville rock adjoining it on the northwest,

and to the sigmoidal structure to the east, are uncertain. From the

fact that its trend is northwestward, and in this respect parallel to
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Upper figure. Quartz-mesh limestone, typical weathered glaciated surface.

A meshwork of white vitreous quartzite with limestone filling gives place
vertically and laterally to thin-bedded, often crumpled quartz schist.

Left bank Van Rensselaer creek, 2.8 miles south-southwest of Pierrepont.
Lower figure. Thin-bedded crumpled quartz schist, pitching northwest.

Pencil lies in the axis of a crenulation.
One and two-tenths miles west of North Russell schoolhouse.
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the adjacent border of the sigmoid, and that its pitch is also north-

west similar to that of the S-fold, it seems likely that the ledges in

question are actually parallel to, and form the peripheral part of,

the sigmoid at this point.

Structurally the detached occurrence of garnet gneiss in the south-

east acute angle of the road intersection at Little River is more

satisfactory, though even here erosion has rendered difficult the task

of deciphering the contortions to which the strata have been sub-

jected. Presumably on either side of the hill which is occupied by

the garnet rock and accompanying rusty gneiss, limestone is pres-

ent, and these masses have acted as nonresistant cushions between

which the garnet gneiss has been free to assume a number of com-

plex sinuous flexures (see figure 2).

30 ft,

Fig. 2 Contorted strata of garnet gneiss in limestone; the outcrop is

considerably interrupted, but the fold appears to be a pitching sigmoidal

isocline, with axis directed northwest. At this locality the gneiss is inclosed

by limestone above (west of dotted Hne), and rusty gneiss or other siliceous

gneisses below (east of dotted line), in which case the heavy lines indicate

structure only. Length of area sketched, about 100 yards.

Five-tenths of a mile south-southwest of Little River crossroads.

The ledge shown in plate 4, upper figure, in which the observer

looks toward the northwest, typifies the relations at this locality

:

large recumbent isoclinal folds with smaller parallel crenulations

riding upon their limbs, the whole complex pitching at a moderate

angle (20 degrees) toward the northwest. The darker lines or

shadows in the illustration mark the position of weathered calcar-

eous laminae which serve to accentuate the structure.
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In the curved stratum of garnet gneiss which is intercalated in the

midst of a mass of quartz schist and quartz-mesh Hmestone north-

west of North Russell, a similar but much simpler structure is re-

peated twice on a smaller and a larger scale respectively. Near the

thin end of this layer, a jog is observed in the trace of the strike,

where an open northwesterly-pitching monoclinal fold is abruptly

developed. The formation thickens southward, and near the top

of the east shoulder of the hill it turns suddenly eastward as a result

of a pitching C-shaped flexure in the rock. The exposure of this

feature in the field is unsatisfactory, but not only is the interpreta-

tion in harmony with the tectonic features of adjacent areas, but the

observed outcrops admit of no other explanation. The formation in

all likelihood continues to thicken eastward and turning southeast-

w^ard joins the mass of gneiss mentioned above.

Another considerable thickness of garnet rock, accompanied by

limestone and a variety of impure schists, is found northeast of

Pyrites occupying the northwest half of the reentrant in the promi-

nent granite boss near that village. The formation is thickest near

the middle, thinning out toward the southwest, and dividing into

two strata northeastward. The latter are separated by a layer of

limestone, and the lower horizon, near the center and at its northern

extremity, has become involved in the marginal contortions of the

adjacent granite intrusive. These structural features, however, are

more fully described on page lOO.

The western end of the belt is underlain, or may in part be later-

ally replaced, by a succession of impure calcareous and quartzitic

schists, which apparently give place on the northeast side to a thick

mass of limestone. Unfortunately the marginal relations between

these sediments and the Pyrites gabbro are obscured by a heavy

deposit of Quaternary material, and the intervening area had to be

mapped simply as inferred Trecambrian.

The garnet gneisses of which account has thus far been taken

have been considered without hesitation as true Grenville sediments

;

their general association with quartzitic and calcareous strata, and

their frequent alternation with thin laminae of limestone lend

strong support to this view. The origin of other garnet gneisses,

however, now to be described, is not so self-evident; but it is be-

lieved that the data at present obtainable favor the idea that they

are primarily of Grenville age. They have accordingly been mapped

with the others as one geologic formation, and no distinction has

been made on account of bulk or structure, or supposed contact

relationships.
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The garnet gneisses belonging to the second class, mentioned

on page 24, whose peripheral association with areas of granite

gneiss has given cause for the suspicion ' that they are con-

tact aureoles, are found in the general vicinity of Pyrites. The
prominent granite upland east of this village is bordered by a zone

of garnetiferous rock, 20 to 50 feet broad, which begins at the east-

ern extremity near Little River, and is continuous half way round

the boss, to the head of the reentrant, with a possible interruption

at the point nearest Pyrites. At the northeast end of the reentrant,

the garnet gneiss describes a group of remarkable curves, and where

it can be observed with certainty to be present elsewhere, possesses

the invariable feature of being on the border between the Grenville

and the granite throughout the extent indicated.

Other similar peripheral occurrences are to be found at the east

and west extremities of the body of granite on the margin of the

sheet southwest of Pyrites ; but in this case the garnet gneiss does

not follow the border of the granite upland continuously as in the

previous example; it is wholly absent except at the places men-

tioned, and at the northernmost point of the granite where its mass

is too small to be indicated on the map.

The idea that these garnet gneisses are of the nature of contact

zones, produced by the action of intrusive granite upon Grenville

limestone, is attractive. While certain points of the field evidence

seem to substantiate this, it must be concluded, however, that on

the whole the proof can not at present be definitely established.

The chief reasons for which this zone might be supposed to be of

contact origin are that it forms in the case first cited, an almost

complete halo, and that none other than a contact rock could so

closely follow the sinuous curves of an intrusive body ; further, that

whereas the garnet gneiss is abundant on the edge of the granite, it

is not known to occur anywhere in the interior. Nevertheless the

other side of the question appears to be more convincing. In

spite of the fact that the garnet gneiss is peripheral to the southern

half of the granite, there is no such halo present on the northern

border, although here also, so far as can be observed, limestone is

the continuous country rock. Garnetiferous gneiss is not known to

occur anywhere on the north or west edges of this granite area ; the

intrusive possesses no noticeable difference in composition on its

north and south sides, so that it is difficult to conceive on this score

how a prominent contact zone of such persistence could be produced

on the one side and fail utterly on the other. It would be necessary

to assume a local segregation, along the southern margin, of such
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magmatic components as are required to alter marble to garnet

gneiss, notably silica and alumina, and a lesser amount of iron.

While this is admitted to be in general a theoretic possibility, it is

not considered to be the most plausible hypothesis in the present

instance, as will appear later.

Moreover, there is no transition from the garnet gneiss to the

granite on the one hand, nor to the limestone on the other. On the

side facing the intrusive, the garnet rock is often cut parallel to the

banding by sill-like dikes of granite, which may become so nu-

merous as to produce a coarse-textured injection gneiss. The ad-

mixture is never of the intimate character so common when amphi-

bolite is the invaded rock (see page 68), and long narrow sheet-

like masses can be seen to have been ripped off the main belt of gar-

net gneiss, which has in the main behaved like a country rock already

in place, and in substantially its present character when the granite

was intruded. Rarely, as at the extreme eastern point of the boss,

the granite has partially absorbed a xenolith, resulting in the pro-

duction of a hybrid garnetiferous granite (see plate 4, lower figure).

On the side facing the limestone the garnet gneiss shows even less of

a transition, being succeeded immediately by the normal crystalline

limestone; the falling off in the proportion of garnets or other sili-

cate minerals of possible contact origin is abrupt, not gradual.

As regards its mineralogical composition the peripheral gneiss, as

typically exposed in a ledge about one-fourth of a mile northwest

of the extreme southern point in the granite area, is almost identical

with the contorted stratum at Little River. Both are light to

medium gray rocks, the former being perhaps a little lighter

as a rule on account of the intimate injection with minute pegmatite

stringers. Quartz, orthoclase, biotite and garnet are the essential

constituents of each, accompanied by accessory pyrite and mag-

netite, and scapolite flakes are developed at the expense of feldspar

and garnet. Whatever variation there is, is in the proportion ot

these constituents; the peripheral gneiss has less scapoHte and is

relatively more quartzose than the other, as would be expected from

its clbser association with, and injection by, the acid material of the

granite intrusion.

Further it is not noticeably, or at least not essentially, different

from the tapering mass of garnet gneiss bordering the northwest

side of the reentrant. In this case. the garnet rock is interbanded

with normal crystalline limestone. If the peripheral gneiss is a

contact rock, so is this. Nevertheless in the latter case it is difficult

to admit a degree of selective silicification sufficient to produce two



Plate 4

Upper figure. Pitching isocline in garnet gneiss ; minor crenulations rid-

ing on upper limb; the darker streaks which emphasize the structure are
caused by the weathering out of calcareous laminae ; axis pitches northwest.
About five-tenths of a mile south-southwest of Little River crossroads.
Lower figure. Photomicrograph; enlargement 30 diameters, plane polar-

ized light. Garnetiferous granite, a contact type, produced by the partial

assimilation of a sedimentary garnet gneiss. Feldspars, garnet, mica and
quartz predominate.

Six-tenths of a mile southwest of Little River crossroads.
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parallel belts of garnet gneiss, and leave unchanged between them

a layer of normal crystalline limestone identical with that from

which the contact hypothesis would suppose the aureole to have

been produced.

If, however, the contact theory is ruled out, it is necessary to find

a more satisfactory explanation for the remarkable distribution of

this belt of garnet gneiss. It seems not unreasonable to suppose

that previous to the crustal deformation which has produced such

wholesale contortions among the Grenville rocks of this vicinity, the

garnet gneiss flanking the west side of the reentrant was continuous

with that which borders the east side, and that the formation was

continuous eastward to Little River. Tectonic disturbances, coupled

with the effects of the local introduction of a bulky half sill-like,

half bosslike body of granite, would seem co be competent to ac-

count for the present distribution of the formation. The granite

was intruded previous to, and probably also in large part during,

the period of folding, at the horizon of the upper contact of this

stratum of garnet gneiss, which has accordingly played the role of

foot wall, except where overturning, as at the head, and on the

southeast side, of the reentrant, has locally transformed it into the

roof of the granite. It would appear that as the compression of the

area continued, and the volume of magma squeezed into it at this

horizon increased, the granite assumed a bluntly lenticular or sub-

circular form, which it was permitted to do by reason of the easy

plasticity and nonresistant character of large masses of surround-

ing limestone. Where the garnet gneiss had a local tendency to

bulge away from the granite, the viscous magma evidently seized

upon the incipient flexure as a point of weak resistance, and, accen-

tuating the deformation, occupied all the available space with its

own substance. The garnet gneiss throughout the whole process

has shown almost as much plasticity as the adjacent limestone and

compressed between the granite gneiss on one side and the lime-

stone on the other, has yielded to the deformative forces by a

moderate amount of stretching and thinning. If it has broken at

all, the fractures occurred at the east and near the west ends of the

boss, and crystalline limestone, because of its lesser competency,

has flowed in between the separated parts.

As to the origin of the garnet gneiss in the second case cited,

those masses bordering the east and west extremities of the body of

granite southwest of Pyrites, it is probable that the same interpre-

tations must be accepted as in the case above described. The failure

of the rock to form an uninterrupted zone round the granite^ its
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resemblance to other garnet gneisses of admittedly sedimentary

origin, and the inclosure of a thick strip of apparently sedimentary

garnet gneiss near the west border of the granite, are facts which
are in favor of regarding the rock in question as fragments of a

sedimentary series, which owe their present position adjacent to

and within the granite, to purely accidental circumstances of a

tectonic nature.

There are other garnet-bearing rocks, however, having a marginal

distribution with respect to the granite, which appear to be more
closely related genetically to its intrusion. These are not strictly

garnet gneiss in the same sense in which this term is herein used

to designate those feldspathic garnet-bearing rocks whose general

field relations indicate them to be regionally metamorphosed Gren-

ville sediments ; rather are they garnetiferous amphibolite contact

schists which must be regarded as transitional between the Gren-

ville limestones or calcareous schists and the black amphibolite

which is invariably interposed between them and the acid intrusive.

The three localities to be mentioned as best affording illustration

of this genetic relationship are: (i) the south border of the belt of

amphibolite bordering the granite northwest and east of Eddy;

(2) the lower contact of the Canton belt of granite gneiss, as ex-

posed in a 20-foot ledge on the left bank of the Grass river, one

and one-tenth miles northeast of the Pyrites railroad bridge near a

rapids locally known as Woodcock's rapids; (3) part of the north

border of the granite mass southwest of Pyrites, on the west edge

of a small knoll lying one-quarter of a mile southwest of the road

which cuts the eastern extremity of the granite.

ssw NNE

20 ft.

Fig. 3 Cross-section of upper granite contact, (a) Pink granite gneiss;

(&) garnetiferous amphibolite passing upward gradually into; (c) thin-

bedded limestone. Contact between (a) and (b) not exposed. This is taken

as an example of contact alteration of limestone to (garnetiferous) amphi-

bolite. Limestone about 10 feet thick.

About eight-tenths of a mile south-southwest of upper Pyrites bridge.
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In the latter case (see figure 3) the rock in question is a gar-

netiferous amphiboHte. Its contact with the granite gneiss is hidden

in the bed of a small brook whose position is indicated by the re-

entrant contours on the map at this point, but the formation extends

along the edge of the granite for about one-fourth of a mile west-

ward, in which direction, however, it loses its garnetiferous char-

acter. Its contact metamorphic nature is strongly suggested, espe-

cially on the right bank of the brook, by its upward gradation into

an impure thin-bedded limestone, and by the mineralogical compo-

sition of the rock itself. A thin section reveals abundant skeletal

garnet, together with augite (in part diallage), accompanied by

andesine, secondary green hornblende, and a small amount of

orthoclase. Magnetite, apatite and pyrite are not abundant acces-

sories, and secondary calcite is noted. No scapolite is observed,

such as characterizes the intermediate stage of alteration of lime-

stone into amphibolite in the Haliburton-Bancroft area (Adams and

Barlow, 1910, pages 102-6).

At the second locality mentioned, the Woodcock's rapids occur-

rence, three members of the contact series are present; these in

order from below^ upv/ard are garnetiferous amphibolite schist, black

amphibolite and granite gneiss. The schists dip westward under the

granite, which surmounts the section (see figure 4). Limestone,

a b c d e

^1 ^( ^^ ^ / •>. ^^^ 3=^
Fig. 4 Cross-section of lower granite contact. A good example of con-

tact alteration and marginal injection. (a) Pink granite gneiss holding

xenoliths of (b), black amphibolite, which in turn is soaked and injected by

granitic and pegmatitic material; scapolite alteration common; (c) garnetif-

erous biotitic and hornblendic schist, probably underlain by (d), crystalline

limestone, of which (b) and (c) are regarded as progressive contact pro-

ducts. Section about 25 feet thick from top of talus and drift, (e).

Three and seven-tenths miles south of Canton village bench mark, left

bank.
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the lowest member of the section, and of which the schists are

presumably transitional contact phases, is not exposed, but is doubt-

less to be foimd at no great depth at this localit}^ Microscopically

the garnetiferous schist consists of hornblende, garnet, quartz and

scapolite, with accessory pyrite, biotite and magnetite. The scapo-

lite occurs in felted areas, a manifest replacement of another min-

eral of which no trace remains and which may have been feldspar.

Quartz is abundant as spindle growths, and is sometimes residual

in the midst of scapolite. The green hornblende, generally fresh

and intergrown with quartz and skeletal garnet, is frequently seen

altering to secondarv' calcite and serpentine. Sometimes in areas

where this process has been carried nearest to completion, only

small shreds of hornblende are left unaltered.

This rock shows gradation to the black amphibolite, which con-

sists almost exclusively of dark green hornblende and a varying

but always minor amount of quartz. It is strongly injected with

abundant thin sheets or dikes of pink granite, which alternate in

striking color contrast with the amphibolite. This injection gneiss

is succeeded abruptly by the main body of pink granite gneiss, which

for the distance of a few feet from the contact, contains a few long,

narrow amphibolite inclusions. Some of these are evidently in the

process of being softened or partially dissolved by the granite, and

are surrounded by a continuous border of coarse pegmatite granite.

The abundance of scapolite in the garnet amphibolite, coupled

with the transition to an intimate injection zone, thence through an

intermediate and gradually diminishing succession of detached

xenoliths to the main body of granite, strongly suggest that the

series is one of increasing intensity of contact metamorphism on a

calcareous coimtrv^ rock.

The occurrence first mentioned, that at Eddy, differs from this

in that the border amphibolite can be demonstrated to be practically

a continuous belt for several miles (see plate 5, upper figure),

though in this respect nothing can be definitely asserted with regard

to the garnetiferous schist. The latter rock, however, occurs adja-

cent and parallel to the hornblende schist at at least three places :

(i) for a short distance at the head of the granite reentrant south

of the crossroads at Eddy; (2) at a point about three fourths of a

mile south-southeast of the railroad bridge over the headwaters of

Church brook, and (3) at the west border of the sheet. The amphi-

bolite itself may locally be garnetiferous, as south of Eddy and at

the northeasterly point of the granite lobe west of the village. The
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Upper figure. Amphibolite zone about 25 feet thick, bordering granite
gneiss and cut by sheared dikes of tourmaHne-bearing pegmatite. The
amphibolite is a contact rock, but is not garnetiferous.
One and^ six-tenths miles east-northeast of Eddy.
Lower figure. Typical garnet gneiss, showing slight admixture of peg-

matite which is beginning to inclose a few of the skeletal garnet crystals.
About one-fourth natural size.

Middle limb of sigmoid, about 2.5 miles southwest of Pierrepont.
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lithologic transitions, if such exist, are nowhere exposed; the proxi-

mate country rock is never, so far as is known, a normal or even an

impure Hmestone, but is generally a (garnetiferous) mica schist.

Accordingly the evidence as to the garnet amphibolite being a con-

tact rock may in this case be held in question, though the limited

parallelism with the occurrence east of Pyrites, and the notable

peripheral distribution, are points in its favor.

The problem of the chemical method by which an acid granite

unusually low in femic constituents may transform a carbonate

rock into a highly ferromagnesian amphibolitic end-product is dis-

cussed at some length by Adams and Barlow (1910, pages 87-115)

and need not be described here. If, however, the general trans-

fusion of the iron and magnesia molecules from the acid magma to

the country rock and their fixation in adjacent limestone be admitted

as a possible method for the derivation of the peripheral and con-

tained amphibolites, then the present instances are good illustra-

tions of this process. Furthermore in the Eddy vicinity it must be

conceived to be applicable to the alteration of micaceous, garnet-

bearing schists into amphibolite end-products similar to those ob-

tained when limestone is the country rock; unless at Eddy, as is

very unlikely, the intergranite schist area north of this village is

itself assumed to be a phase of an unusually broad and extensive

contact zone formed against an original limestone body whose rem-

nants now appear as a comparatively unaltered residuum in the two

small calcareous patches north of the village.

As already intimated, the question as to the possibility of this

garnet-bearing formation being a transitional contact rock is not

easy to decide from the data obtainable. The crenulations in this

area of Grenville undivided gneisses are so intense and so irreg-

ular that it would be taking much for granted to assume that the

garnet gneiss and its accompanying amphibolite form a definite

horizon along which the granite happens to have been intruded.

This interpretation, moreover, is not supported by the same circum-

stantial evidence that lends probability to the initial sedimentary

origin of the garnet gneiss which half surrounds the boss east of

Pyrites. In the Eddy vicinity the constant association of the garnet

rock with a black amphibolite interposed between it and the granite

would seem to be more than accidental, and the view that it is a

contact zone intermediate between the unchanged biotitic schists

and the extreme of alteration, amphibolite, is strongly suggested.

From a point about 2 miles east-northeast of Eddy to the

village of Canton, the border of the granite can not be observed to

be accompanied by this association of amphibolite and garnet gneiss.
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This is more likely due, however, to the failure of the zone to crop

out, rather than to its total absence, because this same relationship

of the Canton villagecan be observed again half a mile north

a b c d e

Fig. 5 Upper granite contact against Grenville gneisses, which are shown

to be progressively metamorphosed to amphibolite. (a) Garnetiferous gneiss

cut by abundant quartz stringers; (Z?) purplish biotitic schist, about 15 feet

thick; (c) hornblende schist, grading into feldspathic amphibolite; (d) pink

granite gneiss containing few, if any, black inclusions; (^) surficial covering.

Five-tenths of a mile north-northeast of Canton village line.

line. The association is practically identical with that observed at

the other localities (see figure 5). On going westward from the

road, a few inconspicuous roches moutonnees of normal pink

granite gneiss are succeeded after a short interval by an overlying

hornblende schist, which at times is almost dioritic in character,

and is cut by numerous gray pegmatite veins carrying tourmaline

and garnet. Next follow about 15 feet of purplish biotitic schist

and garnet gneiss, the former injected at the base by pink granitic

material, and the latter cut parallel to its schistosity by abundant

quartz stringers.

It would thus seem possible to account for the unique peripheral

association, in the three cases cited, as a phase of contact action by

the granite similar to that exerted in the Haliburton-Bancroft area.

In the present area, however, though the end-product is the same,

the country rock is sometimes a micaceous schist instead of a lime-

stone, and the dominant transition rock is a garnet-bearing amphi-

bolite instead of pyroxene-scapolite gneiss. The writer has been able

to observe no data in this quadrangle independently confirming the

process suggested by Adams and Barlow to account for such contact

action, and the interpretation offered above is based on the assumed

adequacy of the transfusion hypothesis in its present application,

where the presence of micaceous schists is an important factor in

the case.

The third division of the areal classification of garnet gneisses

mentioned on page 24, namely, the sigmoidal belt of rock occupying

the southeast corner of the sheet, belongs neither to the obviously
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interstratified sedimentary type first described, nor to the peripheral

or contact-metamorphic type. The formation is of greater magni-

tude than any other body of similar material found on the qilad-

rangle, and at the same time the structural phenomena exhibited

within its mass are of greater complexity than those of the cases

previously cited.

The garnet gneiss (see colored map) occupies the larger part of

the prominent S-shaped isoclinal fold. This is some 6 miles in

longest dimension, extending from the eastern edge of the sheet to

within three-tenths of a mile of the Canton-Russell road. The

greatest exposed thickness of the formation is found by measuring

across the middle limb of the fold, along a line about one and two-

tenths miles east of the Beach Plains Church, in the vicinity of the

zigzag, north-south road. It would seem, judging from the struc-

tural conditions described later (see page 97), that the possibility of

duplication of the formation at this point is very remote. The
average dip being 30 degrees, and the breadth of outcrop 5200

feet, the maximum thickness is seen to be approximately 2600

feet : from this, however, must be deducted an indeterminable

amount (probably not over a tenth) to allow for the numerous

intercalated acid and basic sheets and sills of small indiv^idual

thickness ; although the stratigraphic thickness indicated here is

small in comparison with that measured in certain other Precam-

brian localities, as in Ontario (Adams and Barlow, 1910, page 33),

it is nevertheless interesting and encouraging to find measurable

remnants of stratigraphic units preserved in this part of the Adiron-

dacks in the midst of such widespread structural confusion. Al-

though, to summarize conclusions briefly, the writer interprets this

formation as a metamorphic member of the Grenville sedimentary^

succession, it is to be pointed out that some of the features shown,

could be accounted for equally well on the hypothesis that it is an

igneous gneiss analogous to the pink granite. Its correlation with

the Grenville is nevertheless made on lithologic grounds, and the

pseudo-igneous phenomena can be accounted for satisfactorily on

this assumption (see pages 37-39).

Its typical composition may be observed at several widely sepa-

rated points, located respectively on the lower, middle and upper

limbs of the sigmoid. The first locality is the ridge forming the

southeast wall of the garnet gneiss-limestone amphitheater already

described (page 20). It is in all essential respects a quartz-ortho-

clase-biotite gneiss, spotted irregularly with one-quarter to one-half

inch skeletal garnet crystals. Minor variation in the relative propor-

tions of these constituents results in darker and lighter bands and in

3
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richly garnetiferous streaks. The rock has been highly sheared but

during the process, as the microscope shows, recr^'stallization has

predominated over granulation: or. the shearing was ettected in two
stages, hrst while the formation was buried in the zone of rock

tiowage : second, after erosion had brought the recrystallized mass
into the zone of fracture, at which time the application of pressure

resulted in partial granulation of the formation. Zircon, leucoxene

and magnetite ( the latter occasionally including pyrite ) are the ac-

cessories. The second locality is a short distance due north of the

east end of the crossroad running eastward from Beach Plains

Church. The appearance of the rock in the ledge is shown in plate 5,

lower hgure. which is very similar to the occurrence just described.

The garnets are ordinarily reddish and skeletal, and seldom more

than three-eighths to one-half of an inch in diameter. They are

abundant in the gneiss and are scattered in irregular streaks through-

out the ground mass. On a fresh surface they do not materially

attect the grayish or bluish gray color of the rock, which is due to

the free admixture of biotite flakes with the grayish feldspar. The
streaks which appear white in the illustration are of pegmatite, which

characteristically accompanies this formation in the sigmoid area,

but is generally absent from the garnet gneiss elsewhere.

A thin section of the ledge rock of the 800-foot hill just west of

the Russell-Potsdam town line, near the margin of the map, shows

skeletal garnets, quanz. orthoclase and microcline with interstitial

biotite shreds. Straining and granulation are shown, but micro-

augen structure is rare. Banding is due to alternating quartzo-

f^ldspathic and biotitic streaks, the fomier of which sometimes

carry spindle growths of quartz. The garnet gneiss of the north

limb of the fold, as represented by some prominent outcrops near

the middle of the northwest edge of the area mapped, differs from

those described only in the presence of oligoclase-feldspar. in addi-

tion to orthoclase and microcline. and in the prominent granulation

shown in the mosaic texture.

The mineralogical composition of the purer phases of the sigmoid

garnet gneiss is thus seen to be essentially like the other true garnet

gneisses already described. At other points, as. for example, back

of the house just south of the fork in the road which leads south-

ward out of Pierrepont, nongametiferous phases are developed.

the rock being reduced locally to a quartz-orthoclase-biotite gneiss.

As a rule, such masses are of small extent. In view of the fact that

in the garnet gneiss itself, the garnets are often restricted in their

distribution to streaks a few inches broad, with inter\-ening barren

areas a foot or more thick, it is impossible in mapping to distinguish



Plate 6

Upper hgure. Lenticle of amphibolite in garnet gneiss, about 15 feet

Looking in direction of pitch of sigmoid, northwest. Typical of the
relations between the garnet gneiss and amphibolite, the latter being
preted as a broken sill.

Eastern flexure of sigmoid, 2.1 miles south of Pierrepont, top of hil

Low^er figure. Pegmatite cutting amphibolite-garnet gneiss injection

In the middle right-hand part of the picture a band of amphibolite
2 inches thick is bevelled by a bifurcating dike. This is typical of the
of occurrence of pegmatite " flammen " throughout the garnet gneiss
of the sigmoid area. Scale, one-eighth natural size.

About 1.5 miles east of Beach Plains Church.
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minutely between the garnetiferous and the nongarnetiferous

gneisses. Nevertheless the rocky upland south of Pierrepont, with

the exception of the peripheral granite-amphibolite zone, should be

designated without hesitation as a belt of garnet gneiss.

The widespread resemblance of this formation to the thinner-

bedded sedimentary gneisses of the south-central part of the sheet

is of important genetic significance and suggests, in the absence of

any demonstrable instrusive relationships on the part of this forma-

tion, that it also is of Grenville age. Its intimate association, espe-

cially in its eastern part, with interbedded and infolded limestone

(that of Van Rensselaer creek) and pyritous gneiss (following

closely the inner margin of the formation) is not taken in itself as

proof of the sedimentary character of the garnet gneiss, but con-

sidered in connection with the similarity of composition above

referred to, is believed to lend support to this view. In respect to

this association, it is to be observed that a true igneous rock, such

as the Pyrites gabbro-diorite and its derived amphibolite, can and

does have the same type of relationships with its included pyritous

gneiss and its adjoining limestone, as are observed in the case of the

sigmoid garnet gneiss in the vicinity of its eastern flexure.

The formation possesses a somewhat unusual interest because of

its having been the seat of two distinct post-Grenville intrusions, an

earlier gabbro followed by a later granite. The evidence bearing on

the igneous origin and relative age of these formations is given on

a later page (see pages 73-78), but it is desirable here to make
mention of some of the general features produced by the intimate

injection of these magmas into the garnet gneiss country rock. In

the eastern half of the fold, the major part of the igneous material

is confined to the outer margin, where the garnet gneiss is practically

absent except for an occasional included strip. The inner four-fifths

of the belt are predominantly garnet gneiss, but with notable

amounts of interbanded amphibolitic material. In the western half,

both margins of the fold are occupied by broad belts of igneous

rock, which join at the point of flexure, and cut out the intervening

strip of garnet-gneiss, or reduce it to occasional small detached

patches of xenolithic character. Throughout the extent of the sig-

moid area, the interbanded strips of amphibolite and granite are

parallel to the borders of the fold, and with two exceptions noted
later (pages 54-57) they are all alike in yielding no satisfactory

evidence as to whether they are xenoliths or dikes in the garnet

gneiss.

Whenever the terminations of the amphibolite masses are ob-
served, they are seen to be bluntly lenticular, and the foliation of the
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surrounding garnet gneiss bends round them closely in such a man-
ner that the whole phenomenon resembles a partially melted xeno-
lith in a viscous and flowing magma (see plate 6, upper figure).

This is the feature referred to earlier as being of pseudo-igneous

nature (page ^5)- It is not necessan,', however, nor safe, to base

an hypothesis of the igneous origin of the garnet gneiss upon
this phenomenon alone, for it seems possible to account for it on
purely dynamic grounds. The strips of amphibolite are best

regarded as having been intruded into the garnet gneiss, sill-

fashion, at different horizons, in masses var}-ing from a few inches

(see plate 6, lower figure) to 20 or more feet in thickness. These

were afterward broken during the period of crustal disturbance

which resulted in the formation of the sigmoid flexure, and the

garnet gneiss was squeezed in betsveen the separated fragments.

That the amphibolites yielded to the deformative pressure in nearly

the same degree as the garnet gneiss is evidenced by the fact that

they are seldom broken squarely across, nor do they exhibit angular

boundaries: on the other hand, in the few places where the ends

of tlie masses are seen, they taper av\-ay lenslike, though generally

with some abruptness. The garnet gneiss, however, possessed a

degree of viscosit}* less than that of the amphibolites, and because

of this relative fluidit}* wholly inclosed the parts of the disarticu-

lated sills, and assmned toward them in this respect a role resemb-

ling that of a viscous igneous magma.

That the garnet gneisses, as a group, possess the capacit}- for

minute deformation without rupture, is shown independently at other

Fig. 6 Detached fragment of cn.'^taiiine limestone within a garaet-gneis?

xenolith. A thin limestone stratum has been pulled apart and one of the

fragments pinched off at the ends. The structure lines in the gneiss roughly

follow the boundaries of the detached pieces, (a) Garnet gneiss; (b) t^-pical

Grenville limestone; (<:) surficial covering.

About 1.6 miles southeast of Langdon Comer?, in Pierrepont.



Plate 7

i . '.," '^ :^f'f?\{>'. ;
«• "* y ~:^^^*'

Upper figure. Garnet gneiss, abundantly soaked with pegmatite stringers

;

the_ granitic juice is insinuating itself round the skeletal garnet crystals.
This is the typical variety of garnet gneiss in the east half of the sigmoid
area. Scale, about one-fourth natural size.

Same ledge as shown in plate 6, upper figure; southwest face. Two and
one-tenth miles south of Pierrepont.
Lower figure. Weathered outcrop showing the rapid disintegration of

impure limestone into an incoherent lime sand.
A few rods east of state road, 3.- miles southwest of Canton.
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localities. Plate 4, upper figure, shows a very tight fold with numer-

ous associated minor crenulations. In another case, its viscosity

was locally low enough to allow^ it to surround a small piece of

limestone which was broken from a thin interbedded calcareous

stratum (see figure 6). The garnet gneiss in this case is itself a

xenolith, or nearly so, in granite gneiss.

The plasticity of the garnet gneiss is therefore seen to be its most

prominent physical feature, imposed upon it by the conditions of the

zone of flowage in which the deformation took place. Under these

conditions its deformability has always proved itself to be greater

than that of amphibolite, and on a rare occasion, as just described,

even exceeds that of limestone. Accordingly, the probability of the

sedimentary origin of the garnet gneiss, established on purely litho-

logic grounds, is not diminished by the pseudo-igneous relations

occasionally assumed by the formation toward its associated am-

phibolite " inclusions." These relations are seen to be a function

of the physical conditions of the zone of flowage in which the

Grenville rocks were deformed ; and the ability of the garnet gneiss

formation to simulate igneous relations toward the more competent

basic intrusive sheets, would seem to be amply demonstrated.

The admixture of the belt of garnet gneiss with later granitic

material is much closer than with the amphibolitic ; it is even so

minute as to affect almost every ledge within its area. Indeed,

much of the quartz and feldspar of the light-colored streaks in the

occurrence already described as typical garnet gneiss, may have

originated in subsequent pegmatitic injection during the granite in-

trusion, although in the cases cited the rock is as free as may be

from such igneous contamination.

Practically all the garnet gneiss throughout the entire flexure is

in reality a soaked rock. Plate 7, upper figure, where the white is

fine-grained pegmatite in garnetiferous country rock, illustrates the

minuteness to which the injection may be carried. There is evidence

that this admixture may even be of microscopic fineness in much of

the area. If this is so, the introduction of such a large quantity of

granitic material into the garnet gneiss may well have operated to

decrease the viscosity of this rock during the process of deforma-

tion, and to have facilitated the flowage to which in its purer phase3

it seems naturally to have been prone.

It seems particularly unsafe, in view of the extreme deformation

to which tectonic disturbances have subjected the Precambrian rocks

of this quadrangle, to attempt a correlation of any of the separate

garnet gneiss areas described above. There is, however, a feature

in the distribution of certain of these isolated occurrences which is
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suggestive that such an attempt may not be entirely futile. Thus
it is thought possible that the garnet gneiss inclosed in the western

half of the granite mass southwest of Pyrites, that bordering the

northwest side of the granite reentrant northeast of Pyrites, the

narrow peripheral belt bordering the south half of this boss, the

detached and contorted strata at Little River, the xenolith at Boy-

den brook, and the heavier development in the sigmoid area, may
have been connected as a continuous formation previous to the

periods of intrusion and deformation. There is evidence, presented

elsewhere (see page 64), that the Pyrites and Pierrepont gabbro-

diorites are connected with each other under Waterman hill; that

they form in other words a long, narrow, continuous, bifurcating,

sill-like intrustion, subsequently highly contorted. If this is so, it

is noteworthy that in a general sense the garnet gneisses all occur

at or near the lower, that is, the' southeast, margin of this intrusive.

Later contortion of the strata, combined with the mechanical effects

of the intrusion of the gabbro-diorite sill, have combined to disrupt

the formation into the separate areas now observed : and the sub-

sequent emplacement of the blunt half lenslike, half bosslike, body

of granite northeast of Pyrites has locally pried the formation away

from its close association with the basic sill. As regards the remain-

ing garnet gneiss areas near the south margin of the sheet, the data

at hand do not warrant making any definite assertions, and a

hazardous long-distance correlation like that proposed above will

not here be attempted.

SILICEOUS GNEISSES

The garnet-free varieties of the gneiss, above referred to, may be

regarded, from the point of view of the mere type of rock, as tran-

sitional to those which on the map have been plotted as Grenville

undivided gneisses. These have their most widespread develop-

ment in the west-central part of the quadrangle. The siliceous

gneisses are far from being a petrologic unit; but any attempt to

map their components as they actually occur in the field would result

in a mass of illegible detail.

For the most part, the group consists of medium-gray to dark or

purplish-gray, thin-bedded, schistose rocks, composed essentially of

quartz, feldspar, orthoclase, microcline, oligoclase and biotite. The

latter lends to the rock its dominant color tone. Red garnet is ordi-

narily absent, but may be of sufficient abundance locally to give rise

to thin, well-defined beds of a garnetiferous biotite schist. Inter-

bedded with these ferromagnesian layers are quartzitic bands and
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calcareous laminae of more pronounced sedimentary aspect and, be-

tween them, all gradations and transitions can be observed. The
new cuts along the recently constructed (1912) state road from

Canton to Eddy, afforded many typical exposures for the examin-

ation of these micaceous rocks. The frequent rusty color of the

surface, which varies considerably in intensity, betrays the presence

of pyrite, often in notable amount; less abundantly but quite con-

stantly can tiny flakes of graphite be observed throughout this gen-

eral district.

In the southern portion of the area mapped as Grenville undi-

vided gneisses, the rapid disintegration (see plate 7, lower figure)

and partial discoloration of the sediments can be traced to a further

cause, namely, the presence of calcite, sometimes as an interstitial

cement in the quartzose or silicate beds, more often as thin, coarsely

crystalline layers intimately interbedded with them.

The presence of calcite, both in thin laminae and as fairly mas-

sive limestone strata often 12 to 15 feet thick, indicates a marked

difference in the conditions of sedimentation as compared with the

area immediately west and southwest of Canton; but the larger

structural features in this part of the country are so obscure that it

can not be definitely ascertained whether the change is to be consid-

ered as lateral or vertical. However, the prevailing southwesterly

pitch of the folds suggests a later age for the calcite-bearing series,

and consequently a deepening of the basin of deposition may be as-

sumed. But the whole problem is veiled in great uncertainty, and

even if a marine transgression be admitted, there is no dependable

method for determining the direction of strand-line movement.

Included for the sake of simplicity with these calcareous and

gametiferous mica schists in the areas mapped as undivided gneisses

are occasional patches of rock of somewhat nondescript character,

but undoubtedly of Grenville affinities. The microscope generally

reveals these to be alterations or varieties of the more usual types,

chloritic or serpentinous, fine-grained, hematite-stained products

being the most common. Such rocks, which are unimportant from

an areal or systematic point of view, may be found at the mouth
of the reentrant northeast of Pyrites, and on the southeast bank of

the Little River flats about half w-ay between the fork in the Canton-

Russell road and the right-angle turn in the course of the Grass

river.

A few^ remaining occurrences of undivided gneisses are found
in the southern part of the sheet in small isolated areas. In

some cases these were caught up as xenoliths in the basic magma

;

in others, as midway between Pyrites and North Russell, they are
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apparently broken and detached fragments of a more siliceous belt.

which were scattered about in the limestone matrix by crustal move-
ments. In all other cases on the map. the formation includes pre-

dominantly siliceous or feldspathic gneisses, more or less micaceous

:

where minor types are included in this pattern, it is because the

units either are too small to map on the scale adopted, or are not

deemed of sufficient importance to warrant their being given sepa-

rate boundaries.

The remaining Grenville rocks of the quadrangle, though of

smaller areal extent, and to be looked upon as hardly more than

local developments of certain phases of the types already mentioned,

are nevertheless of equal scientific interest with the others. Such,

for example, are the massive steeply-dipping vitreous quartzites in

the vicinity of the Grass valley north of Pyrites village : the thin-

bedded, often highly crenulated quartz schists west of Martin's

corners and vrest of North Russell : the quartz-mesh limestones

northwest of the latter village and in the valley of \'an Rensselaer

creek, and the pyritous gneisses of more general distribution in the

southern part of the sheet. These will now be described in more

detail.

PYRITOUS GNEISS
The term pyritous gneiss is here employed only for those rusty-

weathering gneisses which contain sufficient pyrite to allow of

the development of a fairly well-marked gossan. There is thus

indicated a certain looseness in the use of this term which is quite

in accord with the variations in the character of the formation in the

field. The chief occurrences of rock are to be found (T ) a short

distance east of the Canton-North Russell road, midway between

these two villages, '(2) southwest of the Little River crossroads,

(3) on the inner border of the east half of the Pierrepont sig-

moid, and (4) at various points south and southwest of Pyrites,

particularly the ore-bearing stratum in the gorge of the Grass river.

The former is a stratum with a maximum thickness of not over

2^ feet underlying the rather- low-dipping limestone at this point.

The best exposures are east of the road, one on either side of the

little brook which has its rise in this vicinity. The rock has here

weathered deeply to a bright buff to dark rust colored gossan. The

content of pyrite decreases markedly southward, west of the road,

but the rusty gneiss continues to underlie the edge of the limestone

syncline at least as far as the south border of the latter.

At the second locality, near Little River, the outcrops are scat-

tered and it is impossible to state whether they belong to one contin-

uous but distorted stratum, or to several smaller independent layers.
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The area inclosed, however, is predominantly a micaceous gneiss

weathering with a dark rust color, best exposed around the base of

the prominent plagioclase pegmatite dike, and farther north, along

the brow of the hill back of the first house north of the cemetery.

This formation takes part in the structural irregularities which

characterize the garnet gneiss near by, but as the outcrops of a

formation of this composition are always poor, so in this case also

it is impossible to follow the folds in the pyritous gneiss with any

precision.

The third stratum of pyritous gneiss, which is too thin to be indi-

cated on the map, outcrops at several points along the brow of the

garnet gneiss hills overlooking the lower course of Van Rensselaer

creek. It is first observed just east of the north-south zigzag road

which crosses the middle of the sigmoidal flexure, then at the end

of the next north-south road crossing the creek, next lOO yards be-

yond this, then underlying the small lens of granite gneiss in the

east wall of the amphitheater, and finally, having been turned upside

down by the general flexure of the inclosing gneiss, overlies a band

of amphibolite on the north slope of the 980-foot hill on the south-

east limb of the sigmoid. The stratum is merely an unusually

pyritic layer of mica gneiss. It is not prominently developed nor

well exposed, and probably has a maximum thickness of not over

10 or 15 feet. As these few outcrops, though separated by one-

fourth to one-half of a mile, are in alignment according to the de-

mands of the local isoclinal structure, there can be little doubt that

whether continuous or not, they represent the same horizon.

Toward its eastern end the bed departs from the edge of the garnet

gneiss, and when last observed is found near the middle of this for-

mation. Were the garnet gneiss conceived to be of igneous origin,

this distribution of the pyritic stratum would be in harmony with

a partially xenolithic character. In view, however, of the evidence

already presented in favor of regarding the garnet rock as of sedi-

mentary origin, the pyritic gneiss can hardly be interpreted as other

than an interbedded stratum of similar origin. Nevertheless on

this basis it is difficult to account for its sudden departure from the

edge to the middle of the associated formation, unless this behavior

is due to the vagaries of tectonic disturbance or to a stratigraphic

thinning out of the underlying garnet gneiss.

These three occurrences of pyritous gneiss have been mentioned

principally to indicate that this type of rock is of rather general dis-

tribution in association with Grenville mica gneiss, garnet gneiss

and limestone. Though the content of pyrite is not high enough
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to hare led to commercial development, or even to serious prospect-

ing, it is xnore than the average amount contained in the Grenville

mica gneisses and stylists, and is their most prominent field charac-

teristic
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Plate 8

Upper hgure. Outcrop of ore (pyrite) zone, lower end of gorge at Pyrites.
The_ prominent lenticular mass in the foreground is a pegmatite dike, con-
taining pyrite, and occurring in the middle of an indefinite zone of sulphide
distribution about 25 feet thick. All the rock shown, however, belongs to

the rusty or pyritous gneiss formation. The slope at the left, facing north-
west, is close to the crest of a pitching anticline with west to west-northwest
axis.

Right bank of Grass river, just above lower bridge at Pyrites.
Lower figure. Structural dome in Grenville limestone, about 150 feet in

diameter. Adjoins overturned syncline of figure 7, which here occupies the
background.

One and three-tenths miles northwest of Little River crossroads.
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been driven into the hill at different levels, following the strike

of the ore-bearing gneiss, which is here about lo or 12 feet thick.

Thence southeastward and southward the formation follows the left

brink of the gorge, outcropping interruptedly, with the prospector's

assistance, and dipping steeply away from the river. At the lower

end of the paper mill (shown on the map by the "inverted L "-

shaped building) the stratum passes over to the right bank, which

it follows rather closely, till near its southern extremity it crosses

the river again and pinches out somewhere on the small island just

below the upper dam. The gneiss, and where it is observable, the

foliation of the gabbro, pitch in general westward. The variation

of strike noted at the lower end of the gorge is doubtless to be ac-

counted for by an open pitching anticline whose axis, as is the case

in the majority of demonstrable folds southeast of the Harrison

Creek limestone belt, is directed toward the west or west-northwest,

and at an angle of probably 45 degrees or more.

No special alteration of the xenolith by the gabbro was observed

at any of the contacts exposed. At the south end of the ore body

and along the upper half of the gorge, the inclosing rock is a highly

sheared hornblende gneiss, not varying essentially from the normal

amphibolite of the surrounding area. The upper contacts at the

middle and north end of the formation are likewise of the same

character. The rock underlying the pyritic layer in the immediate

vicinity of the mill is, however, somewhat abnormal in that it is

spotted with numerous clusters of small biotite flakes which give

the ledge a spangled appearance, but this is not to be regarded as in

any sense a contact phase. That underlying the pyrite layer at the

big gossan is a coarse-grained amphibolite almost wholly altered to

chlorite and serpentine for a distance of 40 or 50 feet from the con-

tact. Though this association is very suggestive of an endomorphic

alteration in the vicinity of the inclusion, it is in all probability due

to an accidental localization of hydatogenic activity at this point, as

the same sort of alteration has sometimes been observed Avhere

there is no Grenville xenolith present to suggest itself as the

immediate cause.

The pyritous layer itself is of essentially uniform constitution

from one end to the other and can not be said to exhibit any mar-

ginal alterations attributable to the special influence of the basic

magma. If such influence has been exerted on this inclusion it

must have affected the stratum as a whole, and in this case either

the general metamorphism of the gneiss is due solely to its entomb-

ment in the gabbro, or else the effects of the latter, in whatever de-

gree they may have been operative, were added uniformly to those
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already brought about by previous or independent metamorphosing

agencies.

That the tirst alternative is untenable is strongly indicated by the

fact that pyritous gneisses of relative richness, though of no eco-

nomic importance, are known, as in the cases earlier cited, in nor-

mal sedimentarv- sequence and not in immediate association with a

basic intrusive. As regards the second alternative, it may be noted

that the low-grade portions of the ore-bearing stratum are so simi-

lar in pyrite content and in general appearance to the interbedded

pyritous gneisses at other points on the sheet, that no special

influence on the part of the gabbro need be invoked to account for

their present character. Accordingly if any effects are traceable

directly to this intrusive, they are restricted to the reconcentration

of the sulphide ore to those workable deposits that have ser\-ed as

the basis of the former industry- to which the village of Pyrites owes

its name.

It is precisely these questions as to whether the mineral is derived

directly from the magma, and as to the method of its reconcentra-

tion to workable deposit if merely original in the sedimentarv-

gneiss, which have received such adequate treatment at the hands of

Professor Sm\th in the paper already cited. The present writer is

of the opinion, based solely upon the held relations in this quad-

rangle, and not upon chemical and petrographic studies of an ex-

haustive comparative nature, that the pyrite of this formation is

primarily of sedimentary origin, and that the effects of the gabbro.

if indeed this can be admitted to have had any effects (see page

63), were confined to the reconcentration of the material already

present as a component of the gneiss. The writer, however, has

not studied the areal features of any of the other pyrite deposits

of this portion of the State, and clearly apprehends that if applied

to the other localities, this view might be incapable of substantia-

tion; and that upon further, more detailed study, the theor>- of

igneous origin for the High Falls pyrite may prove to be the only

tenable one. Xevertheless, judging entirely from tlie results of the

present investigation, it appears that the total composition of the

sedimentary' xenoliths has been ver\- little affected by the gabbroic

intrusion.

In the south-central part of the triangular area of Pyrites gabbro

are three other, but smaller, inclusions of pyritous gneiss. The

relationships are ver\- imperfectly disclosed, but as nothing was

seen which appeared to discredit the general interpretation applied

to the larger xenolith in the Pyrites gorge, it is assumed that all
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these inclusions of pyritic gneiss have had substantially the history

indicated above.

QUARTZITE AND QUARTZ-SCHIST

Ouartzite and quartz-schist are comparatively unimportant in the

Canton quadrangle, both the quartzitic schists and. the true quartz-

ites being limited to some half dozen occurrences. This point is

of interest when it is recalled that in the Thousand Islands vicinity

(Gushing et al. 1910, pages 31-32) quartzite is one of the prorni-

nent Grenville formations. In the present instance it is not only

of no areal consequence, but by reason of its restricted development

it likewise possesses no special structural interest. Its main ex-

posures are found at three places along the Grass river, reaching

from a point four-tenths of a mile due east of the railroad trestle

to a point a few rods north of Stevens's limestone quarry. The
largest of these occurrences is at the south end of the quartzitic

strip as mapped and with its abundant snow-white roches mouton-

ees, forms a rough and somewhat picturesque topography,

The rock is a pure white vitreous quartzite, hard and tough, and

free from any trace of bedding which would suggest its attitude or

structure. It is surmounted along its western side by an irregular

outlier of Potsdam conglomerate, of very similar physical charac-

teristics, whose discrimination from solid undecomposed Grenville

quartzite is a matter of some difficulty. This occurrence of quartz-

ite is mapped so as to extend across the river at Woodcock's rapids,

in order to indicate the possibility of its connection, after much thin-

ning out, with the ledges north and south of Stevens's limestone

quarry.

The southerly of these outcrops, forming a small knoll on the left

bank of the river, is a white sugary quartzite not so tough as the

first, and with a thin interbedded layer of rusty gneiss. The north-

erly outcrop is in a cut or prospect in the hillside which exposes a

slightly banded layer of vitreous quartzite a few feet thick, highly

charged with disseminated pyrite. If these two outcrops on the left

bank of the river are parts of a continuous stratum, and the strike

maintains the direction indicated in the individual ledges, then this

bed of quartzite overlies the limestone which was formerly quarried

at the intermediate point. These last two occurrences are of some-

what different character than that first described, and may not be

continuous with it. Their being mapped as such is merely intended

to emphasize the presence of a quartzitic streak along the middle

of the Grass River limestone belt in this vicinity.
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Near the railroad track and again on the 480-foot knoll four-

tenths of a mile east of the mouth of the small tributary entering

the Grass river from the southeast at a point one and eight-tenths

m.iles below the trestle, are found outcrops of a white vitreous

quartzite similar to the larger occurrence hrst described. The sec-

ond of these is also capped by a remnant of Potsdam conglomerate.

The shape and geological relations of both of these bodies are, how-
ever, unknown, and they are therefore conventionally mapped as

separate lenticular masses. Quartzite being in general a brittle

formation, and under conditions of crustal deformation a much
more competent member than the associated Grenville limestone, it

is thought not unlikely that these various occurrences are actually

distinct, and that if the formation was originally continuous, it has

been broken into a number of pieces and the intervening spaces

filled with the more plastic limestone.

Occasionally a thinner layer 8 to 10 inches thick is found inter-

banded (tliat is, interbedded) with other thin-bedded micaceous

schistose material, representing in all probability the metamorphosed

equivalents of a series of alternating sandy and shaly strata. The
most interesting observed example of such thin interbedded quartz-

ose layers is shown in a section exposed on the right bank of the

Grass river at the north edge of Canton village. The beds dip 15°

northeast and exhibit the following succession, from below upward

:

8 feet of impure micaceous gneiss. The laminations in the

lower part of the stratum average i inch in thickness, in the"

upper part 8 to 12 inches. Xear the top are a number of

nodules or discs of radiating pyrite i inch in diameter.

8 inches of light gray laminated quartzite.

9 inches of impure greenish-gray micaceous material.

3 feet of massive quartzitic beds with a i>< inch quartz layer

at the bottom.

A thin section shows the upper siliceous stratum to be composed

of predominating quartz, to whose ver\- pronounced recrv'stallization

in parallel and elongated elliptical and subelliptical anhedra is due

the foliation of the rock. Orthoclase and acid andesine interlock

irregularly and in subordinate amount with the quartz. Apatite,

a colorless amphibole, associated with serpentine, biotite, rutile and

pyrite, comprise the accessory- minerals. It was hoped that such a

layer as this, cushioned more or less between micaceous layers,

would show some indication of secondary enlargement of the orig-

inal sand grains : it was found, however, that intense recrystalliza-

tion had obliterated all trace of original texture in the rock.
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Quartz schists, as has been observed, are related to the normal

Grenville crystalline limestone through the curious quartz-mesh

transition phase already described. The visible gradation, how-

ever, is more satisfactory toward the schist than toward the lime-

stone end of the series, and this feature was referred to in the de-

scription of the quartz-mesh limestones of Van Rensselaer Creek

valley. The quartz schist is not abundantly developed at this local-

ity, but is found here and there among the group of quartz-mesh

limestone hills which occupy the middle of the limestone valley.

The laminae vary from one-fourth of an inch to 2 inches in thick-

ness and are sometimes slightly crinkled, but never crenulated with

the intensity observed at other points, such as that shown in plate

3, lower figure.

The largest area of quartz schist noted is located about a mile

west-northwest of North Russell, where it forms a number of very

rough, jagged outcrops on the hills traversed by the north-south

road. The rock is of substantially the same character as that at

Van Rensselaer creek, but the associated quartz-mesh variety is

practically absent. The appearance of the outcropping surface and

the intense compression of the formation are shown in plate 3,

lower figure. The pencil, showing the scale, is oriented in the

direction of the pitch. This plunges about 30° in the direction N
75°W, which is not very difi^erent from the general trend of the

axes of larger folds in the southeastern part of the quadrangle.

The formation is thickest in the western and southern portions,

thinning out toward the northeast where it is interbedded with

strata of garnet gneiss. A northwestward pitching syncline is

suggested at the southeast corner of the area, and it is assumed

that the subjacent limestone of the valley is pinched in between

the schist and the belt of garnet gneiss which occupies the corres-

ponding stratigraphic position at the summit of the east lobe of the

hill. The abrupt disappearance of the formation westward is one

of its most puzzling features. It is succeeded laterally by a number
of detached strips of micaceous and rusty gneiss, one of which,

that forming the 620-foot hill reaching to the edge of the sheet, is

tucked up and broken off at its northern end, very much in the

same manner as the garnet gneiss described later (pages 99, 100).

The remaining occurrence of quartz schist worthy of notice is

that forming the synclinal summit of the small flat-topped hill about

a mile due west of Martin's corners, that is, near the west corner

of the dotted road one and four-tenths miles northwest of Little

River crossroads. This pinched-in outlier of what may have been

originally a much more extensive formation, is bounded on the
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south and east sides by limestone which dips on an average at a low
angle toward the west. The east margin of the schist also rests at

a low angle. The north border of the latter, however, as is partic-

ularly well shown in the grove east of the road, is upturned and
even overturned sharply, with the result that the schist, which is

perhaps not over 15 feet thick at this locality, forms an asymmet-
rical syncline whose axial plane dips some 30 or 40 degrees north-
westward. West of the road the fold becomes tighter, almost iso-

clinal, and the axial plane dips northward at a ver>- steep angle.

The sketch (figure 7) is designed to show, somewhat diasrammati-

FiG. 7 Outij-ing as>-mmetrical syncline of thin-bedded quartzite and quartz

schist, overh-ing crystalline limestone. Structure of associated limestone

entirely h>-pothetical. Length of section, one-fourth of a mile, (a) Lime-
stone; (6) quartzose formation. Pitches southwest slightly.

Three and one-tenth miles south by east from Canton, one-half mile east

of Grass river,

cally, the structural relations at these points. It is evident that the

knoll borders an area of not \ery intense deformation on the south

(see plate 8, lower figure) and one of greater complexity on the

north. This feature of practical quiescence in the limestone

immediately adjacent on the south side is unaccountable, par-

ticidarly as it is adjoined by areas of intense tectonic activit>% the

northerly of which is indicated by the nearly isoclinal structure

developed at the edge of this outlier of quartz schist.

AMPHIBOLITE

The amphibolites constitute the only remaining formation which

needs to be considered here. From the point of view of origin, the

majority' of these dark, plagioclase-hornblende rocks present greater

difficulties than any of the other types met with. The reason is not

hard to find. It has been repeatedly observed in late years that

amphibolites are an end-product which may arise in any one of
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several different ways. They may be metamorphic ferromagne-

sian limestones, metamorphosed gabbros or gabbro-diorites, altered

diabase, or a contact product due to the diffusion of the basic mol-

ecules from granite into limestone. In the face of such a manifold

origin, it is evident that only in those cases where the data are

clearly shown, and the criteria decisive, can there be any approach

to certainty in interpreting these ancient rocks. On the Canton

sheet such data are wanting to a very large degree, and only rarely

is a rock exposure met with which betrays its own history. The

question is nevertheless touched upon here because it is by no means

impossible, however improbable, that some of the hornblende schist

which is considered as post-Grenville throughout the area of the

Pierrepont sigmoid may be of sedimentary origin. This is also true

of many smaller masses which are elsewhere conformably asso-

ciated or interbedded with undoubted Grenville. On the other

hand, it is difficult to demonstrate that these same masses are not

igneous.

The criteria of transition, such as Adams and Barlow were able

to use with such success (Adams and Barlow, 1910, pages 166-70)

in tracing back the " feather-amphibohtes " step by step to unaltered

magnesian layers in the Hastings limestone, fail utterly here on

account of the widespread recrystallization of all sediments in the

northw^est Adirondacks. The possible criterion of parallel inter-

banding would be displayed also by igneous sheets or sills intruded

along bedding planes in hydroclastic strata and does not necessarily

indicate interlamination of sedimentary material. Vertical transi-

tion, either from the underlying, or to the overlying, strata is ab-

sent, as is also interbedding of thin layers of amphibolite with lime-

stone, such as was noted by Adams and Barlow in certain localities

on the Bancroft sheet (Adams and Barlow, 1910, pages 164-66).

There is thus a general lack of evidence which is directly suggestive

of a sedimentary origin for any of the hornblende schist in this

quadrangle. Further, not much help is to be expected from purely

chemical or petrographical studies, although the detection of py-
roxene in a rock by the latter method would certainly suggest an
ultimate igneous origin for the hornblende schist in question. The
structural phenomena shown in the field, with confirmatory labor-

atory tests where possible, seem therefore to be those upon which
the geologist is thrown for a last resort; where these fail or are

ambiguous, the problem seems to be hopeless. This difficulty,

which appears to be insurmountable till more satisfactory criteria
'

shsll become available, is present with a large proportion of those

rocks which have been designated hornblende schists on the map,

4
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and with an indeterminable percentage of the unmapped black:

amphibolitic xenoliths so abundantly inclosed in the granite gneisses

of the western part of the quadrangle, the possibility of whose two-

fold origin seems to be particularly well favored in this area. But

the arnbiguity is always between a contemporaneous age, if the

schists are sedimentary or metamorphic, and a later, if they are

igneous ; they can not be older than the Grenville.

From what was earHer stated incidental to the discussion of the

marginal garnet gneisses in the southwestern part of the quadrangle,

it is recalled that it was pointed out that certain amphibolites of

this vicinity held a significant median position with respect to the

sediments and the granite gneiss. The evidence was regarded as

favoring the view that such amphibolites are a final product of igne-

ous contact action upon the Grenville limestones' or calcareous

schists.

It is noteworthy, however, that peripheral schists of such extreme

composition are not always present along the borders of the granite

area. Thus the southeast margin of the broad belt of granite which

passes through Canton village is not known to be actually bounded

by a continuous belt of rock of this character ; this lack may be due

in part to the failure of such a formation, if present, to crop out,

but in particular instances can be shown to be due to its absence

from the section.

For example, at a distance of a mile or so upstream from the Har-

rison Creek bridge, a granite escarpment is intermittently shown,

which is underlain in all cases where the base of the igneous rock

is exposed, not by a black amphibolite like that described at Wood-

cock's rapids, but by a garnetiferous mica schist, which gives place,

below, to normal crystalline limestone. For the rest of the distance

to the corner of the sheet, as well as from Woodcock's rapids north-

ward to Canton village, no marginal amphibolite is to be observed.

Further, the oval granite area southwest of Canton, though it is

bordered by the same kind of Grenville rocks as enter the problem

elsewhere, does not exhibit a marginal amphibolite zone. Similarly

along the edge of the north half of the Pyrites granite, inclusions of

amphibolite are present, but there is no distinct aureole of horn-

blende schist, so far as can be judged by the outcrops; and finally,

the granite area southwest of Pyrites shows no amphibolite border,

except locally at points already described.

From these data it is evident that if the marginal strips of horn-

blende gneiss at Eddy (see plate 5, upper figure), Woodcock's

rapids, and south of Pyrites are regarded as exomorphic contact

effects, the general absence of similar changes elsewhere against
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limestone country rock is a fact of equal prominence, and must also

be accounted for in any theory of igneous activity in this region.

If one is inclined to accept the hypothesis of contact origin for these

associated marginal amphibolites and garnet-schists, in spite of the

marked lack of constancy in their development and their failure

always to accompany each other, then these rocks would appear to

represent different phases of intensity in the contact action, passing

from garnetiferous mica schist, the lowest stage, through garnetif-

erous amphibolite, to hornblende schist, the highest stage, of such

activity. If one is not so inclined, however, it becomes necessary to

assume that the peripheral location of the amphibolite with respect

to the granite, and of the garnetiferous schist to the amphibolite,

or where this is absent, to the granite gneiss, is wholly fortuitous

;

and that the intrusive (notably the belt passing through Canton)

has merely happened to thrust itself between horizons in the Gren-

ville where the formations presented the associations described.

On the whole, considering these two alternatives, the weight of

probability seems to favor the contact action. Accordingly, where

garnetiferous mica schist alone is found bordering granite, it may
be judged to be due to a lesser degree of metamorphic influence

than in the majority of instances where the amphibolite intervenes.

It is important in this connection to note that with one exception

the amphibolite never forms a rim round the granite without itself

being bordered by garnetiferous mica schist or garnet gneiss.

While it might also seem plausible, on the ground of analog}^ to

demand a contact explanation for the already described strip of

garnet gneiss which borders one-half the circumference of the

granite east of Pyrites, it is to be remembered (i) that this is not

in any sense a garnetiferous mica schist, such as that underlying

the granite bluff along Harrison creek, but a garnet gneiss identical

with the sedimentary gneisses occurring apart from the granite at

Little River, (2) that there is in this case nowhere an exposed inter-

mediate amphibolite zone representing that extreme phase of meta-

morphism to which the garnet rock would be considered transi-

tional, but, instead, frequent amphibolite xenoliths and an occasional

strip of garnet gneiss are seen at or near the granite edge. The
chief points brought out by this discussion of the mutual relations

of these types of rock seem to be that the peripheral character of

the amphibolites and garnet gneisses favors their being viewed as

contact phases, but that their irregular and inconstant occurrence

and the development of similar types independently of contact ac-

tion necessitate caution in applying this interpretation to particular

cases.
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POST-GRENVILLE INTRUSIVES

GABBRO-AMPHIBOLITE; PIERREPONT OCCURRENCE

A further consideration of hornblende schists leads to the subject

of the post-Grenville or intrusive rocks. At two localities in the

hills south and southwest of Pierrepont direct evidence on

the origin of the prominent development of hornblende schists of

the sigmoidal area was obtained in the guise of what may be looked

Upon as intrusive contacts. Without going too far into detail, it

may be stated that at a point one and one-tenth miles east of Beach

Fig. 8 Xenolith of garnet gneiss in amphibolite
;

ground plan. The

exposure is terminated on the west end by two joint faces, about 60 feet

long; on the east the mass tapers away into the amphibolite. (a) Amphi-

bolite; (b) garnet gneiss.

One and one-tenth miles east of Beach Plains Church, one-tenth of a

mile south of road.

Plains Church, a mass of typical black hornblende schist was ob-

served in contact with a xenolith of typical garnet gneiss. The ex-

posure (see figure 8) is some 60 feet square and terminated

abruptly on the west side by a 6- foot vertical bluit. It shows a

thick mass of garnet gneiss tapering eastward into the amphibolite,

suddenly at first and then more gradually, and exhibiting foliation

concordant with its boundaries (see figures 9 and 10). The latter

rock surrounds the garnet gneiss on at least three sides; on the

fourth, that of the joint faces, the relations are obscure. On the west

face the formations are concordant, but on the southwest edge they

are far from exhibiting the usual conformity wdiich characterizes the

parallel interbanded strips of these rocks. The amphibolite presents

a steep contact (about 70^-75° ) against the gneiss, and near this
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boundary the foliation of the garnet gneiss, which at a distance of

a few feet makes an angle of about 30 degrees with it, is locally

dragged round into parallel position. The hypothesis suggested by

Fig. 9 Diagrammatic sketch of west joint face of xenolith of figure 8.

(a) Amphibolite; (b) garnet gneiss. Formations show usual comformability.

Section about 6 feet high.

Same locality as shown in figure 8.

these phenomena is that we have here the tip end of a fragment of

included garnetiferous country rock, attenuated by later dynamic

stress, and that the sharp, straight contact is due to a later fracture

developed in the resistant amphibolite against which the more plab-

FiG. 10 Diagrammatic sketch of southwest joint face of xenolith shown

in figure 8. Nonconformability of garnet gneiss against amphibolite shown

by dragged schistosity of former near contact. Indicates a probable igneous

origin for amphibolite.

Same locality as shown in figure 8.

tic garnet gneiss was deformed. The alternative view that the

whole apparently igneous phenomenon is merely a tectonic feature,

encounters the objection that garnet gneiss is not known anywhere

else in the quadrangle to have been fractured and to have allowed
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the amphibolite to be squeezed in between its detached portions. In

fact, in the outcrop in question, the relative capacity for yielding of

the two rocks is shown in the dragged schistosity of the garnet

gneiss against the steep amphibolite contact. Moreover, one of the

most characteristic and widespread features of this latter rock is its

ability to break sharply or to pull apart into blunt lenticles under

the same conditions in which the garnet gneiss has yielded by a

more ready flowage. Accordingly, where, as in the present in-

stance, the amphibolite is observed to surround or nearly surround

a' mass of highly plastic garnet gneiss, the latter's xenolithic origin

is rendered the more probable. On the other hand, should it be

urged that the pinched-off lenticular form, similar to that assumed

by isolated masses of amphibolite in garnet gneiss, is evidence that

the garnet gneiss is itself also of igneous origin, it may be noted that

among rocks which have suffered such extreme structural deforma-

tion, lenticular form is no criterion of intrusive origin, but only of

a relatively lower degree of plasticity. Under the conditions

imposed upon the Grenville sediments and associated igneous

rocks during their regional deformation, the competent formations

have fractured or pulled apart and the incompetent ones flowed in

between, giving rise to a kind of augen structure on a large scale.

This type of evidence, therefore, in the present case is inconclusive,

and the igneous origin of the garnet gneiss has not been suggested

by any other feature which is ,not equally ambiguous.
,

The second case of an intrusive amphibolite contact occurs on the

west slope of the hill about 1.4 miles south by west from the Pierre-

pont crossroads. The ledge is on the left bank of the tributary to

Van Rensselaer creek, at about 840 feet elevation. It is shown in

plate 9, upper figure, which looks very nearly in the direction of the

strike, S yz'' E. The lower part of the contact plane, as exposed,

dips south, the upper part, north. To be normal, this contact

ought to dip wholly to the north as do the others in the imme-

diate vicinity, and its failure to do so suggests the possibility of its

being part of an irregular intrusive boundary. The evidence, how-

ever, is not at all conclusive, for the same effect could conceivably be

attained through dynamic agency alone. In a nearby ledge some

tight crenulations in a pegm.atite veinlet pitch 20 degrees toward

the northwest. A more open fold pitching in this direction might

account for the attitude of the amphibolite in plate 9, upper figure,

but if folding alone were the cause, there should be a marked

surface deflection of the amphibolite to the right (S) not over 15 or

18 feet away, where the upper end of the axis outcrops. Such,

however, was not observed. The foliation of the garnet gneiss dips



Plate 9

Upper ligure. Xonconformable (igneous) contact of amphibolite against
garnet gneiss. Note schistosity of gneiss at base of the exposure dipping
toward the amphibolite, and apparently cut by it. Looking east-southeast.

One and four-tenths miles south by west from Pierrepont, about 150 yards
east of road.

Lower figure. Photomicrograph ; enlargement 67 diameters, nicols crossed.

Alteration of augite to hornblende in gabbro-diorite. In central right hand
part of the plate is a subcircular anhedron of augite, bordered on the upper
side by secondary hornblende; the two contrasting types of cleavage are
imperfectly shown.
One-fourth of a mile due south of upper Pyrites bridge.
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normally, except for about a foot away from the contact where it

follows the curvature of the latter. Thus the lower half of the

amphibolite apparently cuts across the gneiss, but in the upper part

is parallel to it. Accordingly, w^iile the evidence may be open to

slight suspicion, it is thought to favor the igneous character of the

contact, and the interpretation of the garnet gneiss as the country

rock for the basic intrusive with local drag at its border.

It is always unsafe, particularly in Precambrian geology, to gen-

eralize from too few data, and it is unfortunate that these two were

the only instances where actual nonconformity between the schist

and the gneiss could be observed. Such cases may, however, be

more common than they appear, for it is hardly probable that they

are isolated occurrences. On the other hand, the frequent appear-

ance of nonconformable contacts is scarcely to be expected in rocks

of such extreme antiquity, which are characterized above all by

mutual yielding and accommodation in the presence of a common
stress of .long duration. In the absence, therefore, of definite in-

dication to the contrary, and in view of the fact that the explanation

is not antagonistic to any of the facts observed in the field, but is

supported by independent petrographic data, the conclusion seems

warranted that the small strips of amphibolite so intimately asso-

ciated with the zone of garnet gneiss in the southeast corner of the

sheet, have an igneous origin. The possible view that not all the

hornblende schist in this vicinity is igneous, but that some of it is

sedimentary, seems on the whole less acceptable, inasmuch as the

two amphibolites, if there are two, are indistinguishable in appear-

ance and in their structural relations to the associated garnetiferous

formations, and no mass of amphibolite of demonstrably sediment-

ary origin has been discovered in this area.

Moreover, these schists are intimately associated with, and on

the north border of the sigmoid near Pierrepont grade into, a coarse

massive feldspathic variety which has so much resemblance to

certain phases of the Pyrites gabbro-diorite that it is impossible to

resist the opinion that the rock is igneous. Seven-tenths of a mile

southwest of Pierrepont, a few rods north of the house on the west

side of the road at the foot of the hill, there is an occurrence of rock

of this character. It is greenish black, uniformly coarse granular,

fairly massive, and of pronounced igneous aspect. The microscope

confirms the suspicion aroused by a megascopic examination, for a

dark green hornblende, pale green to colorless augite (frequently
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petrographic evidence afforded by the few residual related gabbroid

patches, seem sufficient to stamp these hornblendites as in large part

post-Grenville intrusives.

Throughout the western half of the sigmoid the structural and

genetic relations of the amphibolite, garnet gneiss and granite appear

to be the same as in the east, where these features are more satis-

factorily exhibited. At least nothing was observed in the western

half which would discredit the interpretations suggested in the vi-

cinity of Pierrepont. The basic rock is found over a much larger

proportion of the area, occupying both borders of the fold, and at

the point of flexure northeast of North Russell nearly cuts out

the heavy development of garnet gneiss which is elsewhere of such

importance. At this point, however, the garnet gneiss is not en-

tirely absent, but occurs in smaller masses and shreds of elongated

lenticular character, presumably developed by the fretting away of

the mass of included country rock by the basic intrusive. Some-

times the xenoliths are of dark gray, highly feldspathic, nongar-

netiferous character, suggesting subsequent alteration or injection

by acid material during the later granitic intrusion.

The center of the north limb of the isocline is occupied by a large

peninsulalike mass or xenolith of nearly normal garnet gneiss which

frays into or is replaced by the amphibolite at its southern end.

The opposite end of this mass disappears under the heavy drumlin

of Waterman hill, and its structural connection (or lack of it) with

other Grenville of the vicinity can not be observed ; nevertheless,

judging from the basic character of the surrounding rocks, and the

tectonic features described in a succeeding paragraph (see page

64), it is probable that it is a xenolith of abnormally large dimen-

sions. Small dikes or sheetlike masses of amphibolite have pene-

trated this xenolith at numerous points parallel to the foliation and

have afterwards been pinched off into blunt and flattened lenslike

bodies precisely as in other parts of the sigmoid.

It is to be observed that south of the Beach Plains Church the am-
phibolite itself frays away in the midst of the main body of garnet

gneiss which forms the middle limb of the sigmoid. West of this

general locality, the basic intrusive has formed a very prominent,

uninterrupted zone bordering the outer part of the fold, containing,

besides an occasional xenolith of Grenville gneiss, an abundance of

injected granitic material of later origin. East of the point men-

tioned this thick continuous zone of amphibolite is not to be found,
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but numerous interbanded sheetlike masses of basic material alter-

nating with the garnet gneiss throughout the whole extent of the

latter formation, undoubtedly function in its stead.

Near the eastern margin of the northerly limb is a narrow zig-

zag xenolith of light grayish garnet gneiss which occupies the middle

angle of a W-shaped fold whose structural elements are nearly

parallel to those of the big sigmoid. This fold is evidently of very

minor consequence in the general structure of the amphibolite zone,

and measures, in its longest dimension, north-south, about seven-

tenths of a mile. The axial plane strikes east-west and dips north

about 30 degrees. This is seen at the southernmost angle of the

fold, where the garnet gneiss doubles back upon itself through a

very acute fold within the apex of which the crenulations are

intense. Farther west, near the middle of the W, the laminae of the

gneiss are extremely contorted, and show characteristic minute

puckerings which pitch in the same direction as the acute fold but

at a higher angle.

The xenolith then bows round through a comparatively broad arc

into a northeast strike and northwest dip, and at the end of this

limb, the garnet gneiss having pinched out or become covered up,

the inclosing amphibolite assumes a vertical position and gradually

alters its course to the north and north-northwest, finally striking in

the direction of Waterman hill drumlin. This latter fact favors the

view that the amphibolite of the sigmoid area is merely a continua-

tion of that occurring north of Waterman hill in Boyden brook and

westward ; a view which is further substantiated by the northwest

and north-northwest strike of the adjoining Grenville and granite

formations at and near the east corner of Canton township.

Perhaps no better indications of the igneous origin of this sigmoid

amphibolite can be found than the general features of its areal dis-

tribution with respect to the garnet gneiss : its heavy development

at the western flexure of the sigmoid, its apparent inclosure of

numerous large and small fragments of gneisses of distinct Gren-

ville aspect, its probable connection with the Pyrites amphibolite,

which is assuredly of igneous origin, its own rare transition to a

massive pyroxenic phase, and its fraying away laterally as well as

transversely into a great number of thinner masses which have pro-

duced, apparently, a typical injection gneiss of coarse texture with

the garnet rock. These features on the whole weigh heavily in

favor of regarding most if not all of the sigmoid amphibolite as of

ultimate igneous origin.
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GABBRO-AMPHIBOLITE; PYRITES OCCURRENCE
Although the structural relations of the Pierrepont amphibolites

are so extensively veiled that the true nature o*f the rocks is difficult

to determine, the case is otherwise with the belt of hornblendic

schist which stretches from Boyden brook westward and southwest-

ward to the corner of the quadrangle. This formation can be traced

as an almost continuous strip from the one extremitv to the other,

attaining its maximum breadth of nearly a mile in the vicinity of

Brick Chapel, and narrowing to its minimum of several hundred

feet as it bows round the northern point of the subtriangular boss

of granite east of Pyrites. Thence, gradually increasing again in

breadth, it finally unites with the triangular area of gabbro-diorite

and derivative xenolith-bearing amphibolite lying between Pyrites

and Harrison creek, after which it again rapidly narrows to its mini-

mum breadth, and assumes its normal northeast-southwestward

course.

The Pyrites gabbro is described by Professor Smyth (1912, pages

161-62) in connection with the origin of the St Lawrence county

pyrite. That this dark gray to black, massive to gneissoid, coarsely

crystalline rock is a true gabbro, can hardly be doubted, for abund-

ant hypersthene and augite are found in several localities where it

preserves a more massive aspect. Such favorable places are in

reality, however, not very frequent, and are confined, so far as the

writer is aware, to the ledges east of the road running south from

Pyrites, and about one-fourth of a mile from the upper bridge. The

rock here is dark greenish black in color, tough, massive, and medium

to coarse-grained ; on a fractured surface it is characterized by the

abundant glistening cleavage surfaces of the quarter-inch horn-

blende crystals which make up the greater part of the rock. The

microscope shows it to be composed typically of andesine, pleo-

chroic augite, and hornblende, with accessory biotite, magnetite,

pyrite and apatite. The hornblende is sometimes seen to form a

zone round the augite (see plate 9, lower figure), and at other

times occurs as small shreds scattered irregularly through the

pyroxene in such a way as to give strong ground for believing it

to be derivative from the augite. ^lost of the hornblende cr)-stals,

however, are not so associated, and it is- impossible to determine

what proportion of this mineral is original in the gabbro, and how

much of it is merely altered pyroxene. The same is true of the
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metamorphic amphibolite of the Pierrepont sigmoid, and because of

the possibihty that an indefinite proportion of this hornblende may
have been primar\- in the intrusive, the generahzed term, gabbro-

diorite, would seem to be the more satisfactory- designation to apply

to these rocks.

On going westward and northward from this vicinity, the rock

assumes a gneissoid and finally a strongly schistose structure, with

a concomitant alteration of all its pyroxene into amphibole and

liberation of free silica, and the production of true hornblende schist

or amphibolite. These altered equivalents of the gabbro-diorite may
be traced continuously southwestward into the vicinit}- of the Stella

pyrite mines, near Hermon ; and northeastward as far as Boyden

brook, just beyond Waterman hill; farther than this they are lost

under the drift. There is therefore small difficulty in the way of

establishing these schists as of metamorphic igneous origin.

That the gabbro-diorite and its derived schists are intrusive into

the Grenville and not the basement upon which these sediments

were laid down is. moreover, conclusively demonstrated by the

numerous xenoliths of limestone, quartzite, gametiferous and py-

ritiferous gneisses scattered irregularly in the amphibolite between

Pyrites village and Harrison creek. Twelve such inclusions were

noted, rive of limestone,, three of pyritous gneiss, one composed of

both these t}-pes, one of thin-bedded quartz-schist, one of biotitic

and locally gametiferous gneiss, and one of impure weathered

schist of ill-defined character. On account of the heavy cover of

glacial delta material which is spread over a large part of this gab-

broid area, the detailed relationships of some of these masses can

not be made out with certainty and their xenolithic character is in-

ferred ; but with others their inclosure within the basic rock is be-

vond question. The Hmestone xenoliths are of white, coarse-grained

material, with or without irregular development of actinolitic or

serpentinous blotches, all apparently identical with various phases

of the limestone which occur in the main body of the Grenville.

The pvritous gneisses are lithologically like that already described

in the Pvrites gorge : but the structural relations are not so well

shown. The smallest patch is not seen in contact with the amphibo-

Hte. while the long strip along the southern edge of the intrusive

area is apparently in the act of being ripped ott the wall of the

magmatic chamber and being inclosed within the gabbro-diorite.
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The largest of the xenoHths is a long strip of micaceous gneiss from

15 to 50 feet thick, traceable along the left bank of the Pyrites

gorge southward from the middle intersection of the river bed with

the ore body, and thence southwestward nearly to the south border

of the amphibolite area. In the gorge this formation lies above

the ore body, though separated from it by 30 to 50 feet of gabbroic

material, and the two xenoliths are parallel for several hundred feet.

Though these have this much in common, any opinion as to whether

they were originally joined along a common bedding plane, and

have been pulled apart by movements in the viscous magma and

separated by the introduction of basic material, can not fail to be in

the highest degree hypothetical.

Along the west edge of the gorge and at the jog in the northwest-

southeast road nearby, excellent exposures show the micaceous

gneiss to be considerably sheared and more or less admixed with

gabbroic material, as though the xenolith were in the process of

being partially absorbed by the magma. So far as observed this

is the only point where any of the xenoliths in the gabbroid intru-

sive can be said to be affected by contact action; and even here,

unless the phenomena are misinterpreted, the action is one of mar-

ginal injection and absorption of an already metamorphosed rock

rather than contact alteration of the more usual type. The most

notable feature of these xenoliths is the general lack of meta-

morphism directly and unquestionably attributable to the immediate

influence of the gabbro-diorite magma, and this point is readily seen

to substantiate the impression obtained from an independent study

of the Pyrites ore body. In other words, either the basic intrusive

as a whole was incapable of producing special alterations in an

already thoroughly and independently recrystallized Grenville suc-

cession, or else it produced or completed a kind of regional meta-

morphism in wdiich the individuahty of the various Grenville units

was preserved and reflected in the end-products.

From the data given on the foregoing pages, it appears that in

two separate places on the Canton sheet, Pierrepont and Pyrites,

are there basic intrusives cutting and including portions of the Gren-

ville sediments. The continuity of these igneous masses would be

an interesting relationship if it could be established. The forma-

tions, however, are not visibly connected with one another, but at

the point where they should join they are covered by a heavy
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morainal deposit, the Waterman Hill drumlin, which ettectively

prevents any certainty in the matter. Xevertheless at the point

where there is greatest proximity, and where they would be most

likely to join, the sigmoid amphibolite strikes in the general direc-

tion of the eastern terminus of the Pyrites amphibolite. ^loreover,

the attitude of the granite gneiss and associated Grenville forma-

tions a mile to a mile and a half northeast of Waterman hill con-

finns this structure, and makes it appear that the northerly strike

of the amphibolite south of V\'aterman hill is not a mere local phe-

nomenon, but is part of a broader structural tendency of consider-

able areal importance. It is also very unlikely that two separate

amphibolite formations of such magnitude should both happen to

pinch out entirely at this particular point, or that they should be

entirely distinct petrologic units brought into this significant juxta-

position by some tectonic accident. The chief point which favors

their being regarded as separate rock units, and which indeed led to

their being mapped as such, is the total lack of injected granite in the

Pyrites amphibolite and the copious development of granitic lenses

and injection zones of all grades in the Pierrepont amphibolite.

Whether this petrologic consideration outweighs the structural and

areal features described above, must be left an open question, and

till more is known of the bedrock underlying the Potsdam sandstone

below the Waterman Hill drumlin, the amphibolite areas will have

to be considered separate.

If. on the other hand, they should prove to be continuous, they

will furnish a most remarkable illustration of the complexity of

Precambrian folding. The formation enters the quadrangle near

the southwest comer and bowing in general northward follows a

meandering curve 25 miles long to the southeast corner 13 miles dis-

tant, having meanwhile described a distorted, almost recumbent

]\I-shaped pitching fold, whose limbs and axial planes are parallel

to the average northeast trend of the formations in this part of the

Adirondacks. The possibility of such a structure as this anywhere

else on the northwest fiank of the Adirondacks should deter one

from a too hasty attempt at estimating the thickness of Grenville or

other material in this region, any part of which is apparently liable

to an almost indefinite amount of repetition through isoclinal fold-

ing of this character. In the drift-covered portion of the present

quadrangle, in spite of the restricted area and short distances in-

volved, the writer has felt the force of this uncertainty concemingj
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tectonic relationships, and has preferred to map the individual out-

crops separately, particularly in the Grenville, rather than attempt

what must at best be an extremely uncertain correlation.

GRANITE GNEISS

(" Laurentian " of authors)

Granite gneiss has its most widespread development in the west-

ern half of the sheet, but scattered outcrops in the eastern part

indicate the presence there of a considerable body of granite of in-

definite outline underlying the drift. In the present paper the dis-

cussions and descriptions are limited to those masses occurring in

the western and southern portions of the quadrangle, for elsewhere

outcrops are not sufficiently abundant to exhibit significant relation-

ships.

In texture and mineralogical constitution the granites are remark-

ably uniform over wide areas. Of fine to medium grain, almost

universally gneissoid, but locally nearly massive, of ruddy pink

to light gray color, they are perhaps the most attractive and char-

acteristic Precambrian formation in the quadrangle. The more

massive phases, of almost saccharoidal translucency, have in places

been used for building stone. The rock is distinguished by the

low amount, indeed the almost total absence, of ferromagnesian

constituents, and the color values are therefore due to the predomi-

nance of quartz together with the red or gray feldspar.

That the pinkish red color is not merely a discoloration caused

by surficial weathering is shown by its presence in the freshest

possible rock obtained in recently opened road-metal quarries. Thin

sections show that this is due to the impregnation of the light-

colored components of the gneiss with minute veinlets of hematite,

which occupies the cleavage and capillary spaces between the crys-

tals. The proper color of these gneisses would therefore be white

or light gray, were it not for the late impregnation of the formation

as a whole with a minute quantity of red iron ore. The general in-

terstitial character of the mineral shows that it is not of the normal

order of sequence in the crystallization of the rock magma, but is of

secondary origin, perhaps derived by hydatogenesis from primary

iron ore early differentiated from the original magma and segre-

gated at great depth. Professor Smyth (1899, pages 488-89) has

called attention to the occurrence of iron ore, magnetite, at Old
Forge, Herkimer county. New York, apparently also due to the

activity of heated circulating waters during a late stage in the crys-

tallization of the rock.
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The gray color, on the other hand, is most frequently the product

of atmospheric alteration, and in numerous places can be observed

to grade within the depth of a few inches into the normal pink

type ; or again, its development is even more shallow and is restricted

to thin exfoliated shells which on peeling oil disclose the flesh-

colored fresh rock beneath. This, however, 'does not apply to those

thin, grayish zones which generally surround or border the amphi-

bolite inclusions caught up by the granite, and for which it is diffi-

cult to offer a precise explanation (see plate lo, upper figure). The
granite has in such cases been deprived of its small content of pig-

ment, but whether through a local reduction to magnetite, which is

not abundant, or through a migration of the femic molecules toward

and into the xenolith, it is impossible to say, as no special study of

this point was made. . It is, however, possible that we have here an

illustration of the transfusion of the basic molecules of the granite

into the altered limestone xenoliths (assuming the inclusions to be of

this origin), a physico-chemical hypothesis proposed by Adams and

Barlow to account for the transmutation of limestone into amphi-

bolite by granite. If operative at all. however, this process must

have gone on to a very slight degree only, as the bleached margin of

granite surrounding the xenoliths is nowhere over 2 or 3 inches

broad, and at best the iron content derived in this way must be a

very inconsiderable proportion of the total femic content of the

highly ferromagnesian inclusions.

In this connection, it is to be observed that the limestones in

general can not be observ'ed to show the well-marked bleaching

effects upon the pink granite gneiss, which, as obser\'ed by Pro-

fessors Gushing and Smyth (Gushing et al. 1910, pages 46-47),

are so well marked in other outlying localities on this side of the

Adirondacks. This fact can not be accounted for by any notable

differences in the geological conditions. Although actual exposed

granite-limestone contacts are not common in the area studied, out-

crops of these formations are frequently found within a few feet

of each other, but in no case was the granite observed to lose its

characteristic pink color within the exposed limits of the outcrops.

That the process may have been operative to a certain extent,

however, is shown by the uniformly white color of the narrow

pegmatite dikes cutting limestone or calcareous schists, in contra-

distinction to the occasional ruddy or pink color of those intruded

into siliceous and ferromagnesian schists. This contrast can be well

observed on comparing the red granite dike at the south end of the



Plate 10

Upper figure. Lenticular amphibolite inclusion in pink granite gneiss,
broken and cut by stringer of pegmatite. Inclusion is bordered by zone
one-half to two inches wide of bleached granite, not shown well in photo-
graph. Scale, about one-tenth natural size. Looking southwest.

Tupper's quarry, three-tenths of a mile northeast of the Canton village line.

Lower figure. Primary flow lines in pink granite gneiss; finer grained
granite is interbanded with and grades into pegmatite from the same magma.
About one-sixth natural size. Looks northwest.
One and two-thirds miles south by west from Pierrepont, in large granite

sill.
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island one-quarter of a mile down stream from the lower bridge in

Canton village, with a white, tourmaline-bearing pegmatite exposed

on the west side of the Canton-Eddy road nine-tenths of a mile

northeast of Eddy.

It should also be noted, however, that a number of white dikes

and '' flammen " are found in noncalcareous country rocks as, for

example, in those garnet gneisses which are more or less soaked

with white or grayish pegmatitic material ; and that therefore lime-

stone may not be the only cause capable of producing this effect.

It is possible that the hydatogenic activity postulated to account for

the red hematitic pigment coloring the granite took place anterior

to the introduction of some of the pegmatite dikes, and accordingly

the latter were protected from discoloration by reason of their

slightly younger age. That there are at least two distinct periods of

pegmatite intrusion is pointed out elsewhere (see page 85), and

although it is impossible to establish the hypothesis, a subdivision

of the older set might be made, if based on the presence or absence

of hematite pigment ; the red pegmatites being separated from the

white by a period of circulation of heated iron-bearing solutions

which permeated and colored the rock already intruded.

That there is difficulty, however, in the way of applying this in-

tensely hypothetical explanation to a general discrimination of red

and white nontourmaline-bearing pegmatites must not be over-

looked. The ferromagnesian country rocks, and especially the

amphibolite inclusions, have often exerted a marked decolorizing

influence on the surrounding granite, as noted above, and the

extent to which a similar action may have taken place on the net-

work of interlacing pegmatite stringers, assuming them to have

carried hematite, is indeterminable, though probably not wholly

negligible.

Locally, especially in the smaller lenticles which are of such fre-

quent occurrence in the sigmoidal area in the southeastern part of

the sheet, the granite is distinctly banded ; layers of normal grain

alternate with others that are of coarse, almost pegmatitic texture.

This is evidently indicative of primary flow, that is, motion in the

intruding magma during the process of crystalhzation. During this

time the mother liquor, it is thought, was squeezed irregularly into

the partially crystallized mass ; the relatively greater concentration

of mineralizing agents in these juices favored crystallization, with

the resulting alternations in texture. Plates 10, lower figure, and

II, upper figure, show typical occurrences of this phenomenon.

5
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Although by far the largest quantity of pink granite gneiss is

found in broad continuous areas in the uplands adjoining Canton,

Eddy and Pyrites villages, a very considerable amount is inter-

banded with the amphibolite and garnet gneiss zones of the Pierre-

pont sigmoid. The intrusive here has formed a second injection of

the leaf or " lit-par-ht " type with each of the two preexisting

country rock formations, which, as already noted (pages 57-59),

were themselves similarly related by the earlier invasion of the basic

rock into the garnet gneiss. This double injection, first of gabbro-

diorite into Grenville siliceous garnetiferous gneiss, and, second, of

granite into each of these, has resulted in an unusually interesting

association of these. three strongly contrasted formations, and to an

abrupt alternation of the red, black and spotted garnet bands which,

till their mutual relations are understood, is not a little puzzling.

The granitic injection is of a finer texture, generally speaking,

than the gabbroic. In other words, the admixture of the acid ma-

terial with the amphibolite and garnet gneiss is, on the whole, more

intimate and thorough than is the case with the earlier injection.

The granite lenticles, or units of injection, assume much smaller di-

mensions, and a more rapid alternation with their country rock, than

is to be observed between the amphibolite and garnet gneiss. Thus,

while the bands of amphibolite are bulky and do not minutely sub-

divide the garnet country rock, the granite, on the other hand, has

frequently penetrated both of these formations with microscopic

fineness. For example, on the 820 foot knoll, west side of a brook,

and about three-tenths of a mile west of the fork in the road i mile

southwest of Pierrepont, the injection of the granite into a mass of

amphibolite (which may have been of xenolithic character) is so

intimate as to have effected a veritable disintegration or dissolution

of the schist with the production of a true mixed rock. Plate 11,

lower figure, though unfortunately a poor photograph, shows small

nodular remnants of black schist in the midst of a reddish black,

soaked rock of this character. This extreme phenomenon, however,

is not common, but a moderate admixture is the one usually met

with, the component parts of which are of about the same order of

magnitude as in the amphibolite-garnet gneiss injection zone.

It is not to be supposed, however, that the granite intrusive has

injected the country rock uniformly throughout the sigmoid area.

Inhere are considerable areas, especially east of Beach Plains Church,

where garnet gneiss is relatively free from such material ; and in this



Plate II

Upper figure. Primary flow lines in pink granite gneiss; pegmatite and
ordinary granite intergrading and interbanded. Looking north.
From a granite lens in middle limb of sigmoid fold.

Lower figure. Dissolution of amphibolite in granite gneiss. The chain
of elliptical dark patches in the center of the picture are of amphibolite in

the act of being disintegrated by the granite; the black streaks adjoining and
elsewhere are caused by the rolling out of more or less completely melted
fragments of various sizes, and their partial incorporation into the granite
magma. A typical mixed rock. Looks northwest ; one-eighth natural size.

One and three-tenths miles southwest of Pierrepont, three-tenths of a

mile west of the road.
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and other parts of the garnet gneiss belt, thick masses of amphi-

boHte are met with, which are ahnost or quite unaffected by the

acid intrusive in its characteristic pinkish granitic aspect, but this

does not apply to those irregular universal " flammen " or tongues

of whitish pegmatite which are discussed on page 8i. More-

over throughout the zones which are predominantly amphibolitic,

the granitic material has a rather uniform development and has

produced an injection rock of intermediate texture; but occasion-

ally large lenticles or sill-like masses, free from basic contamina-

tion, are met with, which may vary from 2 to 25 feet in thickness.

The most noteworthy of these granite lenses or sheets are indicated

on the map (figure 21), but it is to be remarked that innumerable

similar but smaller masses are found scattered throughout the garnet

gneiss and amphibolite belts, principally the latter. The largest

granite lens is that inclosed wholly in Grenville, three-fourths of a

mile south of the Beach Plains Church, in this case probably 150 or

200 feet thick.

In the vicinity immediately south of Pierrepont, the localization

of the injected granite to the border zone between the amphibolite

and garnet gneiss is emphasized topographically. The outer edge

of the gabbroid area is not exposed, but in the low hummocks im-

mediately north of the Pierrepont hills, gabbro-diorite and related

amphibolitic types are exposed, the outermost of which are prac-

tically free from acid material ; as the higher hills are approached, a

small amount of injected granite is met with, but not until the

higher altitudes are reached (at the jog in the road) does the in-

truded granite break through in such quantity as to become by far

the most abundant rock. The curving line of abrupt northward-

facing hills thus marks the outer edge of a predominantly granitic

injection zone which, occupying dift'erent portions of the amphibo-

lite belt, can be traced the entire length of the sigmoid (see figure

11). On moving southward from the east-west narrow oval hill

which causes the jog in the road above referred to, one notices

that the granite becomes gradually less abundant in the amphibolite,

and that when the garnet zone is reached the distribution of the

three types is more nearly equal. Finally, at about the point where
the road forks, the granite ceases to be a prominent member of the

Precambrian complex.

This succession, which is in a measure typical of the areal rela-

tions of the formations in this vicinity, is probably not duplicated

with exactness anywhere else in the sigmoid, because of the rapid
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and fitful variation in the proportion of the three constituent rock

types. Such irregularity, indeed, has rendered detailed and accurate

mapping of the individual components practically an impossibility on

the small scale adopted.

As regards mineralogical constitution, there is no great or essen-

tial difference between the injected granites of the sigmoid area and

the bulkier masses of the western part of the quadrangle. A speci-

men of a nearly massive pink granite from the southwest corner of

the area was seen under the microscope to be made up almost ex-

clusively of quartz, orthoclase and oligoclase, with subordinate mi-

croperthite, and an occasional hornblende or biotite xenocryst. The
rock appears to the eye to be as free as may be from impurities of

an included nature; nevertheless the presence of the ferromagne-

sian minerals amphibole and mica indicate the slight contamination

of the magma with nearly or wholly digested material of xenolithic

origin. Such basic constituents are not essential to the composition

of the granite, which is seen in numerous other thin sections to be

quite devoid of the femic minerals. In one other respect the example

cited departs slightly from the normal, namely, in the inferior de-

velopment of microcline. This mineral in the typical or ideal gran-

ite has a prominence probably nearly equal to that of the orthoclase

or plagioclase; and in the gneisses of the western half of the sheet it

holds about equal sway with the microperthite. A composite speci-

men would show some such mineral association as the following:

quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase-andesine, microcline, microperthite,

with magnetite, apatite and zircon as accessories, but in reality the

last two feldspars are seldom if ever seen in the same section.

The quartz, except in the rare massive phases of the rock, oc-

curs in long, irregularly anastomosing spindle-shaped streaks, as is

shown in unusual development in plate 12, upper figure, which is a

photomicrograph of a Stengel gneiss north of Pyrites, near the head

of the reentrant in the granite boss. The plagioclase and feldspar,

under the conditions of dynamic metamorphism which induced a

total recrystallization of the free quartz, have yielded to the pres-

sure by mechanical deformation; optical disturbances in the

plagioclase are not common in the granite areas west and south of

Canton, but in the granite gneisses of Pyrites vicinity and through-

out the sigmoid belt, bending of the twinning lamellae and shadow

strains in the untwinned feldspar are some of the most character-

istic features of the rock.



Plate 12
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Upper figure. Photomicrograph
; enlargement 30 diameters, nicols crossed.

Spindel quartz development in Stengel gneiss.
One and five-tenths miles northeast of upper Pyrites bridge, three-tenths

of a mile east of south from the three corners.
Lower figure. Photomicrograph; enlargement 67 diameters, nicols crossed.

Granulation and optical strain in mixed rock of dioritic composition.
West side of road, 2.2 miles south of Pierrepont.
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Such Optical irregularities are of course intimately related to the

degree of deformation which the various areas have undergone.

The Canton granite and that southwest of this village are only rel-

atively slightly affected by the intense crustal disturbances which

doubled the rocks of the Pierrepont vicinity into a tightly com-

pressed pitching isoclinal fold. The mass of gabbro-diorite at Py-

rites has apparently been a source of local intensification in the

deformation of the neighboring granite, for although the extreme

of granulation and optical strain of the sigmoid granites have not

here been attained, nevertheless the feldspars uniformly show the

effects of greater optical stress than do those of the more westerly

granites. As intimated, the feldspars of the sigmoid granites and

their variants have yielded to the deformative strain to a much more

marked degree than those of any other part of the quadrangle.

Plate 12, lower figure, taken from a thin section of a modified

granite of dioritic composition occupying the outer border of the

eastern flexure of the Pierrepont sigmoid, admirably illustrates the

optical anomalies and incipient granulation which are incidental to

isocline formation in the deeper zones of the earth's crust. The
following scale of progressive intensity is suggested by compara-

tive observations on the different stages of deformation in the

several areas of granite and its modified phases: (i) recrystalliza-

tion of the quartz, including microcline formation, (2) production

of optical anomalies in the plagioclase spar, (3) granulation of de-

formed feldspars and recrystallized quartz. Though it seems prob-

able that in this series there is an overlapping of the eff-ects proper

to the separate zones of flowage and of fracture, which would

prevent its being applied as a universal criterion of the progress of

regional metamorphism, it is nevertheless of local adaptability, and

agrees fairly well with deductions based on broader areal and

structural features. Thus the granite areas which are characterized

by quartz recrystallization without plagioclase deformation are the

broad belts south and west of Canton, which show ordinarily a

gneissoid structure but otherwise no special tectonic activity.

Those in which the plagioclase is also affected have been subjected

in addition to the generally superimposed regional pressure, to a

local deformative influence of no insignificant power originating

in the resistant gabbroid buttress at Pyrites interposed between the

adjacent bosslike bodies of granite. Those in which granulation

has been added to the effects already enumerated are in the area of

most intense tectonic activity, the isoclinal belt south of Pierrepotat
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Perhaps the most significant points of mineraloglcal difference

between the granite of the sigmoid area and those larger masses in

the western half of the quadrangle, relate to or depend upon its role

as an injection rock. The intimate character of this admixture has

already been referred to, but the nature of the resulting mixed rocks

remains to be indicated. The coarse-textured or leaf type of injec-

tion is the dominant type throughout this vicinity, and accordingly

the specific characteristics of each of the constituent rock units are

little if at all affected by the interbanding. On the other hand, in

those cases where the mixture is of a finer grade, the components

of the injection gneiss have been physically or chemically blended

and have produced a hybrid rock of a composition in all cases inter-

mediate between the granite and the gabbro-diorite. The end prod-

uct itself varies, however, according to the proportion of acid and

basic material entering into the mixed rock, that is, the degree of

assimilation, and according to gradations in the amount of meta-

morphism previously undergone by the basic component. Such

variations can be obser\^ed at different points in the outer injection

zone of the eastern half of the sigmoid. They grade from horn-

blende-bearing granite, through grano-diorite to augite-syenite, and

gabbro-diorite.

Different steps in this process of assimilation are illustrated in

plates II, lower figure, and 12, lower figure, of which the former is

a hornblende-granite and the latter an augite-syenite or diorite, both

of which have suffered intense subsequent granulation. In the first

case the components are a large quantity of granite material and a

small quantity of amphibolite whose disintegration by the granite

has been complete ; in the second, the basic rock preponderates, and

appears to have been of gabbro-dioritic composition and not of the

more usual, completely m.etamorphosed amphibolitic character.

Gradual variations in the mineralogic character of these mixed

rocks between the limits named, produce an abundance of types.

It is not thought necessaiy, however, to attempt to describe or even

to list these in detail, inasmuch as the two examples given serve to

illustrate the essential nature and cause of such variations.

As to the method of the assimilation process, it is possible that

two distinct factors, of chemical and physical nature respectively,

have operated in the production of the final mixed rocks. It is im-

probable that the whole composite zone of Grenville garnet gneiss

and intruded gabbro-amphibolite into which the granite was in-

jected, was made fluid by the heat of intrusion; but small portions



Plate 13

Upper figure. Mixed rock; typical example of modification of amphibo-
lite by granite. Admixture here is extreme and not common. About one-
eighth natural size.

Same location as shown in plate 11, lower figure; 1.3 miles southwest of
Pierrepont.
Lower figure. Typical black amphibolite or hornblende gneiss ; seamed

with minute veinlets of hornblende (weathering in relief), the whole then
cut by irregular masses of pegmatite. Scale about one-tenth natural size.

One and four-tenths miles east-northeast of Beach Plains Church, about

75 yards east of road.
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of the country rock, especially where the granite was locally more

abundant, may have been, and undoubtedly were, partially or wholly

rnelted by the intrusive, and were thus actually absorbed or assimi-

lated by the granite magma, upon which they exerted a chemically

modifying influence. On the other hand, at certain points, as typi-

fied by plates ii, lower figure, and 13, upper figure; the admixture

may have been of a purely physical character, with little or no

chemical absorption of the country rock. Indeed, the widespread

graduation from coarse-textured to fine-textured injection gneiss

lends support to this view, and in such cases as that now instanced,

where the minerals foreign to the granite are those normal to the

amphibolite, and vice versa, it is thought that a mere mechanical

insinuation of the acidic magma into, and its intimate permeation

through, the hornblendic country rock without implied melting or

absorbtion of the latter, is a possible explanation of the thorough ad-

mixture of the two types. How far this cause may have been

effective in particular cases, however, it is useless to speculate

;

though it appears to have been dominant in the case cited, it may

have been negligible in others.

Thus far the igneous character of the large areas of granite gneiss

in the western half of the sheet and of the injection granite in the

southeastern corner has been taken for granted. It will be of inter-

est, however, briefly to point out the basis for this assumption, and

to indicate the character of the available evidence as to the relative

ages of the acid and basic intrusives. Conclusive and localized

phenomena demonstrating the intrusive nature of the granite gneiss

with respect to the Grenville can seldom if ever be obtained in this

vicinity. Widespread regional metamorphism has produced a gen-

eral banding or foliation in all the formations involved, and has

reduced transgressive contacts, if such existed, to parallelism with

the secondarily superimposed schistosity. Accordingly all bodies

of granite, whether originally concordant or discordant with their

country rock, appear now at the exposed contacts as interbanded

masses. Thus, the broad belt of granite which extends through

Canton village and the two more nearly circular masses in the neigh-

borhood of Pyrites, are overlain and underlain at the present sur-

face of erosion by Grenville schists and limestone, and the evidence

at the exposed contacts is therefore inconclusive as to whether the

granite is interbedded or intruded, of sedimentary or igneous origin.
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It nevertheless appears highly probable in the light of (i) its

mineralogical composition, already described, (2) its uniform con-

stitution within narrow limits over wide areas, (3) its structural

relations with fragmentary masses of inclosed amphibolite which
have been interpreted in part as Grenville or igneous xenoliths,

(4) its significant peripheral association with pegmatite dikes, (5)
the larger features of its areal distribution, and (6) its resemblance

in all these and other respects to similar Precambrian rocks in ad-

joining regions which have generally been conceded to be igneous,

that the formation is to be regarded as intrusive into the Grenville.

Its composition and texture are such as are found in acid, igneous,

plutonic rock, and it is inconceivable that a recomposed granite of

whatever derivation should have the great bulk and uniformity that

are characteristic of this formation. The behavior of the granite

with respect to certain amphibolite masses apparently included in it,

is particularly suggestive. The features are described in detail else-

where (pages 86-88), but the point of most significance for the

present discussion is that the granite material was manifestly in a

condition of fluidity or great plasticit}- at the moment of fracture

of the brittle or highly viscous amphibolite. The evidence of the black

schist inclusions favors the view that the granite was at this time in a

primar}' magmatic condition, rather than in a state of semiplasticity

such as might be induced by regional pressure in the zone of flow-

age. The association, in two instances, of a number of radiating

pegmatite dikes with the periphery of larger granite masses, and the

great abundance of these in the intergranite area northeast of Eddy,

warrant belief in their origin by the usual method of difi'erentiation

from the neighboring bodies of intruded granite. ^Moreover, the

subtriangular shape of the granite mass northeast of Pyrites is

difficult to imagine as assumed by any other body of rock than an

igneous, bosslike intrusive; unless, indeed, it be conceived that the

granite gneiss is itself a sedimentary xenolith in surrounding igneous

material. This, however, is manifestly an absurd assumption, and

the igneous nature of the granite is rendered extremely probable, if

not demonstrated, by this feature of its distribution. All the other

granite gneiss of the quadrangle is essentially identical with this

in composition and general appearance, and if one mass is igneous,

all are.

In the present-day status of investigation of Precambrian gran-

ites, the foregoing attempt to indicate the igneous origin of the
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granite in the Canton quadrangle may appear as an unnecessary at-

tempt to demonstrate the obvious. It nevertheless serves the pur-

pose of showing how, in the absence of definite and specific intrusive

phenomena, more indirect evidence and general analogies must be

used to estabUsh its true character.

The determination of the relative ages of the gabbroic and

granitic intrusions rests on an even more indefinite basis, and for the

same reasons as those that obscure the structural relations between

the granite and Grenville. In the western half of the sheet the

two formations are never found in contact, but the gabbro in the

Pyrites and adjacent vicinity is found squeezed in between the
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Fig. II Granite gneiss cutting and including fragments of amphibolite;

the filling between the broken parts of the inclusion has a tendency to

become pegmatitic, but such material grades into ordinary granite gneiss,

(a) Pink granite gneiss grading into {h)
,

quartz-orthoclase pegmatite;

(c) amphibolite country rock and xenoliths
;

{d) surficial covering. Look-
ing east.

One and four-tenths miles southwest of Pierrepont, right bank of brook.

granite masses. In the Pierrepont or sigmoidal area, on the other

hand, the association has the very intimate character of an injec-

tion gneiss, as already described. The two rocks are found inter-

banded with each other in a conformable manner and, except in

the instance now to be described, do not exhibit structural rela-

tionships which allow the later intrusive to be distinguished from its

country rock,
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On the outer border of the granite-amphibolite injection zone,

about six-tenths of a mile west of the forking Pierrepont road,

on the right side of the mouth of a deep V-shaped valley locally

known as " The Gulch," is a ledge whose southwest face, perpen-

dicular to the banding and the foliation, shows the relationships

indicated in figure ii. The ledge is predominantly granite gneiss

but its base is amphibohte, and several small detached masses of

the latter are scattered in the granite. Three of these are in a plane

parallel to the dip, and the spaces between them are filled with

granitic material which grades into a rather coarse-textured peg-

matite, in all respects identical with that so abundantly intruded

parallel to the banding in other parts of this area. The granite and

pegmatite are of the type normal to the adjacent portions of the

injection zone; the amphibolite also appears to be the same as that

known to be derived from the gabbro-diorite a little to the east and

similar to that so freely interbanded with the garnet gneiss. This

outcrop, unique in that it presents evidence which is not wholly

ambiguous, seems therefore to demonstrate that the granite at this

point is the younger of the two intrusives.

It is possible on theoretic grounds that this conclusion does not

hold true for all parts of the quadrangle. For example, the am-

phibolite which is cut by the granite at this locality may be of

other, perhaps metamorphic-sedimentary, origin, and if so the later

age of the granite with respect to the gabbro would not be estab-

lished. Further, it is possible that the granite in question may not

belong to the same period of intrusion as the large granite areas

west of the Canton-Russell road, and if so the question would still

be unsettled. Practically, however, it is not possible to prove the

force of these objections, as the following considerations show.

Metamorphic-sedimentary amphibolite can not be definitely

asserted to be present in the sigmoid belt, but if present, is indis-

tinguishable in appearance and relations from the igneous am-

phibolite; on the other hand, the amphibolite at one point of the

outer periphery of the injection zone is known to be derived from

gabbro, and at another point in the interior of the garnet zone,

amphibolite of ambiguous petrologic character displays relation-

ships with the garnet gneiss which can not be interpreted as other

than intrusive. Therefore so far as present data can be relied upon,

there is only one type of amphibolite in the sigmoid area, and that

is metagabbroic.
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As to the possibility of a twofold or multiple invasion of granite

in this quadrangle, there is little reason to regard this as capable of

substantiation. The normal and uncontaminated granites of all

parts of the quadrangle are so nearly identical, and as regards

mineral composition and texture vary within such narrow limits,

that it is not practical in the field to make any separation or dis-

tinction between them. The granite lenticles and sills of the sig-

moid area are frequently coarser-grained than the larger masses

elsewhere, but as these also grade into the fine-textured normal

variety (see plates lo, lower figure, and ii, upper figure), and have

the same relations to other formations, it has not been found possi-

ble to make any age distinction between them. If they are not
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Fig. 12 Dike of white pegmatite cutting amphibolite. (a) Amphibolite

;

(6) white pegmatite; (c) surficial covering.

One-quarter of a mile south of Harrison creek bridge, left bank of brook.

exactly synchronous, they at least belong to the same period of early

Precambrian granitic invasion.

Hence if the local relations between the granite and amphibolite

as above described are to be interpreted as having any significance

at all, they must be regarded as establishing the later age of the

pink granite gneisses as a class with respect to the Pyrites and

Pierrepont gabbro-amphibolites. This conclusion is supported also

by the general abundance of flammen and irregular veins of peg-

matitic material in the amphibolite zone of the sigmoid (see plate

13, lower figure), in addition to the more normal injected granite;
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and by the presence of an occasional pegmatite or granite dike in

the amphiboHte, as west of Pyrites (see figures 12 and 13).

PEGMATITE DIKES

The pegmatite dikes of the Canton quadrangle are interesting

because of their extreme mineralogical simplicity. Scattered dikes

occur here and there over the entire southern portion of the sheet,

but they are developed in abundance only in the Grenville area

which lies north and northeast of Eddy. Here the pegmatite

intrusions are literally innumerable, and vary from a few inches

to a few yards, but average perhaps a foot, in thickness. The

a b c
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Fig. 13 Granite dike in amphibolite. The borders of the dike are not

exposed, and the exact relations are therefore obscure; but the nearest out-

cropping rock is gabbro-amphibolite, and it is probable that this small mass

cuts it. (a) Amphibolite (sheared gabbro-diorite)
; (&) granite dike; (c)

surficial covering.

Two-tenths of a mile west-southwest of lower Pyrites bridge.

country rock is predominantly micaceous schist but contains

abundant interlaminated and occasional interbedded limestone.

While seeming to favor this formation, the restriction of pegmatites

to the siliceous rocks is only apparent, and is due merely to the

areal predominance of such types over those that are more cal-

careous. The distribution of the pegmatitic material is fairly uni-

form within the boundaries of this small area. The majority of

the dikes are parallel to the schistosity and to the general north-

east trend of the larger formations. The remainder have a hit or

miss attitude, and are intruded at all conceivable angles with the
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foliation of the country rock. Some are thus true dikes, and others

are more properly to be regarded as small sills. The latter are

occasionally seen to bifurcate, the individual parts, often several

feet in thickness, occupying different horizons in the schists. The

most instructive example of this phenomenon is seen one and

eight-tenths miles east-northeast of Eddy on the side of a knoll

adjacent to the amphibolite border of the granite, where the rela-

tions are roughly those shown in the diagram (figure 14). The dike

is coarse-grained (crystals one-half to three-quarters of an inch
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Fig. 14 Sheared pegmatite dike in Grenville gneiss. The sketch is some-
what diagrammatic, but there is small doubt that the dike bifurcates one or

more times. (a) Grenville gneiss, weathering rusty; (&) garnet gneiss;

(c) amphibolite cut by and injected with granite; ((i) pink granite gneiss

with contact halo of amphibolite and garnet gneiss; (<?) sheared white

pegmatite cutting rusty gneiss.

One and eighth-tenths miles east-northeast of Eddy.

in diameter) at the base, but becomes finer-grained upward; a

marked schistosity has in places developed an augen pegmatite

gneiss whose deformation is undoubtedly closely related to the

strong contortions in the intruded garnetiferous rusty gneiss.

The pegmatites of this area are remarkably free from those rarer

minerals which one is accustomed to regard as at home in this kind
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of intrusive. Ordinarily they consist only of quartz and varying

amounts of orthoclase and plagioclase, and in rare instances may be

nearly free of quartz and consist almost wholly of orthoclase or

plagioclase (albite-oligoclase). A nearly quartz-free, orthoclase

pegmatite dike is found just below the dam. in Canton village. In-

truded parallel to the foliation it is thickest (about 15 feet) at

the northeast end, and divides in the opposite direction into three

tongues which taper southwestward as shown in the diagram

(figure 15), the longest extending nearly to the left bank of the

river. In its bulkiest portion the crystals of orthoclase attain their

maximum size of 6 inches or more, and interlock to form an almost

DAII 15 ft.
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Fig, 15 Coarse-grained sheared quartz-orthoclase dike cutting micaceous

pyritous gneiss. Crenulations in gneiss pitch about 30 degrees north-north-

west; the dike is foliated parallel to its elongation, (a) Gneiss; (b) coarse

pegmatite.

The mill-dam, below Main street bridge, Canton village.

massive rock. A thin section, however, taken from a finer-grained

portion of one of the smaller tongues, shows the pegmatite, plate 14,

upper figure, to have suffered incipient granulation which may be

related to the development of a northward pitch (30 degrees) in the

intruded garnetiferous biotite schist. A prominent dike, 50 feet by

75 feet in diameter, of the plagioclase type, in fact the only one of

this kind noted, forms a white knoll seven-tenths of a mile south-

southwest of Little River crossroads. The dike is massive, medium-

grained, weathers snow-white, cuts Grenville rusty gneiss and is in

turn penetrated by a number of white quartz veins. Though some-

what abnormal in mineral composition, the plagioclase dike un-

doubtedly had its origin in a late differentiation of the magma of

the granite boss neighboring it on the west.



Plate 14

Upper figure. Photomicrograph; enlargement 30 diameters, nicols crossed.
Granulation in sheared pegmatite dike. Field made up almost entirely of
quartz and orthoclase.

Same locality as that shown in figure 15; the mill dam, below bridge. Canton
village.

Lower figure. Garnet gneiss, soaked with pegmatite and cross-crenulated.
This structure occurs at the inner point of the east flexure of the sigmoid,
a point of intense pressure during the process of folding. One-thirteenth
natural size. Looks northwest at vertical joint face.
One and seven-tenths miles south of Pierrepont, one-fourth of a mile east

of road.
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In the western half of the sheet most of the pegmatite material

is confined to the occurrences or class of occurrences named. In

the Pierrepont sigmoid area, however, pegmatite is not found as

well-defined dikes, either conformable or nonconformable with their

country rock, but as irregular tongues and branching streaks,

parallel, in a general way, to the foliation, and at times thoroughly

permeating and saturating the country rock. This phenomenon

happens more particularly in the areas of garnet gneiss (see plates

7, upper figure, and 14, lower figure), although the eastern and

northwestern portions of the sigmoid are perhaps more affected in

this respect than the central, where the gneiss is often comparatively

free for broad areas from such thorough soaking with granitic

juice (see plate 5, lower figure).

That the pegmatitic material is in fact foreign matter injected

into the garnet gneiss and not a more coarsely recrystallized varia-

tion of the latter formation is shown by the progressive manner in

which it is seen to envelop the garnets. Plates 5, lower figure, 7,

upper figure, and 15, upper figure, taken consecutively indicate

the successive steps in this process. Plate 5, lower figure, is the

normal gneiss in which the lighter streaks are of more feldspathic

material, possibly representing a minimum amount of injected peg-

matite. Though these more often than not surround patches or

skeletal crystal growths of garnet, there are some such patches which

still repose in their natural unacidified matrix. In plate 7, upper

figure, there is a greater abundance of connected streaks of peg-

matite, which is seen in the act of inclosing a few of the garnets

and isolating them from their former ground mass. In plate 15,

upper figure, a large quantity of the quartzo-feldspathic material

has been introduced locally, and has not only incorporated similar

components of the matrix into itself and actually inclosed the

garnets, but has given the molecules of the latter mineral oppor-

tunity to segregate and develop into abnormally large clusters,

resulting in a pseudo-garnetiferous pegmatite.

A second natural, but numerically small, group of pegmatites,

which is based on mineral content and on age and structural rela-

tions, is found in the scattered tourmaline-bearing dikes, including

with these a few apatite-muscovite-bearing dikes which undoubtedly

belong to the same period of activity. The best locality for observ-

ing the relations between this and the preceding simple type of

pegmatites is the 600-foot knoll one and one-tenth miles northeast

of the fork in the road north of North Russell. The country rock
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of this vicinity is chiefly banded amphibolite, sometimes very mas-

sive and basic, at other times abundantly injected with granitic

material which has cut it up into narrow strips. A smaller amount

of garnet gneiss is also interbanded with these. The banding some-

times varies a little in its strike, due to minor, gentle folding (see

figure i6), but in general holds the north-northwest course common
to this portion of the sigmoid flexure. The streaks and belts of

hornblende schist are intersected at numerous places by irregular
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Fig. i6 Minor undulations without intense crenulations at west point of

flexure of sigmoid. These are analogous to those pictured in plate 14, lower

figure, though less minute. Pegmatite accumulates at the points of separation

of the amphibolite xenoliths, but grades into normal fine-grained almost aplitic

granite within the distance of a few inches. Former inclusions are now-

represented in some cases by streaks of black minerals (chiefly hornblende)

resembling schlieren. (a) Granite grading into pegmatite, and carrying thin

streaks or larger inclusions of (b), amphibolite. Folded inclusion about

5 inches thick. Left is north, right is south.

Knoll one and one-tenth miles northeast of fork in road north of North

Russell.

masses or '' flammen " of pegmatite, which ordinarily follow the

color banding of the rock, that is, the curvature of the flexures, and

grade into an aplitic or fine-grained granite identical with that pro-

ducing the injection phase elsewhere. Both of these rocks and also



Plate 15

Upper figure. Quartz-orthoclase pegmatite dike cutting garnet gneiss and
inclosing scattered garnets which have segregated to form individuals of
larger size. Many stages in this process are shown. Scale, about one-fourth
natural size ; looks northwest.
One and five-tenths miles south-southwest of Pierrepont, west of road.
Lower figure. Eutectic intergrowth of quartz and fourmaline in pegmatite

dike. View looks down on horizontal surface; scale shown by centimeter and
millimeter divisions on rule.

About six-tenths of a mile north-northwest of North Russell.
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the garnet gneiss are cut at right angles by tourmaHne-bearing

quartz-orthoclase pegmatite veins (see figure 17), sometimes

sheared, which are altogether separate and independent from the

other pegmatites and evidently belong to a later period or phase of

granitic activity. Though parallel at this point to the average

trend of formations (northeast), they cut directly across, or inter-

cept at a large angle, the boundaries of the interbanded strips of

garnet gneiss, amphibolite and granite-pegmatite. This peculiarity
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Fig. 17 Granite-ainphibolite injection gneiss cut by tourmaline-pegmatite

dike. Such dikes are as a rule perpendicular to the older formations, what-

ever orientation these may have, (a) Amphibolite; (b) fine-grained pink

granite gneiss; (c) tourmaline-pegmatite dike, two or three inches thick.

Left is w^est, right is east.

Same locality as shown in figure 16.

of high-angle intersection is common to most of the dikes of this

class, and together with their clearly defined boundaries and ina-

bility to produce intimate injection, serves as a basis for regarding

them as to distinct though not widely differing age from those

previously described. An interesting group of these dikes is found

on the west side of the Canton belt of granite, one and three-fifths

6
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miles east-northeast of Eddy. About a dozen sheared quartz-feld-

spar-tourmaUne dikes, spaced at intervals of a few yards, intersect

the banded amphibolite which borders the granite gneiss at this point

(see plate 5, upper hgure). They pinch out within 25 to 50 feet

from the granite-amphibolite boundar}-, and are not found cutting

the nearest outcrops of the adjacent micaceous Grenville schists.

In occasional dikes the tourmaline is very abundant, and in its

cr\'stallization with the quartz often presents the aspect of a peg-

matitic or eutectic intergrowth, ver\' similar, with certain modifica-

tions, to the analogous and more frequent intergrowth between

quartz and orthoclase (see plate 15, lower figure). At the famous

black tourmaline-collecting locality on the right bank of Grannis

brook about a mile and one-tenth north-northvrest of Pierrepont

crossroads, this mineral evidently occurs in a pegmatite dike-cutting

limestone ; there may also be fumarole or contact action here, but the

relations are not shown so clearly as might be desired. At this place

there is also abundant biotite which if belonging to or introduced

by the pegmatite is an abnormal associate of the tourmaline. In a

nearby ledge of granite-amphibolite injection gneiss, a few rods

upstream on the right bank of the brook, a normal tourmaline-

bearing pegmatite dike was seen, and in the retaining wall of the

adjacent dam a fragment of a pegmatite dike showed a similar

association. It seems ver}^ probable, therefore, that this once

popular collecting place owes its supply of tourmaline to the con-

centration of boron and other mineralizers derived during the difter-

entiation of a mass of granite close by, or perhaps not far below it

in depth. Lacroix, according to Professor Smyth's citation (1896,

page 267), was of the opinion that such was the origin of the tour-

maline at this locality, but Sm}-th, in the paper cited, showed that

the associated basic gneiss may also have exerted a fumarole action

similar to that postulated above for the granite.

At the southernmost point in the granite boss east of Pyrites is a

group of three or four pegmatite dikes cutting the peripheral garnet

gneiss, as is usual, nearly at right angles, and prospected for mica.

They contain an abundant development of coarse apatite, muscovite

and pyroxene, but no tourmaline. The association is unique in the

quadrangle, and the apatite and pyroxene commonly show crs'Stal

terminations. The apatite and muscovite are common to all members

of the group, but the pyroxene is found in quantity only in the east

dike, which has been worked most extensively for mica. Quantities

of waste material on the dump show the muscovite to have attained
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a diameter of a foot or more, but according to local reports the pits

have not been worked during the last decade. As regards the age of

these dikes, their peripheral grouping round the margin of the

granite shows them to have originated from that source, and the

development of apatite suggests that they are of approximately the

same age as the more abundant tourmaline dikes, and hence like

these, later than the still more freciuent and simpler quartz-feld-

spar dikes.

All the tourmaline and apatite dikes are undoubtedly to be re-

garded as indicating the final stage of igneous activity in this region,

and the introduction of the extreme products of differentiation of

the granite magma. The succession based on observed age rela-

tions is (i) granite gneiss, accompanied and followed closely by

(2) quartz-feldspar pegmatite dikes, which were succeeded after a

somewhat longer interval by (3) the rare element dikes containing

tourmaline or apatite. The sequence is such as indicates a natural

and progressive differentiation in an acid magma whose content of

mineralizers was low. Accordingly the two groups of pegmatite

dikes form a normal postintrusive suite, and though of distinct

and separate age, are genetically related to the same primary intru-

sive magma, namely, that of the post-Grenville pink granite gneiss.

If this is not the case, there must have been more than one such

intrusive with accompanying groups of satellite dikes. While this

can not be definitely disproved, the substantially uniform Hthologic

and structural conditions which obtain with respect to the granite

areas afford little basis for the assumption of a multiple invasion.

If this be granted, that is, that there was only one period of

granite eruption, and that the pegmatites all belong essentially to

this period of invasion, then it follows that the emplacement of the

granite sills and bosses practically marks the end of the post-Gren-

ville igneous activity in this district. The gabbros and amphibolites

are post-Grenville ; the granites and pegmatites are likewise post-

Grenville; differentiates supposedly of the granite formation are

known, in two instances at least, to have cut the amphibolites. The
conclusion, therefore, on the basis of the arguments and data set

forth above, that the granite is postgabbroic in age, seems inevita-

ble. This view seems sanctioned also by other considerations, such

as the greater amount of metamorphism in the gabbro, which is

nearly everywhere altered to amphibolite, and by the universal

abundance of black inclusions in the granite, some of which may be

of gabbroic origin.
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AMPHIBOLITE INCLUSIONS

The age and nature of the hornblendite xenoHths, however, offer

a special problem of no little difficulty in the interpretation of local

Precambrian geology, and it would be merely begging the question

to use their presence in the granite as an argument for the greater

age of the gabbro-diorite. On the other hand, once it is shown by

independent considerations, as by the above study of the pegmatites,

that the available evidence favors the greater age of the gabbro,

then the great abundance of amphibolite inclusions lends additional

weight to the view. Until Professor Smyth in 1895 showed the

greater likelihood of their being older than the granite, the general

tendency had been to regard such inclusions as dikes, broken and

bent by subsequent crustal displacements. For a full discussion of

this point, reference should be made to Smyth's paper, where their
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Fig. 18 Broken amphibolite inclusion in granite gneiss, showing parts

entirely separated b}- movement in viscous magma, the spaces being filled

with pegmatite. Fragments average about 18 inches in thickness and

strike northeast, (a) Pink granite gneiss grading into pegmatite; (b) frag-

ments of an amphibolite inclusion.

One and five-tenths miles east by north from Eddy, near schoolhouse.

xenolithic character is discussed at length (Smyth 1898, pages 490-

92). It may be briefly pointed out, however, hovv' the evidence at

two or three points on the Canton sheet clearly substantiates the

general conclusions arrived at in the paper cited.

For example, at the offset intersection of the northeast and

northwest roads 1.5 miles east of Eddy there is a flat, glaciated

ledge of granite gneiss containing a string of amphibolite inclusions

which have been stretched out over a total length of 75 feet or more

(see figure 18). Manifestly these are parts of a once continuous

sheetlike mass of hornblende schist which was broken to pieces by

movements in the somewhat viscous granite magma. The spaces

between the fragments are occupied by pegmatitic and coarsely

granitoid material, which, being less viscous than the parent magma
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at this stage of its consolidation, was easily forced into the spaces

which the disruption of the xenolith tended to produce. An even

earlier stage in the fracturing of a xenolith can be observed on the

same road a few rods southwest of this outcrop. The schist occurs

in a narrow band about 50 feet long and 2 to 2^ feet wide, inclosed

in normal pink granite gneiss. The conditions are generalized in

figure 19. A great number of transverse cracks have developed in

the amphibolite, and into these the pegmatitic material was squeezed

and crystallized in veinlets up to 3 inches in width. The numerous

parts of the inclusion -have not as yet been pulled apart by move-

ments in the magma, and in consequence the general structure and

appearance is that of a ladder, the rounds of which are of white or

pink quartz-orthoclase pegmatite.

a b

¥m
Fig. 19 Early stage in the breaking up of a sheetlike xenolith of amphi-

tolite. A number of regularly spaced cracks have occurred which have

opened a few inches on one side and allowed the pegmatitic juices to strain

into them; the second half is generally closed or nearly so, and extends

at right angles to the first. Near one end of the exposure slipping has

taken place in the xenolith with displacement of a few inches, and pegmatite

has accumulated here, as in the other fractures. The granite is not faulted,

and a wide difference in the viscosity of the two rocks is indicated. Inclusion

is about 2 feet wide, and strikes northeast, (a) Pink granite gneiss, grading

into pegmatite; (b) amphibolite.

One and one-third miles east of Eddy, at roadside one-fourth of a mile

southwest of schoolhouse.

An intermediate stage, and an even more striking illustration of

this phenomenon than either of these occurrences, is to be seen on

the east wall of Tupper's quarry, in the middle of the granite area,

three-tenths of a mile northeast of the north edge of Canton village.

Here the east or footwall of the quarry exposes the westward-dip-

ping surface of a thin fractured mass of black hornblende schist

(see plate t6, upper figure). The sharp angular fragmentation of

the latter, and the filling of the rectilinear interspaces with coarse

granitic material, is as good an indication as is to be found in the

quadrangle of the xenolithic character of the black amphibolite.
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As compared with the amphiboHte, the granite must be regarded

in all these occurrences as possessing a certain degree of iluidity,

while the former, in spite of the incipient melting often produced

by the heat of the magma on thin exposed edges, was substantially

in a solid and relatively brittle state. The difference in the physical

condition of these two rock types is in fact so great as entirely to

exclude the possibility of the amphibolite being broken dikes. This

hypothesis, as Professor Smyth showed, necessarily implies that

both the granite and the amphibolite were solid, and under dynamic

stress they would have a coefficient of viscosity of the same order

of magnitude. It is therefore impossible to admit that in the zone

of flowage the amphibolite could retain its brittle character if the

granite yielded to the pressure to the extent of developing the

fluidity indicated in the outcrops described. The former, on the

other hand, would be affected by the pressure in approximately the"

same degree as the granite, and would be pulled and drawn out into

a long lenticular form, as is the case with the amphibolite sheets

intruded into the garnet gneiss of the sigmoid area. In general,

however, the effect of the magmatic heat has been gradually to

soften these inclusions, and in some cases, especially the smaller

broken pieces, they have assumed a fluidity comparable with that of

the granite. Then, on being drawn out by magmatic movements

into long thin streaks resembling " schlieren," the xenolithic ma-

terial has lost all those features by which its original solid character

can be recognized. Hence has arisen the universal difficulty of

establishing the true nature of the amphibolite masses; but it is

believed that the indications afforded by those rare occurrences

where the xenoliths are in the act of breaking apart, afford a basis

for supposing that much if not all of such material was derived from

the walls of the magmatic chamber, and is not broken and squeezed

dike material of younger age than the granite, as was maintained

in earlier hypotheses.

With this much gained as to the source of the material, there

still remains a very troublesome question as to the original nature of

the inclusions, that is, the lithologic prototype, which on meta-

morphism gave rise to the abundant amphibolite now found as

xenoliths. In the present quadrangle the general relationships at

certain points, as along the granite border east of Eddy, strongly

suggest that they are fragments of hornblendic contact-metamorphic

zones, caught up during the emplacement of the granite. Unfor-

tunately most occurrences, especially those away from the im-

mediate border of the granite, show ambiguous .rebjtioii^hips, and
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Upper figure. Complex fragmentation of a thni sheet of ampliibolite ni
normal pink granite gneiss. The fracturing has occurred along closely spaced
lines that are roughly parallel or normal to each other ; the intersecting sets

are probably genetically related to each other through torsional strain in the
thin brittle mass during movement in the viscous magma. Scale, i inch equals
about 2 feet; looks southeastward at dip surface.
Tupper's quarry, three-tenths of a mile northeast of Canton village line.

Lower figure. Gabbroic inclusion in granite gneiss ; black rock v^eathers
in relief, and is a fairly prominent feature in the landscape. Scale, i inch
to about 10 feet at distance of hammer. Looks northwest.
One and six-tenths miles northeast of Pyrites.
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little light is thrown on the history of the amphibolite masses, be-

yond the fact that in some cases, such as those noted above, they are

true inclusions.

Adams and Barlow have recently made a notable contribution

to this subject from their studies carried on in Ontario (Adams and

Barlow, 1910, pages 97-110). According to these writers, the

actual stages in the contact alteration of limestone into amphibolite

can frequently be observed. The normal contact rocks, such as

pyroxene-scapolite gneiss, are first produced, and these through

elimination of lime and transfusion into them of ferromagnesian

components from the granite are further altered into amphibolites.

That this is the most appropriate explanation for the contacts de-

scribed, there can be little doubt ; but it is a question, as the authors

admit, whether it alone can account for the miles upon miles of

such material in the heart of the great northern batholiths.

On the Canton quadrangle the granite-limestone contacts, though

they do not completely negative this view in its local application, at

least make it appear improbable that the granite has had widespread

influence in the immediate transformation of limestone or other

Grenville xenoliths into amphibolite inclusions. Observations in

various parts of the quadrangle, as noted on a previous page, tend

to confirm one's impression of the inability of the granitic invasion

uniformly to produce contact phenomena of this character. The
general problem of contact action offered by these post-Grenville

granite invasions is, however, one which it is impossible to discuss

adequately at this stage of investigation. But whatever the extent

to which exomorphic alteration may be conceded to have taken

place in this vicinity, it is noticeably of far less intensity, and the

action of mineralizers is much more restricted, than in most granite

intrusions of Postcambrian age.

At some points, as at Eddy, the association and grouping of the

formations strongly suggest that the amphibolite is an extreme

phase of local contact alteration of certain strata of the Grenville;

but at other and more numerous points the failure to find such an

association is strongly indicative of the more usual inability of the

granite magma to carry the metamorphic process to its expected

conclusion. The general absence in the interior of the granite of

inclusions other than amphibolite is one of the most impressive

features of Precambrian geology. Occasionally, as east of Pyrites

or south of Pierrepont, where peripheral injection zones are devel-

oped, garnet gneiss xenoliths are locally abundant; also a small
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unique inclusion of light greenish pyroxene rock (^altered limestone)

is found inclosed in the granite just inside the border zone of

garnet gneiss, six-tenths of a mile east of Pyrites. The restriction of

such nonamphibolitic material to the margins of granite bodies

would suggest the view that the Grenville xenoliths which were

carried farther into the interior of the magma were uniformly

changed to amphibohte, that the failure of inclusions at the margin

of the igneous masses to be similariy aflPected is merely due to the

interruption of the process of alteration through solidification of the

magma.

WTien, however, the evidence ;f the detached individual frag-

ments of garnet gneiss is more closely studied, it fails to lend con-

vincing support to this interpretation. In these xenoliths, as also

in the pyroxene rock above cited, there is a total lack of marginal

gradation, abrupt or gradual, to an amphibolitic alteration product,

and accordingly this type of transformation can not be said to have

been going on at these points when the sohdification of the magma
occurred S::::r. therefore, it is impossible to detect the progress

of the al:rr: : in the neighborhood of the border of the magmatic

chamber, v.er: a more rapid cooling of the intrusive must have

tended to preserve the different stages :: the process, it is likewise

impossible to assert definitely that it has taken place in the interior.

In the central part of the granite bodies, indeed, there is a total lack

of xenoliths which show transition from a t\-pical Gren\-ille aspect

to an amphibolitic product, and this fact, together with the con-

siderations noted above, favors the view that few fragments of

limestone or biotite schist or other Gren\-ille t>-pe, except garnet

gneiss, were included as such within the granite magma, that all

had ur.^rTcne at or near the margin of the intrusive body, what-

ever :-.:::^e5 the magma was capable of producing upon them

and that where engulfed, the majority- of such inclusions, whatever

may have been their original character, had already been altered

to amphibolite.

In A-iew therefore of the great abundance of homblendic inclu-

sions in the granite areas, and the apparent inability- of granite con-

tact alteration alone to account for such i v?.?t quantit\" of this

material, i: ha? seemed necessar}- :: see!: r::ative or supple-

mentar}- source, quantitatively ' e
' the problem.

In the writer's opinion this is : : i :

^
? and related

amphibolite schists which were intruded and in great measure

metamorphosed prior to the introduction of the granite. With a
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considerable quantity of metamorphic igneous amphibolite in place

at the time of the granite invasion, it is not only reasonable but

necessary to suppose that a large amount of this material was

inclosed in depth by the invading magma, which later exercised no

influence upon the foreign substance further than to soften and. to a

limited extent absorb it. Though the larger masses of gabbro-amphi-

bolite and granite are not found closely associated with each other at

the surface, except in the sigmoid injection zones, it is difficult to

conceive the acid magma working its way upwards without encount-

ering and inclosing much of this earlier basic rock. Similarly it is

impossible, in viewing the problem in its broadest areal aspect, to

deny that a large quantity of miscellaneous Grenvilie material must

also have been included in the Precambrian granite batholiths, and

subjected to complete absorption or, by a diffusion process

analogous to that proposed by Adams and Barlow, even to altera-

tion to amphibolite. But although this general cause may have

been in universal operation throughout these batholithic areas, and

may have resulted in the uniform production of amphibolite from

various sedimentary rock types, it must be conceded on practical

as well as theoretical grounds, so far as concerns the Canton quad-

rangle, that preexisting amphibolitic or meta-gabbro-dioritic rocks

were a secondary if not correlative or preponderating source of

much of the material making up the black inclusions.

While thus admitting the probability of a twofold derivation of the

vast majority of black xenoliths, it is not to be forgotten that some

of these bodies may have to be referred to an intrusive origin of

apparently later age than the granites. This, however, can hardly

be regarded as other than a mere possibility, for the relations here,

as with most other isolated masses surrounded by granite gneiss,

are somewhat inconclusive. The one occurrence which more than

all others prompts a consideration of this interpretation, is a small

black oval knoll of rock, about 20 by 30 feet in diameter, about 1.6

miles northeast of Pyrites on the northeast side of the road, near

the point where this is crossed by the 520-foot contour. Plate 16,

lower figure, shows this knoll as viewed from the southeast, and the

sketch (figure 20) is its ground plan. There are several similar but

smaller masses a short distance west of this point on the opposite

side of the road. Contrary to the general habit of hornblende schist

inclusions, the pluglike mass is a fine-grained, dense, slightly foliated

rock of pronounced igneous aspect and, which is most unusual,

weathers in relief. The appearance to the naked eye is much like
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that shown in plate 13, lower figure, suggesting very strongly the

postgranitic hyperite dikes observed in other parts of the western
Adirondacks by Professors Smyth and Gushing (Gushing, 1905,

pages 327-30).

Under the microscope (see plate 17, upper figure), the rock is

seen to consist of hornblende, augite and andesine, with a lesser

amount of garnet and some accessory apatite, magnetite and ortho-
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Fig. 20 Ground plan of knob of rock shown in plate 16, lower figure, (a)

Granite gneiss, considerably sheared; (&) gabbro with indistinct foliation.

Knob about 30 feet in longest diameter.

One and six-tenths miles northeast of Pyrites.

clase. Most of the hornblende occurs independently of the pyrox-

ene, but occasionally an augite crystal incloses secondary shreds and

patches of greenish amphibole, or is otherwise associated with the

latter in such a manner as to indicate its derivation from the pyrox-

ene. The garnet, which occurs in small scattered crystals and not in

the laro-e skeletal masses common to the garnet gneisses and to the



Plate 17

Upper tigure. Photomicrograph of the gabbro of plate 16, lower figure.

Enlargement 30 diameters, nicols crossed. For description see text, page 92.
One and six-tenths miles northeast of Pyrites.
Lower figure. Photomicrograph ; enlargement 30 diameters, plane polar-

ized light. Granulation of mixed rock of dioritic composition. The com-
minution of the hornblende and feldspar can be readily seen. Outer border
of east flexure of sigmoid fold.

Same locality as shown in plate 12, lower figure; 2.2 miles south of
Pierrepont, near roadside.
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thoroughly metamorphosed amphibolites, is probably to be regarded

not as a primary constituent but as one of the products of incipient

metamorphism.

The rock is undoubtedly a mass of partly recrystallized igneous

material, but it is more of the nature of gabbro than hyperite, as in

the thin section examined olivene and orthorhombic pyroxene are

absent, and the ophitic texture characteristic of hyperite in adjoin-

ing parts of the Adirondacks is not found. In mineralogical com-

position, the rock is Essentially similar to the less altered phases of

the gabbroid rocks found in the Pyrites and Pierrepont vicinities,

though finer grained than either of these. Granted its igneous

nature,, its age is not so readily determined, but the writer is in-

clmed to view it as an included fragment of the gabbro formation

whose original nature has been unusually well preserved. If the

mass were younger than the granite, it is not likely that its elonga-

tion and foliation would be discordant with the structure of the

granite immediately surrounding it. The basic rock strikes slightly

north of west, dips south, and is elongated north-northwest, but

locally the schistosity of the country rock is concentric, being par-

allel to the surrounding elliptical bands of the gabbro, and at a dis-

tance of 50 feet or so strikes north to the northeast. It vrould seem

as though the foliation of the gabbro were a relic of a secondary

structure induced when the rock was in its original location, and

that the great discordance is due to the xenolith having been given

a rotary motion while being carried to its present position by the

granite magma. Small, elongated, basic strips parallel and close to

the boundary of the black rock give the appearance of having been

ripped from the large mass during the process. Residual gabbroic

rock, competent in kind though perhaps not in quantity to supply

fragments of this kind, is found in the belt of amphibolite lying six-

tenths of a mile west of this point, and it is not unlikely that this is

the formation which in depth locally supplied the granite with the

xenoliths in question and with other more numerous inclusions

which have been completely altered to the usual type of amphibolite.

STRUCTURE

SCHISTOSITY AND PITCH

After the foregoing account of the lithologic and age relations

existing among the various rock types represented on the Canton

quadrangle, a few paragraphs may be devoted to those features
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which have been mechanically impressed upon them, namely, their

structural and tectonic relationships.

Schistosity is an almost universal characteristic of the Precam-

brian rocks ; it is developed in the younger of the post-Grenville

intrusions as well as in the older metamorphic sediments, and in only

a few cases have any of the formations escaped showing the effects

of deep-seated compression and accompanying recrystallization. At

best, the more massive phases of the granite and gabbro are never

entirely free from a trace of foliation, and only the vitreous quartz-

ites and crystalline limestones present a perfectly massive appear-

ance. In the case of the quartzites this is probably on account of

the fact that in addition to their own toughness they were cush-

ioned, as it were, by the surrounding limestone, which by virtue of

its plastic yielding to pressure, protected the quartzites from exces-

sive stress ; in the case of the limestones, the strong tendency of

these rocks to recrystallize under sufficient pressure, has resulted in

the obliteration of whatever foliation they may have possessed at an

earlier stage in their history. \Mth the remaining Grenville rocks,

however, schistosity is marked, and is intensified ordinarily by its

parallelism to the bedding planes. It is commonly of the type pro-

duced by a recrystalHzation under lateral pressure, but a cataclastic

schistosity superimposed upon the former is known. At certain

points, as in the mixed rock on the eastern border of the sigmoid,

this is very clearly shown (see plates 12, lower figure, and 17, lower

figure). Although the schistosity is generally parallel with the

bedding or banding of a given rock, there are numerous instances

where this is not so, but the angle between the two intersecting

planes is as high as 90 degrees. This interesting relationship is

described farther on in this bulletin (see pages 97-101).

Pitch, as the term is ordinarily apphed to foliated rocks, is the

direction of elongation of mineral groups or individuals in the plane

of schistosity. In the nature of the case the two structures named

are intimately related to each other in a genetic sense, the develop-

ment of pitch being the final stage in the compression of rocks al-

ready foliated. Where schistosity or an equivalent crumpling is

strongly developed, pitch is prominent and most easily determined.

Almost without exception, over the entire Precambrian area exam-

ined, the foliation dips toward the west or northwest ; consequently

where present, the pitch of mineral streaks in all the igneous

gneisses, and of the axes of the major folds and minute crumplings

in the sediments and injection zones, is in approximately the same

direction, with a dip varying from 20 to 50 degrees.



Plate I
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Upper figure. Sigmoidal isocline from zone of intense crumpling near
Little River crossroads, about one-sixth natural size. Typical of tight folding
to which thin strata of garnet gneiss interbedded with limestone are subjected.

Four-tenths of a mile southwest of Little River crossroads.
Lower figure. Characteristic landscape in upland of granite gneiss, show-

ing a "sea of ledges," consisting of innumerable roches moutonnees. These
vary from 25 to 100 feet in length.

Eight-tenths of a mile southwest of Little River crossroads.
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A study of the local pitch relations leads to consideration of the

larger tectonic features of the crystalline formations. That which

is true of the smaller crenulations holds good in general for the

larger folds of any region of structural unity. This principle was

enunciated by T. Nelson Dale as early as 1894 (see Pumpelly et al.,

1894, pages 157-58). It was successfully employed by him and

his coworkers in the elucidation of the tectonics of the Green

mountains, and has since proved of universal application. In the

present study the key to the larger relationships was found in the

crenulations of siliceous, impure layers in the limestones, such as

is shown in plate 2, upper figure, and in the crumplings of thin peg-

matite stringers at the points of flexure of the large Pierrepont

sigmoid.

This relationship can be recognized in each of the two parts into

which from this point of view the Precambrian area may be divided.

Northwest of the Pyrites gabbro-amphibolite formation, the west to

southwest pitch of the crumplings is reflected in the attitude of the

large folds where these are discernible, as, for example, one-half

of a mile north of Little River crossroads, and at the reentrant in

the granite south of Eddy. Similarly the northwest to west-north-

west pitch which determines the attitude of the minute puckerings

throughout the remainder of the Precambrian area, was learned to

control the orientation of northwest-pitching folds which measure

many miles across. Pitch is the one dependable structural element

to be found, the only feature common in one place or another to all

the crystalline formations within the quadrangle.

In the area of Grenville gneisses north of Eddy, the pitch points

quite uniformly to the southwest, almost at right angles to its direc-

tion throughout the second or southeast portion of the quadrangle;

in other words, it is approximately parallel to the regional forma-

tional trend, and ordinarily departs but a few degrees from the strike

of the schistosity. This, indeed, in other regions of compressed

crystallines, as at Eranklin Furnace, New Jersey (see Spencer et

al., 1908, pages 24-25), is the normal relation between the pitch and

the foliation. It is abnormal nevertheless for the Canton quad-

rangle, but as to the ultimate cause of the discrepancy in these two

directions on adjacent portions of the quadrangle, the writer is c|uite

at a loss.

Among folds of the Appalachian type, the true order of strati-

graphic sequence can be determined by measuring from below up-

ward in the direction of the pitch ; the same rule can be applied to
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Precambrian structures, provided, however, that isochnal or recum-

bent folding on a large scale has not taken place. This principle

can therefore, in all probability, be applied to the Eddy vicinity; and

if so, the calcareous series of this district rests upon, and hence is

younger than, the sediments successively exposed on going north-

ward. The schists of the first Grenvilie belt west of Canton are free,

so far as the writer is aware, of intercalations of limestone. As
hinted earlier, there seem, therefore, to be two separate horizons,

or subordinate formations, in the Grenvilie of the western part of

the sheet, a lower predominantly micaceous, and an upper cal-

careous, which have been bulged apart by the introduction between

them of a bluntly lenticular body of granite.

Passing to the southeast of the broad sill of granite which runs

from Eddy to Canton and beyond, one enters a region where ex-

treme simplicity and intricacy are found side by side. x\ short dis-

tance south of Martin's comers (the first crossroads north of Little

River, on the Canton-Russell road) the outcropping edge of a lime-

stone stratum crosses the road. The border of this formation is

marked by a zigzag line of low intermittent bluffs. The reentrant

angles, three in number as plotted on the map, indicate the outcrop-

pings of low-pitching anticlinal axes, between and adjacent to which,

corresponding to the salient curv^atures, there are similar shallow

spoonlike basins, the ends of which are marked by low, lo to 15 foot

escarpments. Although the exact direction of the pitch or axes of

these gentle folds could not be determined, on account of the absence

of discernible directions of elongation, there can be little doubt that

they pitch toward the northwest or west-northwest at a ver\' low-

angle, somewhat under 5 degrees.

PIERREPONT SIGIMOID

It is interesting, by way of contrast, to pass from these gentle un-

dulations in limestone, to the unique Pierrepont sigmoidal isocline

which has already been referred to. Plate 18, upper figure, shows a

similar structure in miniature; the actual specimen photographed

came from the crumpled mass of garnet gneiss just southwest of the

Little River crossroads, being oriented approximately parallel to the

larger sigmoid under consideration. Though not directly connected

with the latter in the field, its smaller dimensions admirably

fit it to serve as a model round which the discussion as to the nature

and origin of this type of structure may be centered. Its genesis

and history are probably identical with those of the big sigmoid, and



Plate 19

Upper figure. Deformation of injection gneiss. Stage i. The softening
and pulling apart of the amphibolite inclusions and the formation of black
streaks can be distinctly seen in the middle foreground. East edge of granite
boss, looking northwest.

Seven-tenths of a mile southwest by south from Little River crossroads.
Lower figure. Deformation of injection gneiss. Stage 2. Loose block

with joint-face showing tranverse crenulations. The same phenomenon can
be seen in rock in place close by. Same locality as shown in upper figure.
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the photograph accordingly facihtates visualizing an uncommon
type of structure whose dimensions alone prevent its easy recogni-

tion in the field.

This huge fold, whose outcropping edge, as mapped (figure 21),

describes the doubly reflexed curve occupying the whole south-

eastern corner of the sheet, is a tightly compressed S-fold, whose

pitch, generally about 25 to 30 degrees, is directed nearly at right

angles to the strike, that is, perpendicular to the average trend of the

formations. The usual direction of the latter on the northwest border

of the Adirondacks, and indeed throughout the whole extent of these

mountains, is very decidedly in a northeast-southwest direction, and

in this respect the formations within the present quadrangle are no

exception. Locally, however, on account of folding, there is de-

flection, or even complete reversal through an arc of 180 degrees,

with the result that in the case of large folds involving thick for-

mations there are considerable areas, as about the points of reflec-

tion, where the strike trends toward the northwest, nearly parallel to

the direction of the pitch. The greatest dimension of the Pierrepont

fold, measured in an east-west direction, is over 6 miles ; measured

parallel to the strike of its axial planes, it is 5^ miles; at right

angles to this, or across the breadth, it is nearly 5. It has involved

in its contortions not less than 36CX:) feet of gneisses and schists

which have been completely doubled back upon themselves at two

points, in opposite directions respectively. The rocks in cpiestion are

limestone, quartz schist, garnet gneiss, hornblende schist and granite,

together with the composite injection zones produced by the inter-

mingling of the latter three.

No thinning of the middle limb, nor thickening at the points of

reflexion, such as is common among tight folds with horizontal

axes, is to be observed; the strata maintain an approximately uni-

form thickness throughout their entire course. It seems most prob-

able, however, that the limestone, which occupies the inner portion

of the right half of the fold, after being doubled back upon itself,

was then greatly thinned by a compression transverse to its present

strike. The associated belt of quartz-mesh limestone and quartz

schist undoubtedly took part in this process, but the outcropping

portions do not show the expected reversal of strike. It is possible

that this fact is to be accounted for by an extraordinarily acute com-

pression of the innermost part of the isocline, like that of the zig-

zag xenolith of garnet gneiss south of the Waterman Hill drumlin.

In this case, unless the actual apex of the fold were exposed, the
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slight variation in the strike of the reversed hmb would be indis-

tinguishable from minor undulations of the middle limb.

Similar but somewhat smaller pitching isoclinal folds are found

in various other parts of the cjuadrangle southeast of the amphibo-

lite zone of the Pyrites gabbro. These were undoubtedly formed

at or about the same time as the Pierrepont fold, and evidently

under the same or similar tectonic circumstances, and the easier rec-

ognition which their smaller size permits, accentuates the broader

principles which, as will be pointed out, governed the formation of

all such structures. Three illustrative cases may be noted.

On traveling southwestward from Little River one soon comes to

a rough granite upland of subcircular outline, where the abundance

of ledges (plate 18, lower figure), offers ample opportunity for the

study of the structural relations of the pink granite and its xenoliths

of amphibolite. The southeastern border of this mass is a garnet

gneiss injection zone in which the leaf type of intrusion is well

displayed. On tracing the periphery of the granite area counter-

clockwise, that is, northeastward, one soon comes to a point, at its

eastern extremity, where an inner parallel zone of hornblende schist

injection gneiss makes its appearance. The amphibolite xenoliths, at

first a few scattered streaks and bluntly lenticular masses, increase

in abundance till they finally supplant the garnet gneiss entirely.

This, meanwhile, has departed from the granite and assumed some

unrestricted contortions of its own. The amphibolite zone is typi-

cally displayed in plate 19, upper figure. The lenticles are drawn out

considerably at their extremities, and numerous black streaks and

bands swing round in gently curving lines parallel to their borders.

Until one nearly reaches the road, nothing unusual is observed in

regard to the character of these curves. Then a pronounced cross-

crenulation is developed, which has resulted in the production of in-

numerable minute folds (as shown in plate 19, lower figure) whose

axial planes are parallel to the general schistosity of the region.

Through crumpling, the black and red bands have been very much

shortened in the direction of their former course (northwest), but

maintain in general their parallelism to the border of the granite

upland. About one-fourth of a mile farther on, the next stage in the

development of the transverse folding is shown on a larger scale and

almost to an extreme degree, in a ledge pictured in plate 20, upper

figure. Long streaks of hornblende schist have here been bent

back upon themselves transverse to their original course, and

compressed to a series of acute zigzag folds, and the trend of

the isoclinal limbs is parallel to the schistosity of the environing







a Garnetiferous gneiss

b Crystalline limestone

c Quartz-mesh limestone
.

d Undivided gneisses ; includes minor amounts of limestone, actmolitt

schist, etc., but mostly pyritoiis and allied gneisses

e Small masses of undivided gneisses inclosed (in the amphibolite) or mter-

bedded (in the garnetiferous gneiss)

Fig. 21. Formations of the sigmoid flexure; scale, about 3 inches

/ Gabbro-amphibolite, intrusive in the garnet gneiss, and cut by latei

granite gneiss

g In the garnet gneiss, amphibolite sills and similar smaller bodies formuij

a coarse-textured injection gneiss. In the granite area, lenticular and elon

gated amphibolite xenoliths, often intimately injected with granite

h Granite gneiss, in relatively distinct areas

I mile. Southeast corner of Canton quadr

i Granite gneiss, forming relatively small sheets and lenticular bodies i

mately injecting the amphibolite and garnet .gneiss, often producin

mix-rack
; Unusually large masses of pegmatite

/,• Potsdam sandstone and conglomerate

/ Precambrian undivided and inferred; usually covered by heavy tdl
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granite. Having followed the course of the amphibolite bands

from their first appearance, one is surprised to find them at this

point passing with extreme abruptness from a position nearly

normal to the schistosity to one parallel to it; all of which is

accomplished through the gradual appearance and sudden cul-

mination of a system of transverse crenulations. At the latest

stage in the process, the tightly compressed xenoliths have a

second direction of elongation down the foliation plane at an angle

of 15 or 20 degrees with the dip. This direction is the pitch of the
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Fig. 22 Tucking up and transverse crenulation of the end of a stratum

of garnet gneiss. Secondary folding is north by east, parallel to the average

strike of the sedimentary strip, and to the foliation of the adjoining and

nearly surrounding granite gneiss, (a) Limestone; (6) tightly folded garnet

gneiss; (c) granite gneiss; (rf) surficial covering. Tight folding largely

diagrammatic.

Four miles south of Canton, back of house at three-corners.

folds, and is moreover parallel to the axes which control the coarser

folding of the garnet gneiss in the adjacent vicinity of Little River,

as well as that of the Pierrepont vicinity.

Another instance of the extreme amount of squeezing which this

portion of the quadrangle has suffered as a result of compression

acting in a northwest-southeast direction, occurs within this same

7
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body of granite, but on its opposite border. The first is in the pas-

ture on the north side of the road at Barnes's comers, the three

comers north of the reentrant. Here the northern end of a strip

of garnet gneiss, probably connected with the formation earlier de-

scribed (pages 26 and 2><), is cut oft abruptly in the midst of the

pink granite (see figure 21). As amphibolite inclusions are absent,

the phenomenon concerns only the thin-bedded garnet gneiss. At
a point a few yards from the actual termination of the gneiss, the

beds strike in a north by east direcuon, which.-is usual for this

vicinit}- ; but they then abruptly assume a zigzag strike with general

northwest trend, and the whole crumpled formation is cut off by the

granite within a distance no greater than the normal thickness of

the undisturbed strata. This sudden departure from the usual atti-

tude of the gneiss involves crenulations whose complexity' is intense.

But when they are seen to conform, as in the previous case, to axes

whose pitch is some 2^ degrees toward the northwest, the sedimen-

tar}- gneiss takes on the aspect of having had its attenuated edge

tucked back upon itself and at the same time compressed by trans-

verse crumplings whose axial planes are parallel to the vicinal schis-

tosit}'. This phenomenon gives rise to a peculiar effect in the field

;

namely, that in adjacent parts of the same outcrop, the most promi-

nent structure lines are at right angles to each other. The two are,

however, ver}' easily reconciled when it is recalled that one is the

general foliation and banding of the gneiss, the other the pitch of

local crenulations whose axes and elongation, though necessarily in

the plane of the schistosit}-. are normal to its strike.

In the third case, though the character of the folding is not iden-

tical with that just described, it possesses essential points in com-

mon; and from the point of view of size is intermediate between

the preceding instances and the ver}- much larger Pierrepont sig-

moid. This structure is about a mile south of the three cor-

ners following the sinuous granite-Grenville contact. It is perhaps

a little more difficult to trace in the held than the others on account

of the intermittent character of its outcrop. Its main features, how-

ever, are shown on the map, where it is indicated as a somewhat^

compressed, tapering, isocHnal sigmoid, quite similar to the struc-

ture south of Pierrepont, but possessing an additional quarter tr.m

on the top at the northwest side. The features characteristic of its

pitch and strike are those common to the other folds described.

Plate 20, lower figure, taken about one-eighth of a mile north of the

point where this S-fold pltmges imder the surface, looks ver\- nearly

in the direction of the pitch, and shows the influence of the lateral

compression which tucked up the edge of a zone of injection gneiss.



Plate 20

Upper figure. Deformation of injection gneiss. Stage 3. Isoclinal com-
pression of folded amphibolite xenoliths in pink granite gneiss. Looks
northwestward.
One mile west-southwest of Little River crossroads, one-eighth of a mile

northwest of house.
Lower figure. Upturned edge of folded granite gneiss-amphibolite injec-

tion zone; looks northwest, parallel to the axis of a minor fold, practically

down the pitch. Difference in plasticity of two rocks at time of folding well
shown. Such tilting is characteristic of flexure points of pitching isoclines

in the Canton area.

One and three-tenths miles northeast of Pyrites.
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as well as the superposition of the general foliation upon it. This

latter phenomenon is indeed characteristic of all sigmoidal folds

observed within the quadrangle, being found wherever the banding

of an injection zone crosses the northeast trend of the foliation.

The best example is found at the inner edge of the east half of the

Pierrepont sigmoid, where evidently the compression from the

doubling back of the garnet gneiss upon itself was at its maximum
(see plate 14, lower figure).

Isoclinal folding has long been held accountable for the per-

sistent northeast trend and the almost uniform high northwest or

southeast dip of the formations in the northwest Adirondack region.

It is extremely improbable, it is thought, that the miles upon miles

of superimposed formations represent the original and normal

stratigraphic succession of the beds. Tight regional compression is

indeed betrayed by the presence of minute crumplings wherever the

Grcnville rocks are exposed, but all indications of demonstrable rep-

etition on a large scale seem usually to have been obliterated. Pro-

fessor Gushing (see Gushing et al., 1910, pages 109-12) discovered

traces of some such structure in the vicinity of the Thousand

Islands, and it evidently involves a duplicated series of limestone,

schist and quartzite. Whether the fold is synclinal or anticlinal

could not be ascertained, but for the purpose of the present compar-

ison this is immaterial. The axis in any event is horizontal, or

nearly so, in spite of the steepness of the beds, and is parallel to

the trend of the formations. It is then in this respect that the

Pierrepont isocline differs essentially from that described by Gush-

ing, and herein will be found its ultimate significance in the oro-

graphic history of the crystallines of the Ganton and adjacent quad-

rangles. The axis there strikes northeast, but this one is north-

west ; that is nearly horizontal, this dips 30 or more degrees ; in the

Thousand Islands region, the axis is conformable to the regional

strike of the beds, whereas here it is at right angles to it. In short,

the directrices of the two systems of folds are at right angles to

each other, and although the latter are parallel to each other with

respect to the trace of their Hmbs on the surface of the earth, there

is a notable discrepancy in their axial orientation for which it is

necessary to find an explanation.

The accompanying series of sketches (facing p. no) has been

prepared to show the ideal mutual relations of pitch to strike and

dip, to point out the variability of these relations, and to illustrate a

possible conception of the origin and development of the kind of
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Structure illustrated in the Pierrepont sigmoid. The first three fig-

ures (23-25) are designed to show the hypothetical passage of an

open fold of the Appalachian type through an asymmetrical stage to

a tight isocline like those common in the Alps, the axes in all cases

remaining horizontal or nearly so. The usual feature of approximate

paralleHsm of the pitch to the strike of the limbs therefore holds good

without question through these stages of deformation in which the

compression has acted constantly in one, the northwest-southeast,

direction. In folds of this kind the direction, or in a surveyor's

Fig. 31 Sterogram of the Pierrepont sigmoid, viewed from the south.

Compare plate 18, upper figure and figure 29.

sense, the azimuth of the pitch varies but a few degrees from the

average trend of the formations, on account of the fact that the

angular departure of these axes from the horizontal plane is slight.

This relationship, moreover, holds true for any dip of the axial

plane, except the vertical position, in which case, and in this alone,

the pitch and average strike (that is, th^ axial plane) coincide in

azimuth. The first three figures thus illustrate an early stage of de-

formation in this region, in which the forces have presumably acted

in a northwest-southeast direction.







Fig. 23-30. Series of diagrams designed to show the hypothetical develop-
ment of pitching isoclinal or sigmoidal folds from simple flexures of the
Appalachian type. Looking southeast.

Fig. 23. Stage i. Symmetrical open folding; axes nearly horizontal, axial
planes vertical; outcropping limbs either convergent or divergent; axis
parallel to strike of axial plane.

Fig. 24. Stage 2. Asymmetrical open folds; axes as before, nearly hori-
zontal ; axial plane sloping 30 degrees northwest, with consequent slight dif-

ference in azimuth of pitch and strike of axial plane; limbs still either
divergent or convergent, but approximating more nearly to parallelism.

Fig. 25. Stage 3. Overturned isocline ; axes and axial plane as in stage 2

;

discrepancy between strike of axial plane and direction of pitch due only to

inclination of axial plane, but they are still nearly parallel. Limbs of the

folds parallel to each other and to the strike of the axial plane, except at and
near the flexure points, 0-0.

Fig. 26. Stage 4. Overturned isocline, as in stage 3; slight tilting of fold
en masse in its axial plane has effect of steepening the pitch of the folds and
increasing its angular departure from the strike of the axial plane.

.Fig. 27. Stage 5. Further increase in tilting of stage 4.

Fig. 28. Stage 6. Further increase in tilting: of stage 5. Sigmoidal char-
acter of folding becomes apparent at about this stage of tilting.

Fig. 29. Stage 7. Further increase in tilting of stage 6. This stage
represents approximately the conditions at the Pierrepont sigmoid.

Fig. 30. Stage 8. Final stage, brouglit about through further tilting of

stage 7. Throughout the preceding process of revolution in the axial plane,

the limbs of the folds have remained parallel to each other and to the strike

of the axial plane, and the pitch of the axes of folding has assumed a greater

and greater discrepancy with the strike of the axial plane, or regional folia-

tion; at this, the final stage, such discrepancy is at its maximum, the pitch

being at right angles to the strike.
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The possible subsequent history of such a fold is indicated in fig-

ures 26-30 in such a manner as to show that the Pierrepont sigmoid

(plate 18, upper figure and figure 31) is one of a series of positions

which an isocline of figure 25 type might assume during the process

of deep-seated deformation incident upon a change in direction of

the active forces or on account of a torsional element present in

those forces. In these stages tilting, compression or some other

adequate force, acting presumably from the northeast, is called upon

to tilt the horizontal axes of figure 25 more and more in a southwest

direction, till they finally become revolved through a quadrant in

the axial plane. It w411 be noted that while the pitch or axis of the

fold is as nearly parallel as possible to the strike of the axial plane

in figure 25, yet as the fold is tilted more and more steeply to the

southwest, the azimuth of the pitch swings round progressively,

becoming more and more nearly parallel to "the direction of dip of

this plane; till at the final stage (figure 29) where the axis has been

revolved a full quadrant, the pitch is parallel to the regional dip of

the foliation, that is, to the dip of the axial plane. In the latter

case, the conditions are practically the same as in the C-fold on the

Island of Uto, southeast of Stockholm, except that there the axial

plane is vertical (Holmquist, 1910, pages 104-6).

In figure 29 the conditions of the Pierrepont sigmoid are repre-

sented ; the axis, formerly horizontal, is tilted southwest almost

through a quadrant in the axial plane (lacking in fact about 15

to 20 degrees of it), with the result that its azimuth approximates

that of the regional dip w^ithin the angle mientioned. Throughout

this paper, regional dip has been tised to signify the average dip

of the formations considered through the extent of a complete

sigmoidal fold, or the dip of the isocHnal limbs, or in other

words it is the dip of the axial plane. Various other types of

isoclinal folding in Precambrian formations can be referred to one

or another of these stages, but the figures for this purpose should

be elaborated to include the vertical and horizontal as well as the

inclined positions of the axial plane.

A structure analogous to the large compressed folds of the Can-

ton quadrangle is described as occurring in the body of zinc ore at

Franklin Furnace, New Jersey. (See Spencer et al., 1908,

pages 24-25, figures 11-15; Nason, 1895, page 127, figure 4.)

The simiHtude ceases, however, with the isoclinal character of

the latter. The fold is not sigmoidal nor is the angular relation

between the pitch and the strike the same. In the Franklin Fur-

nace fold the pitch departs only a few degrees from the strike, with
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which it is essentially parallel, while in the Pierrepont sigmoid the

two are almost at right angles. The difference, however, is one

which is wholly dependent upon the amount of tilting which the

beds and axes have undergone subsequent to their isoclinal compres-

sion; and being thus a matter of degree only, is not considered of

vital consequence.

The structure which shows the greatest essential similarity to the

Canton folds is that which is very briefly described by P. J. Holm-
quist (1910, pages 104-6) as occurring on the Island of Uto, a short

distance southeast of Stockholm, Sweden. Here the beds are ver-

tical or nearly so, with the effect that the areal geological map is in

reality a cross section of the fold. The halletlintas and limestones

of the Archaean are seen to describe a tightly compressed C-curve

about 3 miles long, analogous to the Alpine fan-folds, but plunging

vertically into the ground. In regard to the history of this double

fold, Holmquist inclines to the view that it was compressed first and

uptilted later, rather than to the alternative view that it is due to

the buckling of an upright formation produced by horizontal

movement in a vertical plane. Holmquist's general explanation ap-

pears applicable to the transverse folds on the Canton sheet, wherein

one may discern a period of compression in which the isoclines were

formed through horizontal thrust, followed by a period in which

they were tilted to their present attitude. Referred to the scheme

proposed above, the folds at Franklin Furnace lie at about the stage

indicated by figure 26; the C-fold of the Island of Uto at about

figure 30, the most advanced of all. At the latter place, however,

the axial plane has not been tilted over beyond the vertical, or if so,

has, through subsequent readjustment been brought back to the up-

right position.

The relations disclosed by this type of structure are admittedly

abnormal. In the statement, " Pitch is usually nearly parallel to the

dip of the axial plane," certainly an unusual type of structure is indi-

cated, so far as one may judge from current textbooks on tectonics,

such as those of Margerie and Heim (1888, pages 49-87) and

Wilckens (1912), in which no mention is made of such a possibility.

Nevertheless for the southeast part of the Canton sheet this relation-

ship is the normal or usual one, and from the point of view of

general post-Archaean tectonics, it seems to demand special explana-

tion. Not only have the older formations of the northwest Adiron-

dacks been subjected to intense compression Hke that characteristic

of the Alps, but subsequently buried beneath now vanished mountain
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ranges, they have undoubtedly had other systems of major deforma-

tion superimposed upon them, which may or may not have coincided

with the first in direction, and which may conceivably have given rise

to the peculiar features represented in the Pierrepont sigmoidal

folds. The northwest-southeast compression seems to have been a

dominant and perhaps a recurrent force in the Canton area, and the

latest of those operative to any recognizable degree in this vicinity.

It not only oriented the axial planes of the compound isoclinal, but

also impressed upon it a system of minor crenulations and a regional

schistosity parallel to them. These features are without doubt to

be correlated in a broad way with the general character of the tec-

tonic activity operating in Precambrian times in the region of the

southern margin of the Canadian shield. The larger features of

this border, such as the infolded sedimentary outliers of the Lake

Superior and Temiskaming provinces, and the Grenville complex of

the St Lawrence province, have in common a northeast orientation,

whose remarkable generality is not minimized by minor deviations

due to intensified local igneous activity, and whose significance in

the history of Precambrian crustal displacements it is difficult to

overemphasize.

It is not meant to imply, however, that the disturbances which

produced such a tilted isocline as that described in this report were

necessarily distinct in time or direction, though this is difficult to

disprove. Various stresses acting simultaneously could have re-

sulted in a deep-seated torsional strain, whose end-product would be

the same as that caused by a succession of distinct and discordant

compressions ; in this event, the rotating force could be of wholly

subordinate nature as compared with that extensive mountain-

building activity which impressed a common orientation upon the

entire protaxial margin. Granting this to be so, however, an under-

standing of the process is so facilitated by analyzing the pressures

into their components, somewhat after the principle of the parallel-

ogram of forces, that the simplification proposed seems justified.

With regard to the dip and strike relations of folded beds in gen-

eral, and of these to the pitch of the axes, some interesting facts are

brought out by a study of the diagrams, which are substantiated by

field observations in this and other regions. In all cases the curved

line represents the trace of a single outcropping stratum. In figj-ures

23 and 24 the outcrops of the limbs are either convergent or diver-

gent, but in figure 25 and those following, where the isocline is devel-

oped, they are necessarily parallel. In figures 23 and 24 the case
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of the Open fold, one finds on following the formation from limb to

limb, as at a and h, the strike changes through nearly i8o degrees,

and, the dip, after swinging round through an equal angle, is then

tow^ard the opposition direction. At a and h, the points of reflection,

the dip of the bed is parallel to the pitch of the fold. In figure 25,

and in the following figures where the folds are overturned, there

are certain points (as 0, 0) where the bed becomes vertical on

tracing it round the outcrop ; and the proximity of these points to

the actual points of reflection increases with approaching coin-

cidence of the pitch with the dip of the axial plane. In this latter

event, as in figure 30, the points of flexure and the points of verti-

cality of the beds are identical. In the Pierrepont fold, allowing

for slight irregularities in the application of the rule, there is a

marked tendency for the formations to become vertical northwest

of, rather than at, the points of reflection. After passing these

points of verticality the dip diminishes gradually, and finally assumes

its original direction. It thus appears that the trace of outcrop-

ping beds may have approximately the same curvature on a map,

and yet may represent the beveling of totally different folds of

open, asymmetrical or isoclinal character, with either horizontal or

steeply inclined axes. The tectonic significance of these possibilities

is apparent. The shape of the curvature is only roughly similar,

however, for as the pitch steepens, its surface elongation in the

direction of the parallel limbs becomes less and less ; and it is at its

minimum in figure 30, where the pitch is in the same direction as

the dip of the axial plane.

It is an interesting fact that the term pitch has been applied

by geologists to two widely different structures, but in this paper

no distinction has been attempted, for the reason that intense and

prolonged metamorphism and deformation have actually rendered

the two coincident in direction. As originally applied by Cook, state

geologist of New Jersey, it referred to the direction of elongation

of the pods or pencil-like bodies of ore, and of mineral streaks and

aggregates in the gneisses of the New Jersey highlands. In Appala-

chian and Alpine geology, on the other hand, the term has been ap-

plied generally to the actual axes of open, asymmetrical and reversed

folds, to the direction of these axes and to their angular departure

from the plane of the horizon. From the fact that in the Canton quad-

rangle the elongation of mineral streaks in the gneisses and schists

and the direction of the axes of major and minor folds coincide over

a large area, it is believed that the term pitch is advisedly though
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accidentally applied to the two widely dissimilar features which

seem, on the basis of the evidence presented above, to be genetically

related. In fact, as illustrated by the diagrams, the passage of axes

of open horizontal folds into steep-dipping axes of compressed and

tilted isoclines, and the gradual affiliation and coincidence of these

with the direction of mineral elongation produced under strain and

recr}^stallization, seem only natural, for in the last analysis these

features, both the axes of folds and the elongation of mineral

groups, indicate the direction of least resistance and easiest escape

from pressure.

Whether this mutual relationship necessarily follows in all cases

on prolonged, deep-seated deformation of a region is not certain,

nor indeed probable, but that it is so in the case of the Pierrepont

sigmoid is a matter of easy compass observations in the field. Here

the pitch of the individual mineral groups in the gneisses, and the

pitch of the secondary structures, whatever their size, into which

they have been deformed, are fairly constant and coincident. This,

for the area studied, seems to be a general relationship, corollary to

that proposed by T. Nelson Dale, which holds in effect that the hand

specimen is the epitome of the mountain (Pumpelly et al., 1894,

pages 157-58)-

The one remaining tectonic feature which needs to be considered

here, is the relation of the igneous bodies to their^ country rock.

The gabbros and amphibolites were intruded to a very large extent

as sills or dikes parallel to the foliation. Except in the vicinity of

Pyrites, where the gabbro has a shape roughly suggestive of a boss

or plug, the basic intrusive is a long, narrow sheet of irregular

thickness. In its western half it cuts through the limestone mem-
ber of the Grenville; in its eastern part it bifurcates, and on becom-

ing involved with the garnet gneiss, frays away through the develop-

ment of innumerable smaller sheets and sills which form in reality

an immense injection zone. The whole mass, together with its

country rock, has been thrown back upon itself by the development,

as already pointed out at length, of several acute isoclinal folds.

On the whole, the granite seems to have very nearly the same

structural relations as the gabbros. This is best shown in the south-

east corner of the sheet where sills of granite of varying size are

seen frequently interspersed in the garnet gneiss and amphibolite,

forming a true" injection zone with fhe latter. Their parallelism to

the borders of the sigmoid and to the banding within it, establish the

age of the granite as earlier than, or contemporaneous with, but not
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later than, the de^'elopment of the isocnnal folding. \\'est of the

Harrison Creek-Grass River valley, the granite is probably to be

considered as a huge sill, with a maximum surface breadth of over

4 miles. Its eastern margin holds a fairly uniform northeasterly

course, and the western margin for most of its course is approxi-

mately parallel to it, but describes a sinuous cur^'e on passing

through Eddy.

East of Pyrites, there is a large subtriangular isolated body of

granite,, which for lack of a better name has been called a boss.

Of abbreviated or bluntly lenticular form, it has intruded itself be-

tween two contiguous horizons in the Grenville, garnet gneiss below

and limestone above, and has pushed them apart in the same abrupt

manner as was observed in the case of the elliptical granite sill or

lens west of Canton. From the nortliAvesternmost point the Pyrites

boss has sent toward Pyrites ^ long slender apophysis which has

likewise intruded itself between garnet gneiss and limestone.

Although it is uncertain what is the actual topography of the

underground surface of the granite gneiss, it is improbable that any

of the masses are batholiths in the sense in which the circular bodies

described by Adams and Barlow (1910, pages 11-18) are batho-

liths. The rounded area of granite occurring here is not surrounded

by gneisses having a quaquaversal dip. On one side, to be sure^

gneisses or limestones overlie the granite, but on the other, they

underlie it. There can scarcely be any doubt, however, that all the

masses of granite are connected at no great depth, and that the

Grenville sediments are to be thought of as lying upon the irregular

surface of a granite batholith of huge or regional dimensions, and

are in the process of disruption and disintegration and perhaps of

assimilation bv it.
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83 Woodworth, J. B. Pleistocene Geology of the Mooers Quadrangle. 62p.

25pl. map. June 1905. 25c.
84- Ancient Water Levels of the Champlain and Hudson Valleys. 2o6p.

il. iipl. 18 maps. July 1905. 45c.

90 Ruedemann, Rudolf. Cephalopoda of Beekmantown and Chazy For-
mations of Champlain Basin. 224P. il. 38pl. May 1906. 75c, cloth.

92 Grabau, A. W. Guide to the Geology and Paleontology of the Schoharie
Region. 314P. il. 26pl. map. Apr. 1906. 75c, cloth.

95 Cushing, H. P. Geology of the Northern Adirondack Region. i88p,
I5pl. 3 maps. Sept. 1905. 30c.

96 Ogilvie, L H. Geology of the Paradox Lake Quadrangle. 54p. il. i7pL
map. Dec. 1905. 30c.

99 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Buffalo Quadrangle. 32p. map. May
1906. 20c.

loi Geology of the Penn Yan-Hammondsport Quadrangles. 28p.
map. July 1906. Out of print.

106 Fairchild, H. L. Glacial Waters in the Erie Basin. 88p. I4pl. 9 maps.
Feb. 1907. Out of print.

107 Woodworth, J. B.; Hartnagel, C. A.; Whitlock, H. P.; Hudson, G. H.;
Clarke, J. M.; White, David & Berkey, C. P. Geological Papers. 388p.
54pl. map. May 1907. 90c, cloth.

Contents: Woodworth, J. B. Postglacial Faults of Eastern New York,
Hartnagel, C. A. Stratigraphic Relations of the Oneida Conglomerate.

Upper Siluric and Lower Devonic Formations of the Skunnemunk Mountain Region.
Whitlock, H. P. Minerals from Lyon Mountain, Clinton Co.
Hudson, G. H. On Some Pelmatozoa from the Chazy Limestone of New York.
Clarke, J. M. Some New Devonic Fossils.

An Interesting Style of Sand-filled Vein.
Eurypterus Shales of the Shawangunk Mountains in Eastern New York.

White, David. A Remarkable Fossil Tree Trunk from the Middle Devonic of New York.
Berkey, C. P. Structural and Stratigraphic Features of the Basal Gneisses of the High-

lands.

Ill Fairchild, H. L. Drumlins of New York. 6op. 28pl. 19 maps. July
1907. Out of print.

114 Hartnagel, C. A. Geologic Map of the Rochester and Ontario Beach
Quadrangles. 36p. map. Aug. 1907. 20c.

115 Cushing, H. P. Geology of the Long Lake Quadrangle. 88p. 2opl.

map. Sept. 1907. 25c.

118 Clarke, J. M. & Luther, D. D. Geologic Maps and Descriptions of the
Portage and Nunda Quadrangles including a map of Letchworth Park.
5op. i6pl. 4 maps. Jan. 1908. 35c.

126 Miller, W. J. Geology of the Remsen Quadrangle. 54p. il. 11 pi. map.
Jan. 1909. 25c.

127 Fairchild, H. L. Glacial Waters in Central New York. 64p. 27pl. 15
maps. Mar. 1909. 40c.

128 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Geneva-Ovid Quadrangles. 44p. map.
Apr. 1909. 20C.

135 Miller, W. J. Geology of the Port Leyden Quadrangle, Lewis County,
N. Y. 62p. il. iipl. map. Jan. 1910. 25c.
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137 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Auburn-Genoa Quadrangles. 36p. map.
Mar. 1910. 20C.

138 Kemp, J. F. & Ruedemann, Rudolf. Geology of the Elizabethtown
and Port Henry Quadrangles. I76p. il. 20pl. 3 maps. Apr. 1910. Out
of print.

145 Gushing, H. P.; Fairchild, H. L.; Ruedemann, Rudolf & Smyth, C. H.
Geology of the Thousand Islands Region. I94p. il. 62 pi. 6 maps. Dec.
1 910. $1.00, cloth.

146 Berkey, C. P. Geologic Features and Problems of the New York City
(Catskill) Aqueduct. 286p. il. 38pl. maps. Feb. 191 1. 75c; cloth, $1.

148 Gordon, C. E. Geology of the Poughkeepsie Quadrangle. I22p. il.

26pl. map. Apr. 191 1. 30c.

152 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Honeoye-Wayland Quadrangles. 30p.
map. Oct. 191 1. 20C.

153 Miller, William J. Geology of the Broadalbin Quadrangle, Fulton-
Saratoga Counties, New York. 66p. il. 8pl. map. Dec. 191 1. 25c.

154 Stoller, James H. Glacial Geology of the Schenectady Quadrangle. 44p.
9pl. map. Dec. 191 1. 20c.

159 Kemp, James F. The Mineral Springs of Saratoga. Sop. il. 3pl. Apr.
1912. 15c.

160 Fairchild, H. L. Glacial Waters in the Black and Mohawk Valleys. 48p.
il. 8pl. 14 maps. May 1912. 50c.

162 Ruedemann, Rudolf. The Lower Siluric Shales of the Mohawk Valley.

I52p. il. i5pl. Aug. 1912. 35c.

168 Miller, WilHam J. Geological History of New York State. I30p. 43pl,

10 maps. Dec. 191 3. 40c.

169 Gushing, H. P. & Ruedemann, Rudolf. Geology of Saratoga Springs and
Vicinity. lySp. il. 20pl. map. Feb. 1914. 40c.

170 Miller, William J. Geology of the North Creek Quadrangle. 90p. il. I4pl.

Feb. 1914. 25c.

171 Hopkins, T. C. The Geology of the Syracuse Quadrangle. Sop. il. 20pl.

map. July 1914. 25c.

172 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Attica and Depew Quadrangles. 32p. map.
August 1 91 4. 15c.

182 Miller, William J. The Geology of the Lake Pleasant Quadrangle 56p.
il. lopl. map. Feb. 1916. 25c.

183 Stoller, James H. Glacial Geology of the Saratoga Quadrangle. 5op. il.

I2pl. map. Mar. i, 1916. 25c.

185 Martin, James C. The Precambrian Rocks of the Canton Quadrangle. In
press.

Luther, D. D. Geology of the Phelps Quadrangle. In preparation.
Miller, William J. Geology of the Blue Mountain Quadrangle. Prepared.
Whitnall, H. O. Geology of the Morrisville Quadrangle. Prepared.
Hudson, G. H. Geology of Valcour Island. In preparation.
Economic Geology. 3 Smock, J. C. Building Stone in the State of New York.

I54p. Mar. 1888. 30c.

7 First Report on the Iron Mines and Iron Ore Districts in the State
of New York. ySp. map. Jime 1889. Out of print.

10 Building Stone in New York. 2iop. map, tab. Sept. 1S90.

11 Merrill, F. J. H. Salt and Gypsum Industries of New York. 94p. I2pl.

2 maps, II tab. Apr. 1893. Not available.

12 Ries, Heinrich. Clay Industries of New York. I74p. il. ipl. map. Mar.
1895. 30C.

15 Merrill, F. J. H. Mineral Resources of New York. 240P, 2 maps.
Sept. 1895. [50c]

17 Road Materials and Road Building in New York. 52p. I4pl.

2 maps. Oct. 1897. 15c.

30 Orton, Edward. Petroleum and Natural Gas in New York. I36p. il.

3 maps. Nov. 1899. 15c.

35 Ries, Heinrich. Clays of New York; their Properties and Uses. 456p.
I40pl, map. June 1900. $1.00 cloth.

44 Lime and Cement Industries of New York; Eckel, E. C. Chapters
on the Cement Industry. 332p. loipl. 2 maps. Dec. 1901. 85c, cloth.
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6i Dickinson, H. T. Quarries of Bluestone and Other Sandstones in New
York. ii4p. i8pl. 2 maps. Mar. 1903. 35c.

85 Rafter, G. W. Hydrology of New York State. 902p. il. 44pl. 5 maps.
May 1905. $1.50, cloth.

93 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York. ySp.
July 1905. Out of print.

100 McCourt, W. E. Fire Tests of Some New York Building Stones. 40p.
26pl. Feb. 1906. 15c.

102 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1905.
i62p. June 1906. 25c.

112 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1906. 82p. July
1907. Out of print.

119 & Kemp, J. F. Geology of the Adirondack Magnetic Iron Ores
with a Report on the Mineville-Port Henry Mine Group. 184P. I4pl.

8 maps, Apr. 1908. 35c.

120 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1907. 82p.
July 1908. 15c.

123 & Hartnagel, C. A. Iron Ores of the Clinton Formation in New
York State. 76p. il. I4pl. 3 maps. Nov. 1908. 25c.

132 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1908. 98p.
July 1909. 15c.

142 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York for 1909. 98p. Aug.
1910. 15c.

Gypsum Deposits of New York. 94p. 20pl. 4 maps. Oct. 1910. 35c.

Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1910. 82p. June 191 1. 15c.

Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 191 1 . Ii4p. July 1912. 20c.

Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1912. ii4p. August 1913.

Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1913. mp. Dec. 1914,

Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1914. 88p. Nov. 1915. 15c.

The Quarry Materials of New York. 2i2p. 34pl. Jan. 191 6. 40c.

Mineralogy. 4 Nason, F. L. Some New York Minerals and Their Locahties.

22p. ipl. Aug. 1888. Free.

58 Whitlock, H. P. Guide to the Mineralogic Collections of the New York
State Museum. i5op. il. 39pl. 11 models. Sept. 1902. 40c.

70 New York Mineral Locahties. nop. Oct. 1903. 20c.

98 Contributions from the Mineralogic Laboratory. 38p. 7pl. Dec.

1905. Out of print.

Zoology. I Marshall, W. B. Preliminary^ List of New York Unionidae.

20p. Mar. 1892. Free.

9 Beaks of Unionidae Inhabiting the Vicinity of Albany, N. Y. 30p.
Ipl. Aug. 1890. Free.

29 Miller, G. S., jr. Preliminary List of New York Mammals. I24p. Oct.

1899. 15c.

33 Farr, M. S. Check List of New York Birds. 224p. Apr. 1900. 25c.

38 Miller, G. S., jr. Key to the Land Mammals of Northeastern North
America. io6p. Oct. 1900. 15c.

40 Simpson, G. B. Anatomy and Physiology of Polygyra albolabris and
Limax maximus and Embryology of Limax maximus. 82p. 28pl. Oct.

1901. 25c.

43 KeUogg, J. L. Clam and Scallop Industries of New York. 36p. 2pl.

map. Apr. 1901. Free.

51 Eckel, E. C. & Paulmier, F. C. Catalogue of Reptiles and Batrachians

of New York. 64p. il. ipl. Apr. 1902. Out of print.

Eckel, E. C. Serpents of Northeastern United States.

Paulmier, F. C. Lizards, Tortoises and Batrachians of New York.

60 Bean, T. H. Catalogue of the Fishes of New York. 784P. Feb. 1903.

$1, cloth.
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71 Kellogg, J. L. Feeding Habits and Growth of Venus mercenaria. 3op,
4pl. Sept. 1903. Free.

88 Letson, Elizabeth J. Check List of the Mollusca of New York. ii6p.
May 1905. 20c.

91 Paulmier, F. C. Higher Crustacea of New York City. ySp. il. June
1905. 20C.

130 Shufeldt, R. W. Osteology of Birds. 382p. il. 26pl. May 1909. 50c.

Entomology. 5 Lintner, J. A. White Grub of the May Beetle. 34p. il.

Nov. 1888. Free.

6 Cut-worms. 38p. il. Nov. 1888. Free.

13 San ]os6 Scale and Some Destructive Insects of New York State

54p. 7pl. Apr. 1895. 15c.

20 Felt, E. P. Elm Leaf Beetle in New York State. 46p. il. 5pl. June
1898. Free.

See 57.

23 14th Report of the State Entomologist 1898. i5op. il. 9pl. Dec.
1898. 20C.

24 Memorial of the Life and Entomologic Work of J. A. Lintner Ph.D.
State Entomologist 1874-98; Index to Entomologist's Reports 1-13. 3i6p.
I pi. Oct. 1899. 35c.

Supplement tc 14th report of the State Entomologist.

26 Collection, Preservation and Distribution of New York Insects.

36p.il. Apr. 1899. Out of print.

27 Shade Tree Pests in New York State. 26p. il. 5pl. May 1899. Free.

31 15th Report of the State Entomologist 1899. I28p. June 1900.
15c.

36 1 6th Report of the State Entomologist 1900. ii8p. i6pl. Mar.
1901. 25c.

37 Catalogue of Some of the More Important Injurious and Beneficial

Insects of New York State. 54p. il. Sept. 1900. Free.

46 Scale Insects of Importance and a List of the Species in New York
State. 94p. il. I5pl. June 1901. 25c.

47 Needham, J. G. & Betten, Cornelius. Aquatic Insects in the Adiron-
dacks. 234p.il.36pl. Sept. 1 90 1. 45c.

53 Felt, E. P. 17th Report of the State Entomologist 1901. 232P. il. 6pl.

Aug. 1902. Out of print.

57 Elm Leaf Beetle in New York State. 46p. il. 8pl. Aug. 1902.
Out of print.

This is a revision of Bulletin 20 containing the more essential facts observed since that
was prepared.

59 Grapevine Root Worm. 4op. 6pl. Dec. 1902. 15c.

See 72.

64 1 8th Report of the State Entomologist 1902. nop. 6pl. May
1903. 20C.

68 Needham, J. G. &• others. Aquatic Insects in New York. 322p. 52pl.

Aug. 1903. 80C, cloth.

72 Felt, E. P. Grapevine Root Worm. 58p. I3pl. Nov. 1903. 20c.

This is a revision of Bulletin 59 containing the more essential facts observed since that
was prepared.

74 & Joutel, L. H. Monograph of the Genus Saperda. 88p. I4pl.

June 1904. 25c.

76 Felt, E. P. 19th Report of the State Entomologist 1903. I50p. 4pl.

1904. 15c.

79 Mosquitos or Culicidae of New York. 164P. il. 57pl. tab. Oct.

1904. 40c.

86 Needham, J. G. 6* others. May Flies and Midges of New York. 352p.
il- 37pl- June 1905. 80c. cloth.

97 Felt, E. P. 20th Report of the State Entomologist 1904. 246P. il. I9pl.

Nov. 1905. 40C.

103 Gipsy and Brown Tail Moths. 44p. lopl. July 1906. 15c.
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104 2ist Report of the vState Entomologist 1905. I44p. lopl. Aug.
1906. 25c.

109 Tussock Moth and Elm Leaf Beetle. 34p. 8pl. Mar. 1907. 20c.
no 22d Report of the State Entomologist 1906. I52p. 3pl. June

1907. 25c.

124 • 23d Report of the State Entomologist 1907. 542p. il. 44pl. Oct.
1908. 75c.

129 Control of Household Insects. 48p. il. May 1909. Free.

134 24th Report of the State Entomologist 1908. 2o8p. il. I7pl.
Sept. 1909. 35c.

136 — Control of Flies and Other Household Insects. 56p. il. Feb.
1910. 15c.

This is a revision of Bulletin 129 containing the more essential factsj observed since
that was prepared.

141 Felt, E. P. 25th Report of the State Entomologist 1909. I78p. il. 22pl.
, July 1910. 35c.

147 26th Report of the State Entomologist 1910. i82p. il. 35pl. Mar.
1911. 35c.

155 27th Report of the State Entomologist 191 1. 198P. il. 27pl. Jan.
1912. 40C.

156 Elm Leaf Beetle and White-Marked Tussock Moth. 35p. 8pl. Jan.
1912. 20c.

165 28th Report of the State Entomologist 1912. 266p. I4pl. July 1913.
40c.

175 29th Report of the State Entomologist 1913. 258p. i6pl. April
1915. 45c.

180 • 30th Report of the State Entomologist 1914. 336p. il. I9pl. Jan.
1916. 50c.

Needham, J. G. Monograph on Stone Flies. In preparation.
Botany. 2 Peck, C. H. Contributions to the Botany of the State of New
York. 72p. 2pl. May 1887. 20c.

8 • Boleti of the United States. 98p. Sept. 1889. Out of print.

25 Report of the State Botanist 1898. 76p. 5pl. Oct. 1899. Out of
print.

28 Plants of North Elba. 2o6p. map. June 1899. 20c.

54 Report of the State Botanist 1901. 58p. 7pl. Nov. 1902. 40c.

67 Report of the State Botanist 1902. I96p. 5pl. May 1903. 50c.

75 • Report of the State Botanist 1903. 7op. 4pl. 1904. 40c.

94 Report of the State Botanist 1904. 6op. lOpl. July 1905. 40c.

105 Report of the State Botanist 1905. io8p. I2pl. Aug. 1906. 50c.

116 Report of the State Botanist 1906. i20p. 6 pi. July 1907. 35c.

122 Report of the State Botanist 1907. I78p. 5pl. Aug. 1908. 40c.

131 Report of the State Botanist 1908. 202p. 4pl. July 1909. 40c.

139 Report of the State Botanist 1909. ii6p. lOpl. May 1910. 45c.

150 Report of the State Botanist 1910. lOOp. 5pl. May 191 1. 30c.

157 Report of the State Botanist 1911. 140P. 9pl. Mar. 1912. 35c.

167 Report of the State Botanist 1912. I38p. 4pl. Sept. 1913. 30c.

176 Report of the State Botanist 1913. 78p. I7pl. June 1915. 20c.

179 — Report of the State Botanist 1914. io8p. ipl. Dec. 1915. 20c.

Archeology. 16 Beauchamp, W. M. Aboriginal Chipped Stone Implements
of New York. 86p. 23pl. Oct. 1897. 25c.

18 Polished Stone Articles Used by the New York Aborigines. I04p.
35pL Nov. 1897. 25c.

22 Earthenware of the New York Aborigines. 78p. 33pl. Oct. 1898.

25c.

32 Aboriginal Occupation of New York. i9op. i6pl. 2 maps. Mar.
1900. 30C.

41 Wampum and Shell Articles Used by New York Indians. i66p.

28pl. Mar. 190 1. Out of print.

50 Horn and Bone Implements of the New York Indians. Ti2p. 43pl.

Mar. 1902. Out of print.
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55 Metallic Implements of the New York Indians. 94p. 38pl. Jime
1902. 25c.

73 Metallic Ornaments of the New York Indians. I22p. 37pl. Dec.

1903. 30c.

78 History of the New York Iroquois. 340p. lypl. map. Feb. 1905.
75c.

87 Perch Lake Mounds. 84P. I2pl. Apr. 1905. 20c.

89 Aboriginal Use of Wood in New York. i9op. 35pl. June 1905.
Not available.

108 Aboriginal Place Names of New York. 336p. May 1907. 40c.

113 Civil, Religious and Mourning Councils and Ceremonies of Adop-
tion. Ii8p. 7pl. June 1907. 25c.

117 Parker, A. C. An Erie Indian Village and Burial Site. I02p. 38pl.

Dec. 1907. 30c.

125 Converse, H. M. & Parker, A. C. Iroquois Myths and Legends. I96p.
il. iipl. Dec. 1908. 50c.

144 Parker, A. C. Iroquois Uses of Maize and Other Food Plants. I20p.
il. 3ipl. Nov. 1910. Out of print.

163 The Code of Handsome Lake. I44p. 23pl. Nov. 1912. 25c.

184 The Constitution of the Five Nations. I58p. 8pl. April i, 1916^
30c.

Miscellaneous. 62 Merrill, F. J. H. Directory of Natural History Museums
In United States and Canada. 236P. Apr. 1903. 30c.

66 Ellis, Mary. Index to Publications of the New York State Natural
History Survey and New York State Museum 1 837-1902. 41 8p. June
1903. 75c, cloth.

Museum memoirs 1889-date. 4to.

1 Beecher, C. E. & Clarke, J. M. Development of Some Silurian Brachi-
opoda. 96p. 8pl. Oct. 1889. $1.

2 HaU, James & Clarke, J. M. Paleozoic Reticulate Sponges. 350p. il. 7opl

1898. $2, cloth.

3 Clarke, J. M. The Oriskany Faima of Becraft Mountain, Columbia Co.,

N. Y. I28p. 9pl. Oct. 1900. 80C.

4 Peck, C. H. N. Y. Edible Fungi, 1895-99. io6p. 25pl. Nov. 1900. 75c.

This includes revised descriptions and illustrations of fungi reported in the 49th, sist and
5 2d reports of the State Botanist.

5 Clarke, J. M. & Ruedemann, Rudolf. Guelph Formation and Fauna of

New York State. I96p. 2ipl. July 1903. I1.50, cloth.

6 Clarke, J. M. Naples Fauna in Western New York. 268p. 26pl. map.
1904. $2, cloth.

7 Ruedemann, Rudolf. Graptolites of New York. Pt i Graptolites of the
Lower Beds. 350P. I7pl. Feb. 1905. $1.^0, cloth.

8 Felt, E. P. Insects Affecting Park and Woodland Trees, v.i. 460P.
il. 48pl. Feb. 1906. $2.50, cloth; v. 2. 548p. il. 22pl. Feb. 1907. $2, cloth.

9 Clarke, J. M. Early Devonic of New York and Eastern North America.
Pt I. 366p. il. 70pl. 5 maps. Mar. 1908. $2.50, cloth; Pt 2. 250P. il. 36pl.

4 maps. Sept. 1909. $2, cloth.

10 Eastman, C. R. The Devonic Fishes of the New York Formations.
236p. i5pl. 1907. $1.2^, cloth.

11 Ruedemann, Rudolf. Graptolites of New York. Pt 2 Graptolites of

the Higher Beds. 584P. il. 3ipl. 2 tab. Apr. 1908. $2.50, cloth.

12 Eaton, E. H. Birds of New York. v. i. 50ip. il. 42pl. Apr. 1910.

$3, cloth; V. 2, 7i9p. il. 64pl. July 1914. $4, cloth.

13 Whitlock, H. P. Calcites of New York. 190P. il. 27pl. Oct. 1910. $1, cloth.

14 Clarke, J. M. & Ruedemann, Rudolf. The Eurypterida of New York. v. i.

Text. 44op. il. v. 2 Plates. i88p. 88pl. Dec. 191 2. $4, cloth.

Natural History of New York. 30 v. il. pi. maps. 4to. Albany 1842-94.
DIVISION I ZOOLOGY. De Kay, James E. Zoology of New York; or. The
New York Fauna; comprising detailed descriptions of all the animals
hitherto observed within the State of New York with brief notices of

.
those occasionally found near its borders, and accompanied by appropri-
ate illustrations. 5v. il. pi. maps. sq. 4to. Albany 1842-44. Out of print.

Historical introduction to the series by Gov. W. H. Seward. lySp.
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V. I pti Mammalia. 131 + 46p. 33pl. 1842.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

V. 2 pt2 Birds. 12 + 38op. 141 pi. 1844.

Colored plates.

V. 3 pt3 Reptiles and Amphibia. 7 + gSp. pt 4 Fishes. 15 + 415P. 1842.'

pt 3-4 bound together.

V. 4 Plates to accompany v. 3. Reptiles and Amphibia. 23pl. Fishes.
79pl. 1842.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

V. 5 pt5 MoUusca. 4 + 271 p. 40pl. pt 6 Crustacea. 7op. i3pl. 1843-44.
Hand-colored plates; pts-6 bound together.

DIVISION 2 BOTANY. Torrcy, John. Flora of the State of New York; com-
prising full descriptions of all the indigenous and naturalized plants hith-
erto discovered in the State, with remarks on their economical and medical
properties. 2v. il. pi. sq. 4to. Albany 1843. Out of print.

V. I Flora of the State of New York. 12 -f- 484P. 72pl. 1843.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

V. 2 Flora of the State of New York. 572p. 89pl. 1843.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

DIVISION 3 MINERALOGY. Beck, Lewis C. Mineralogy of New York; com-
prising detailed descriptions of the minerals hitherto found in the State
of New York, and notices of their uses in the arts and agriculture, il. pL
sq. 4to. Albany 1842. Out of print.

V. I pti Economical Mineralogy. pt2 Descriptive Mineralogy. 24 + 536p.
1842.

8 plates additional to those printed as part of the text.

DIVISION 4 GEOLOGY. Mather, W. W.; Emmons, Ebenezer; Vanuxem, Lard-
ner & Hall, James. Geology of New York. 4V. il. pi. sq. 4to. Albany
1842-43. Out of print.

V, I pti Mather, W. W. First Geological District. 37 + 653P. 46pl. 1843.
V. 2 pt2 Emmons, Ebenezer. Second Geological District. 10 + 437p.

I7pl. 1842.

Vv 3 pt3 Vanuxem, Lardner. Third Geological District. 3o6p. 1842.

V. 4 pt4 Hall, James. Fourth Geological District. 22 + 683P. iQpl.

map. 1843.
DIVISION 5 AGRICULTURE. Emmons, Ebenezer. Agriculture of New York;

comprising an account of the classification, composition and distribution

of the soils and rocks and the natural waters of the different geological

formations, together with a condensed view of the meteorology and agri-

cultural productions of the State. 5v. il.. pi. sq. 4to. Albany 1846-54.
Out of print.

V. I Soils of the State, Thei: Composition and Distribution. 11 + 37ip. 2ipl.

1846.
V. 2 Analysis of Soils, Plants, Cereals, etc. 8 + 343 + 46p. 42pl. 1849.

With hand-colored plates.

V. 3 Fraits, etc. 8 + 340P. 1851.

V. 4 Plates to accompany V. 3. 95pl. 1851.

Hand-colored.

v.. 5 Insects Injurious to Agriculture. 8 + 272P. 5opl. 1854.

With hand-colored plates.

DIVISION 6 PALEONTOLOGY. Hall, James. Paleontology of New York. 8v.

il. pi. sq. 4to. Albany 1847-94. Bound in cloth.

V. I Organic Remains of the Lower Division of the New York System.

23 + 338p. 99pl. 1847. Out of print.

v. 2 Organic Remains of Lower Middle Division of the New York System.
8 + 362P. I04pl. 1852. Out of print.

V. 3 Organic Remains of the Lower Helderberg Group and the Oriskany
Sandstone, pt i, text. 12 + 532p. 1859. [$3.50]

pt 2. I42pl. 1 861. [$2.50]
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